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ABSTRACT 

Much critical work has been done on the theatre 

producer and the theatre product. The theatre audience 

has not received adequate attention from literary critics. 

In this work, therefore, attention is focused on the 

audience, the consumer of the theatre product. We attempt 

to ascertain the influence of socio-demographic variables 

on reception by the audience of film products. 

The theoretical background is hinged on theories of 
' 

communication9 namely, mass communication, literary 

communication, and reader's response. Reception theory 

is dependent on other disciplines, viz; history, 

hermeneutics, and structuralism. The dialectical 

relationship between reception theory and these other 

disciplines has helped to_illuminate horizons of 

expectatio1:1-s of film audiences. The linear nature of 

the film medium with its inherent impatience, constitutes 

a constraint on reception. 

Our data derive from respondents' .reaction to u 

bilingual interview schedule. Our secondary sources 

are radio and television programmes and advertisements, 

This study shows that audience response to the 

film product is mainly guided by the physiology

sociology-psychology (PSP) of the individual members. 

"· 
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The PSP of the individual members, therefore, accounts 

for the variation in reception of a film. The work 
'• 

shows that the Yoruba film audience is mainly dominated 

by males, youths and literate members of the: community. 

among others. The study further shows that the Yoruba 

film audience is critical of issues :t;·hat contravene 

Yoruba values and behavioural pattern·. 

The Yoruba audience seems to h~ve a distaste for 

morbid themes and issues that are inimical and risgu~ 

(especially bawdy-house literature). Audience interest 

seems to transcend mere emotional thrill. 

The audience, on the other hand, appears to adore· 

a number of film-stars, who attract them to film houses. 

The phenomenon of star-aystem thus holds among Yoruba 

film-goers. 

For the first time, we are able to know the reaction 

of the audience, otherwise the consumer, to the theatre 

product to complement the literary critic's appraisal. 

With this, the film producer should be able to design 

films for the audience of bis choice. 

''. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

l.O Introduction 

This work is a study of audience reception of the 

Yoruba film in a Yoruba community, In this chapter, we 

highlight the problem and draw attention to the significance 

of the study. We look at Yoruba drama, its audience and 

the communicative role of drama. The various performative• 

media at the disposal of theatre practitioners are 

presented, The reasons for the choice of Ibadan for the 

study are thereafter given, All this constitutes the 

background to the investigation, 

1,1,0 Statement of the Problem 

Scholars have focused intensively on playwrights 

and their works, The immense attention given to them by 
-

critics is reflected ·in the number of critical works on 

plays; whereas the audience, which constitutes the 

consumer, is often given scant attention·, It appears 

as if the role of the audience is considered inconsequential 

to the overall appreciation of drama, However, a few 

critics, like Wimsatt and Beardsley (1973), and MalqmQ 

(1985), have emphasized the importance of the theatre 

I. 
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audience in theatrical production. For Malqmq (1985:1) 

states· 

••• it is the audience !or which the 
playwright communicates his ideas and 
feelings, while the necessary visual 
elements that enhance the communication 
o! the ideas are designed primarily !or 
the aesthetic pleasure and appreciation 
of the audience. 

The literate audience has always been the focus o! 

critics. For instance, Iser's searchlight is on various 

types of' readers and on how readers respond to the text 

(Iser 1978). His typology excludes those who do not 

possess ,the ability to read or write. For Vincent 

(1981), whose thought falls in line with Barber's (1987), 

the un~ducated audience' possesses poor aesthetic 
. . 

perception because of its non-exposure to literacy. 

Iser furthermore came up with a number of readers in his 

analysis: the super-reader, the informed reader and the 

intended reader. 

Vi~cent (1981) claims, though without any statistical 

backing, that' both--the educated and the uneducated give 

maximum reception to popular plays. Alamu (1992) and 

"· 
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AyQrinde (1992:15) also assert that the film medium is 

popular among its audience. Their claims, however, lack 

statistical proof or support. 

Again, apart from the film medium, there are other 

recreational media available to the audiences. These 

include television, video and live theatre (stage). 

Despite this, people still go to film-houses. It is 

widely speculated by scholars that young people accord 

films more reception than do adults in terms of attendance. 

Even, Ekwuazi (1984') speculates that men and women belong. 
. . 

to the high and low attendance frequency zones respectively. 

Moreover, before the emergence of African films, 

African audiences were exposed,to European films. 

According to Mgbejume (1989:4), "the !'.iner and more 

generous, side" of western life was not being portrayed 

in the movies ,, generally shown to Africans in cinema 

houses. The Eur,opean film promoters were not concerned 

about the 'spiritual development' of the African audiences, 

nor about what effect the film would have on them. Many 

of the films frequently presented a false picture o! 

western life. In addition, a number of film critics have 

drawn attention.to preponderant violence on the screen. 

For instance, Dewey (1969), Terry (1969), Brown (1970), 
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Eves (1970) 1 and Noble (1970) confirm that abundant 

violence is depicted in the mass media. 

This· notwithstanding, the selective perception 

theorists opine that !ilms only·entertain. The 

perception theorists state that the interaction existing 

between the audience and the medium is within a socio

cultural context since both are products or the society. 

Thereforei whatever items are selected by each member 

or the audience from the medium depend on the 

individual's mental set, which itself has been 

conditioned by social !actors. It is usual though for 1 

two or more people who have seen.the same object 

simultaneously to perceive the object differently. 

Each has experienced the same visual simulation at one 

and the salli.e time. Thus, they have.shared an equal, 
;., 

common experience which is basic to communication. 

Despite the common referent, the experiences vary with 

regard to reception. 

However, one obvious problem in previous studies 

· and which has motivated the present study is that the 

studies are mostly directed at literate audiences in. 

secondary schools or universities. Hence, su~b works 

are carried out under strictly controlled experimental 

,.,,· .. ~· . 

• 
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conditions. With this at the back of our mind, we 

have therefore, decided to focus attention on !ilm 

audiences in cinema houses in an.-heterogeneous community. 

The study has been designed to discover the impact 

of socio-demogra~hic variables on audience reception or 

!ilm products. The study will also examine the attitude 

of the audience to the film story, plot, theme, 

character (actor) and language. Apart from the film 

medium the strength of the media, like television and 

stage in this community, will be established. 

More specifically, the study will provide answers' 

to the following questions: 

1. Is the Yoruba drama audience as lethargic 
as the European scholars would want us to 
believe; or are they critical? 

2. Does the level of the audien9e's kducation 
inhibit the audience's perce~tion or 
aesthetic value? I 

i 

3. Can we get the same type of audience 
discrimination in the theatre as in 
reading audience? 

4. What are those factors that drive the 
~udiences to watch the Yoruba film even 

'' 
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in the face of the rival recreational 
medium of television, which is cheaper? 

5. Are there different levels of commitment 
among film-goers? 

6. Do Yoruba·films exhibit much of foreign 
values? 

7. What do the films do to people or what do 
the people do with films? 

8. What .accounts for variation in human 
judgment in general, and particularly 
in the interpretation of the Yoruba 
film content? 

1.1.1 Significance of the study 

The significance of this study, which is in the 

area of sociology of drama, is multiple. It has both 

theoretical and pragmatic values, 

The most available critical studies on Nigerian 

films to date have often. centred on criticism or on the 

historical development of films, Ekwuazi (1984) examines 

the context of production of films in Nigeria. His study 

_does not cover audience reaction 1i"o the content,· plot, 

themes and language of Nigerian films. Mgbejume (1989) 

: '. 
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traces the historical development of Nigerian film with 

its associated problems. He is preoccupied with the 

film producers ( the film makers), that is, .the 

communicators, and the text (the film: the message) 

but not with the audience (the recipient). Alamu's 

(1992) thesis is a historical analysis of Yoruba film 

in the first decade of its appearance. 

Oritical work on the theatre audience is scanty 

despite the importance of the audience to drama. The 

only known work in this area is Malqmq's Audience Survey 

at the National Arts Theatre Lagos, Nigeria, carried out 

in 1985. This kind of study is not; however, new in 

European or .American theatres. Malqmq's study concen

trates on school audiences, and is based on the stage 

performances of four plays which had been selected for 

examination purposes. It is not on film audiences in a 

broad sense. It is no surprise, therefore, that Ekwuazi 

(1984:258) calis for film audience research so as to 

fill the erstwhile theoretical vacuum in literary studies. 

Our study serves as a springboard for further studies.in 

audience survey research since it. is likely to be a .major 

introductory, if not a pioneering, study on Yoruba 

audiences. 
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For practical purposes this study will be an 

invaluable tool in the hands or theatre practitioners. 

theatre managers 1 theatre directors, dramatists and 

entertainment promoters who are concerned with the growth 

and development of drama as a means of socialization, 

The study will provide them with information on the 

composition of theatre audiences, their areas of 

interest and tastes. Moreover 1 the study can always 

serve as a pathfinder or resource fountain for govern

ment agencies with the responsibility of bringing 

government policies to the masses. It will provide an 

insight into techniques to employ in.enlightenment or 

re-orientation campaigns, 

• • 1,2,0 YORUBA DRAMA 

· In th'is work, "Yoruba draina" refers to plays which 

employ the Yoruba langu;ge as medium of expression on 

stage in text or in motion-picture, Yoruba drama can . , . 
be said to be as old as the Yoruba race itself, The 

., 

Yoruba have a way of re-enacting some facets of their 
.. 

life to entertain themselves. This re-enactment is 

sometimes referred to either as drama or as theatre, 
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But there are some differences in the two terms. 

1.2.l Theatre and Drama 

These two terms are often used as:synonyms. Both 

have their origin in the Greek language. The word 

'theatre', derived from a Greek word 'theatron', refers 

to a 'seeing place', while 'drama', a term deeply rooted 
. 

in Greek diction, suggests 'to doi or 'to act'. 

Brockett (1979:3), whose view falls in line with 

Crow's (1983), opines that theatre embraces: 

a performance space, performers, 
action, masks or make-up, costumes, 
music, dance and an audience. 

,. 

-From the foregoing, the word 'theatre' appe11-rs to 

be an elastic term while 'drama' seems to be constrictive. 

In its definition, theatre does not exclude the audito

rium, the proscenium, the prop, the actors/actresses,· 

performance, and the audience who·: :i.s ,. the consumer· of 

the theatre product. In other words, 'theatre' is a 

professional terminology used to describe both human and 

non-human materials usually employed· in performed plays. 

Besides, the definition by Brockett bas revealed 

'' 
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that drama is an integral part of theatre, It refers 

to plays whether textual (drama as literature), or 

performed (staged plays, piays on celluloid), Textual 
' 

plays are just read with the aid of stage directions, 

Such scripted plays are often for academic purposes.· 

One vital point against a textual play is its inherent 

discriminatory nature. Its audience, that is, rea~ership 

is limited to those who are literate in its language of 

composition, 1 But performed plays are meant for the 

theatre; television, f.ilm and radio audiences. 

In performed plays, the participants - actors l;llld 

actresses - impersonate .to enact a story for the enter

tainment of an audience, To make up the dramatic story, 

a series of events are woven together in a pattern often 

opted for by the dramatist or sometimes imposed by the 

director, It is the interaction of the characters t.hat 

brings· about the series of events which often generate 

conflict and action on the part. of characters. A new 

scenery is introduced as the spot of action ~hanges and 

1 The non-literate are not part of the textual play 
audience. It is only when the textual play is 
performed 1:1-ve that non-lit·erate audiences have 
access to its message, 

"· 
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as the scenes are changed the audience visualizes the 

story of the play. In au~, drama, which involves vision, 

. plot, scenes, action, conflict and resolution, is an 

integral part of theatre., . It is a matter :of using a 

part to represent ··a. whole: It is imperative to point 

out that the ability of an audience to speak and under

stand the spoken word of a particular language group is 

the unique advantage that the performed play has over 

the scripted. In play performance the audience is 

heterogeneously drawn. 

1,2,2 Precursors of Yoruba Drama 

The precursor of Yoruba drama was the Alarlnj6 

theatre,. (as originally known then), founded by. Ol6gbin-:!n 

Ologbojo,. ~he custodian of egungun~ The Alarinj6 theatre 

was established on a_permanent basis purposely for the 

entertainment of court guests. But with time, the masque

dramaturges extended their performances beyond the ~ing's 

palace when the mantle of court entertainment fell on 

.tfila Ogb:!n. ·:BY performing. for the governed, the masses, 

j~i Ogbin popularised the profession of masque-dramaturgy, 

which originally was exclusively for the pleasu~e of the 

governing class. Thereafter, many troupes sprang up as a 

' 1,. 
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result of the professionalization of the dramaturgy. 

They travelled from village to village, and from town. 

to town to perform for the pleasure of the Qba (King), 

AjQlQ (District officer), Ba£1~ (villa~e bead) and the 

masses. It wa·s. the peripatetic nature of their 

performances that earned them the name 'alarinj6 .' , that 

is, "those who dance as they walk" or "those who dance 

about". This attribute did not go down well with the 

masque-dramaturges for it is a derogatory nomenclature. 

They opted for the "egungun apidllll" that is, "the masque-

' dramaturges who engage in magical displays", which was 

their original title (Adedeji 1978:,34). 
, ' , 

Apart from Alarinjo theatre, the annual rituals and 

religious festivals performed by the devotees of tbe 

numerous gods and goddesses in the Yoruba pantheon in 

Yoruba villages and towns were another form of traditional 

drama. However, a few of the devotees opted out Q£ 

traditional drama and ventured to modern drama. Hence, 

the Modern Yoruba Travelling Theatre can be taken· as the 

offshoot of the traditional AiarinJ6 theatre if we 

compare the organisation, form, content, the itinerant 

operation and style of publicity of the two theatres 

'•, 
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(Ogundeji 1988:71).2 : In fact some of the well-known 

dramatists were, at one time or the other, under the 

tutelage of the ala~injo. Hubert Ogunde (Ogundeji 

1988:67) and Ab!.doye Oj6 are examples o'J: such dramatists. :, 

With Western influence on the entertainment scene 

in Nigeria, the Yoruba theatre had to change, partly in 

response to the demands of the new culture and civiliza

tion. Ogunde who had experienced both African and 

Western theatres exploited the new situation to its 

fullest by giving a new direction to Yoruba theatre • 
.. 

His pioneering efforts in making Yoruba theatre what it 

is today are unparalleled. He rejuv~nated Yoruba drama 

by fusing African and European ideas. He discarded the 

presentation or·cbristian plays and created secular plays. 

After his successful outings in Lagos with his group, he 

toured Ilaro, Ab~okuta, Ibadan, !j~bu-Ode, Ososa and 

l;lagamu (Clark 1981:298) •. Many other Yoruba dramatists 

who were·inspired by Ogunde's success"soon formed their 

own troupes, namely, Kqla Ogunmqla, Duro Ladip9, Oyin 

Adejqbi:, among others·. 

2 See Ogundeji (1988:65-76) for a comprehensive.account 
of bow the Ogunde dramatic tradition stemmed out of· 
the Alarlnjo theatre. 
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In sum, i~a Ogb:!n was the progenitor of the 
, - ... ,. 

traditional Alarin.JE .theatre, while Hubert Ogunde· 

pioneered the modern Yoruba travelling theatre which 

Ogundeji (1988) has placed in the 'Ogunde Dramatic 

Tradition' • 

1.2.3 Patronage of Yoruba Theatre 

The pre-colonial theatre artistes enjoyed patronage 

from their immediate society. The direct patronage often 

came from kings, priests, members of cultic organisations, 

or families hosting some ceremonies·like marriages, and 

funeral obsequies. These artistes also enjoyed the 

support of the whole community at the performance of the 

annual rites of a particular festival.· The warmest 

reception was usually when a ritual that concerned the 

welfare of the whole community was to· be performed (see 

Adedeji 1978:41-42; Crowder 1981:68-74). 

On other occa~ions, however, the alarinjo could take 

to the road. to perform for the enjoyment of the public. 

Some members of the audience who were delighted with 

their performance could volunteer monetary or material 

donations. Through these donations, the al~rinj6 was 
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easily assembled, since performance did not attract 

fee taking, unlike with the modern day Yoruba t.ravelling 

theatre troupe. The alarinj~ was capable of 'organising 
' 

an impromptu and spontaneous performance for any type of 

audience on its itinerary. This creative ingenuity of 

·a1arinj6 could be a contributive factor to its populari

zation. 

The up-coming ·Yoruba travelling theatre troupes 

most of the time, or usually, begin with the school 

audience;. The few lucky ones are sometimes sponsored 

by entertainment promoters. But·the problem associated 

with sponsorship is that the theatre troupes are often 

held to ransom by the sponsors~ However, the well 

estl;l.blished theatre troupes rely heavily on their past 

3 I 9qla Ogun9qla, a.k.a "Dr I. Sho Pepper" corroborates 
this in Jeyifo 1984:14~: 

When I struck out on my own in 1968, I 
decided to concentrate first on performances 
for the secondary school audiences. 

4 Jeyifo (1984:55-56) gives an account of the punishment 
meted out to,the members of the Freedoom Travelling 
Theatre formed in Abqokuta in 1967 by their "benefac
tress" who had raised a loan for the group. As a 
result of the group's inability to bring quick 
returns, the "benefactress" got some members of the 
troupe arrested, and they were remanded in prison 
for three to four months. 

! ' . 
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records and fame, and so they draw their audiences 

from the general public in and outside the school 

premises. The audience turn-out will likely depend on: 

the reputation of the troupe,5 its repertoire, and the 

time and ~lace of performance. Occasionally, some of 

these troupes present commissioned plays to the general 

public 'at the instance of agencies6 • 

1.3.0 Drama and Communication 

Communication permeates human life, and drama is an 

epitome of life; drama therefore is communication. 

Communication activity involves personal relationships 

at least between two persons. Drama itself makes use of 

personal relationships between two or more pers,ons. This 

sort of personal relationship should be the type that is

capable of generating conflict among the characters in 

5 

6 

Ogun~ola confirms this also. He cites examples of 
other

0

theatre troupes th~t enjoy warm reception 
from the audience; namely, Moses Qlaiya a.k.a 
"Bab& Sala", Kqla Ogunmqla, Duro Ladipo, Hubert 
<>gunde •.. See ;eyifo 1984:153 _for detailed comments 
by Oguni;i91-a. · 

The Qy6 State Mass Mobilisation For Social and 
Economic Recovery (MAMSER) sponsored a Yoruba drama 
on Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), Ibadan. 
The serialized play is titled·J;,Y~ Atqka. 
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the play. The three vital components of communication 

that are of importance and value to a dramatic presenta

tion are speech (the most important) 9 gestures, and 

writing7 (Obilade 1987:6-7). 

1.. The primary intention in communication is to pass 

a message or share ideas with others sharing the same 

linguistic and/or paralinguistic medium. The sender of 

the message attempts to transmit meaningful signals to 

the receiver ··by means of the shared code. The ability 

to use language dexterously by the addresser often 

effects a new behaviour in the addressee. It is not a 

surprise, therefore; that both communication and drama 

use language extensively in order to bring -about an 

effect or action. In order to facilitate quick 

understan~ing of the communication in drama, the actors 

have to b,e audible since theatre is a communication 

process. 

Furthermore, kinesics has been effectively utilized 

in theatre in the form of mimes (Adeniran 1987:17). To 

enhance quick understanding of the message, gestures are 

7 "Writing" refers to written or scripted plays. 

,•, 
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employed in communication. The speaker can gesticulate 

with his hands• head• and legs in an attempt to make 

his message crystai clear. Drama also makes use of these 

non-verbal elements to reinforce dramatic discourse 

among the cha~acters in the play. The ability to blend 

together speech and gestures. or body movement in its 

totality. on stage by the actors not only awakens but 

also liberates the audience to become a producer of 

meaning r~ther than a mere consumer of the play. 

' 

There are other means of communication in drama. 

For instance. the arrangement of the objects. and the 

utilization of apace by the actors can jolt the audience 

perception of the play. Other elements that'also add 

colour and meaning to drama communication include 

choreography and dance. music and sets. In a good drama 

production, all these elements "have specific and in·tegral 

contributions to make to the overall aesthetic appeal of 

a play" (Vincent 1981:80). Communication and drama1iic 

arts are deeply rooted in the theory of signs or semiotics. 

In the case of written drama. the audience is limited as a 

result of minimal literacy awareness in Nigeria. Moreover• 

its audience is elitist, what .14cQuail (1983:27) calls 'the 

social 'top'. 

'' 
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The Yoruba theatre practitioners are no exception· 
.. 

in the utilization of these three systems of communica-

tion: speech, gestures l;llld writing. The traditional 

drama relies on mimesis, musicals, songs/opera, but the 

modern Yoruba drama gives prominence to ornamental 

language, which will not only appeal to, but al~o draw, 

a wider audience. 

1.3.1.0 Diverse Media of Performance 

Initially, the Yoruba dramatist had to channel bis 

message through the stage performance, but with technolo

gical development he now has at his disposal additional 

media of performance. 

1.3.1.1 Earliest Medium of Performance 

The alarinj6 dramaturgy··of ·old could make use of the 

street, square; court, or even, the cultic building. The 

space utilized by the traditional theatre practitioners 

is non-formalized, and so it could be used free of charge. 

But the practitioners in the Ogunde dramatic tradftion 

have to hire a hall or theatre hall in which to perform 

their P.lays · for the audiences. Before the ere~tion of 

arts theatres in state capitals,'these dramatists bad to 

" 

I 
I. 
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stage their plays in church, school and town halls. 

They made use of make-shift stage wherever the hall 

had no proscenium. The stage, which is the oldest 

medium for theatrical performance, is fast giving way 

to the new media of performance. The theatre practitioners 

place more premium on mass media, especially the electronic 

media, than the stage medium. It is no surprise, therefore, 

when Etherton and Magyer (1981:46) cried out concerning 

.audience at~itudes to stage performance: 'full streets 

and empty theatres~ The warm reception normally given 
• 

to stage· performance is on the wane. The reason for this 

is not far to·seek. With the technological development 

in channels of communication, the theatre audience has 

also developed new tastes in line with its age. The 

Yoruba theatre practitioner bas no alternative but to 

yield to the taste of the audience who consume his 

production. 

1.;.1.2.0 Drama In Mass Media 

With tlie introduction of new technology into 

communication techniques, the mass media came into being. 

Mass media aim at large audiences which are heterogeneous. 
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Thus mass media are meant for mass communication (public). 

The audience for mass communication is generally drawn 

from: 

people living under widely different 
' ' 

conditions, under widely varying cultures 
coming from diverse strata of society, 
engaging in different occupations and 
hence having different interests, 
standards of life and degrees of 
prestige, power and influence 

(Wirth 1948 quoted in McQuail 1969:8) 

The inference from the above quotation is that mass 

media cut across social classes and differentiation in 

_demographic variable.a. 

Mass media include the mass circulation press · 

(newspapers, magazines), posters, handbills, pamphlets, 

advertising in general, best selling literature, radio, 

television, films and video shows. These communication 

media can be broadly categorized into two types, viz., 

print, and electronic. The Yoruba playwrights utilize 

the two types of mass'ip.edia to distribute their 

information to the audience. 
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Utilization of Print Media by 
Yoruba Playwrights 

. ' 

The literate dramatists in Yoruba society took 

advantage of their education by sending their theatrical 

message through the print media. The publication of 

E.A. Akintan's "Pa mi n·ku obinrin" in El~t! Qf9, a' 

Yoruba newspaper, in 1923 marked the beginning of Yoruba 

drama in the mass circulation press. The play which 

centres around a domesti~ issue was· serialized from 16 

February, to 4 April, 1923 (Ogun~ina 1980:46). This is, 

however, not the first time.literature would appear in 

print media. A lot of poems, riddles and folktales had 

been p4blished right from the inception of the first 

Yoruba newspaper in 1859 (Ogun~ina 1980:46). 

Beginning from 1958, Yoruba scholars geared their 

efforts toward the production of Yoruba drama in book 

print, The pioneering efforts of Babal9la and Qdunjq 

spurred other Yoruba creative writers into play writing 

for public consumption. The Yoruba literate playwrights 

have over fifty plays to their credit as of today8 • 

8 Adeleke (1986:11) puts the number of published Yoraba 
plays at over fifty. Since then more Yoruba plays., 
have been published. But for the acute shortage of 

'' 
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The audiences for both the newspapers and books 

are specialized since 'they must have· become literate 

,in Yoruba to be able to read these publications. It is 

possible, then, that the elitist nature of• the audience 

might have spurred.Ogunde to accept to participate in the 

production of the Yoruba photo-play magazine in 19679 . 

Many other Yoruba Travelling theatre troupes followed 

suit. 

The idea of this photo-play is both lofty and 

laudable. The photo-play magazine does not require as 

much mental effort as demanded in the reading of news

papers and books, since it is pictorial. With the aid of 

the action pictures sequentially arranged on every page 

of the magazine, the use of words is minimized. This 

also affords the non-literate audience the opportunity 

to look at the pictures in the photo-play. It is no· 

surprise, then, that the photo-play was able to penetrate 

to the hamlets and villages where theatre halls and 

newsprint, the figure could have been almost twice 
the conservative estimate given. 

9 The first Yoruba photo-play magazine is Attka 
published by West African Book Publisherstd, 
Lagos. The other Yoruba ppoto-play magazines 
include Kay$d~, Ar!1§, lbukun Alawada (Ogundeji 
1981; 19eai 2; Jeyi o 1984:76). .. .. . · 

" 
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facilities were absent. The photo-play also served as 

a vacuum-.filler between the audience and the dramatist, 

who could not be performing in a place on a permanent 

basis owing to the peripatetic nature of 'bis profession. 

From the foregoing one can say that the Yoruba photo

play magazine is accorded much reception by the literate 

in Yoruba. 

However, tbe global econom~c recession has seriously 

affected the production of these three mass media both 
·' 

qualitatively and quantitatively. For instance, the 

pure photo-play magazine bas become extinct. The ones 

available on the news-stands only contain pictures which 

are mere caricatures or sketches of the characters in 

the photo-plays. 

1.3.1.2.2 Yordba Drama in the Electronic Media 

The Yorub~ theatre artist bad bis first contact with 

the electronic media via a radio performance in July 1945 

on Lagos Radio - Redif.fusion Service (Ogundeji 1988:89). 

With the emergence of a television station in Ibadan city 

in 1959, the Ibadan television audiences had the unique 

opportunity of watching Ogunde's performances on the 

'I 
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screen, At that time, dances and songs featured 

prominently in the theatrical displays of the troupe. 

Perhaps as a way of endearing himself to the audience, 

Ogunde began to record songs from the opening and 

closing glees of his plays on phonograph discs from 

the early 1960 1 s. However, it was Dura Ladip9's troupe 

that began the-recording of full-length plays on 

phonograph discs with his td~ and Qba Ko So (Ogundeji 

1988:89). Other theatre troupes, such as Kqla Ogunm9la, 

Moses Qlaiya and Oja LadipQ soon followed suit. Through 

the phonograph discs, theatre audiences were able to 

listen to the performances of the theatre troupes at 

their own pleasure. 

As far back as 1964, the practitioners of the Ogunde 

dramatic movement had begun to appear in documentary 

films. For instance, the Esso World Theatre produced 

a 25-minute documentary film which traces the development 

of Nigerian Arts from antiquity to 1964. The documentary 

film exhibits: 

Nigeria's performing ··and fine arts, both 
past and present, by interweaving the 
country's music, danc·e, drama, literature, 
painting and sculpture. 

(Mgbejume 1989:67) 
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However, the maximization of the film medium by the 

Yoruba theatre practitioners s·tarted with the production 

of Qla Balogµn's "Ajani Ogun" in 197610 ; in which both 

Duro Ladipq and Adey~mi Afqlayan (Ade Iiove) feature 

prominently. With the warm reception accorded this first 

full-length Yoruba film, the protagonists of stage theatre 

decided to record some of their plays on the ce.lluloid, 

which happens to be the technological novelty of the 19th 

century. Especially so, when their television performances 

had adversely affected the audience attendance at the 

live shows, 11 The television, being a domestic and 

entertainment medium, was and is still able to show some 

of the plays in the repertory of the Yoruba theatre 

10 

11 

There is a conflict in the date of production of Aii'm:! 
~; Ekwuazi (1984:30) puts the date at 1975~ Jey lo 
(1~84:75), Ogundeji 1988:90) and Mgbejume (19~9:71) 
give,1976. We stand by 1976 .as the date of production 
not because'·the works o.f,the three scholars who have 
given 1976 are recent but because one of the principal 
actors in the film, Adey~mi Af9layan (a.k.a. Ade Love), 
in an Ogun State Television programme aired on 
Saturday, 23 May, 1992, confirmed 1976 as the date 
of its publication. 

During the Second Republic, '(1979-1983), television 
sets of various sizes were within the economic reach 
of low income earners. It was possible then to 
purchase a minimum television set (especially black 
and white) for fifty (N50.oo)! This same period saw 
the emergence of stat~-owned.~elevision stations which 
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troupes. This regular show, which can either be on 

weekly or quarterly basis,. reduces the urge in people 

to ·see the live performance especially if such individuals 

had. fewer resources. 

Besides, some of the Yorubi! dramatists have made their 

marks on stage or in television performllilces; thereby 

becoming star actors or actresses. The protagonists of 

stage theatre then start to invite popular star artistes, 

who are crowd pullers to their performances. This style 

is known as the 'star-system' (McQuail 1983:29). But the 

stage medium does not feature many star-artistes as the 

film medium does because of the fin_ancial implication 

therein. As a result of the 'star-system' and the 

collective nature of film-making, the Yoruba theatre 

-------------------------·-···- -------
were politically motivated: Lagos State Television 
(LTV), Broadcasting Corporation of QYQ State (BCOS, 
christened: Television Service of Qy9 State (TSOS) 
at its inception), Ogun State Television (OGTV), and 
Ondo State Radio Vision·are examples of such stations. 
During this period many otherwise unknown dramatists 
were able to come to the limelight. Theatre troupes 
were actively engaged by various television stations. 
Over one hundred and fifteen theatre troupes were 
active between 1980 and 1981 (Jeyifo 1984:200-203; 
Alamu 1992). · : , 
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practitioners vigorously utilize the film medium more 

than the stage medium. Thus today, the Ogunde dramatic 

movement employs the services of experienced star

artistes 'as special attractions for t'he audiences' when 

making films (Jeyifo 1984:14). The regular featuring of 
,. 

notable actors and actresses of the Ogunde dramatic 

tradition in Yoruba films in order to entice the audiences 

that had idolized them shows the propagandistic nature of 

the film medium as will be expatiated upon later in this 

work. 

Drama, itself, like the mass media, is another form 

of propaganda; it amplifies issues in a way that the 

emotional attitudes of others are affected or influenc·ed. 

It mirrors the society in an exaggerated manner as it 

distorts reality in such a dialectical form that a new 

reality is created. From the .foregoing, it would be 

fair·to say that two forms of propaganda are merged into 

one - the film medium and drama - so as to l11re the 

audiences to cinema houses, Attempts will therefore be 

made in this study to examine the response of the 

audiences in the city of Ibadan to the film medium and 

other dramatic media. 

'' 
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1.4 Why Ibadan? 

Ibadan has been chosen for this study because of its 

heterogeneous nature, Apart from being the state capital 

of QYQ State, Ibadan is also an indust:r!ialized and 

urbanized settl·emen t, The residents are drawn from 

various parts of the country, This notwithstanding, i.t 

is predominantly a Yoruba town where the Yoruba language 

is largely employed for social interaction. The non

native speakers, as much as ·possible, endeavour to 

communicate in Yoruba. Failure to acquire minimum 

proficiency in the language is likely to affect their 

businesses in a-negative way. 

Ibadan, as a commercial centre, possesses _some basic 

amenities needed by the general populace, viz., electricity, 

pipe-borne water_, access roads and recreational centres. 

Also on .the average, commuters have vehicles at their. 

disposal. These social amenities are of immense value 

in fi~m shows, The film projector which puts the images 

on celluloid relies on electric power. The toilet 

facilities provided at the cinema houses for the use of 

the film-goers depend largely on the availabili_ty of 

pipe-borne water, 

At weekends, Ibadan town is always a beehive of social 

., 
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activities which include marriage, naming, funeral, and 

house warming. The individuals invited to these various 

ceremonies do grace the occasion, but some who have no 

social engagements may decide to visit the club house, 

theatres or cinema houses. However, the purpose of 

going to film houses will depend on each individual. It 

is generally believed that both Lagos and Ibadan audiences 

are target-audiences of theatre practitioners. or show

business promoters. The reason for this is that these 

audiences, as a result of their sophistication, tend 

to app:J:'.eciate leisure or pastime activi t.ies. There are 

numerous cinema halls and houses in the city. With the 

numerous cinema houses at his ·disposal, it is therefore 

possible for a film promoter in possession of many reels 

of a particular film.to put up two or more shows.at 

different cinema houses simultaneously. Ibadan provides 

a rare opportunity for its population which was put at 

over 2.5 million by the 1963 census (cited in Ekwuazi 

1984:265). 

Ibadan had its first taste of motion pic~ures in 1921, 

courtesy of Guinea and West African Enterprises Limited, 

London (Ekwuazi 1984:265). It.is, therefore, not out of 
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place, seven decades after, if we check audience 

response to the .content of the Yoruba film in Ibadan 

city, 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ISSUES IN THE THEORY OF RECEPTION 

2.0 Introduction 

The term 'reception' is generally taken to be a 

word in hotel management while it seems alien to literary 

studies, especially in Anglophone countries. The 

reception theory has, however, been used extensively 

to explore the vast area of literary scholarship. A lot 

of scholars h~ve come up·with,varied definitions of the 

term, and with.varied concepts in their theoretical and 

practical investigations. An attempt will be made to 

review these varied concepts of reception theory. 

The two terms "Reception" (reception) and "Wirkung" 

("response" or "ef·tect") deal with the impact of a work' 

on the reader/audience;· Some scholars have tried to 

make a clear-cut distinction betwee·n the two. Their 

en~qvours .have not yielded any remarkable differentiation 

as such, since the two terms shift attention from the 

author and text to the reader or the audience of a literary' 

work. While the reader-response critics who developed the 
I , 

"Wirkungsasthetik" (aesthetic of e.ffect or response) can 

be found in different parts of the world, the "Rezeption-

i 
I 

I 
I 

.. ;..,,, 
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sasthetik" (aesthetic of reception) which came into 

being as a result of conscious and collective efforts 

of the proponents wa~ restricted to the University of 

Constance in West Germany. 

We shall .examine the two theories of communication 

and mass communication. The issues examined will form 

the theoretical background to this study. 

2.1.0 Concepts of Communication 

·Communication· is dif.ferently perceived by various 

sets of people. For the ordinary man communication is 

conceived as •understanding' or ·, sending information'. 

But the general consensus of many scholars is that 
I 

communication activity involves the mutual sharing of 

information,ideas, thoughts and emotions, elements of 

behaviour, and -modes of life·(see Cherryl957; Fabricius

Kovacs 1976; Adeniran 1987; Qqundare 1987; Unoh 1987). 

Unoh (1987) ·Stresses the importance of language as the 

core substance in communication arts. Communication 

minimally involves tw9 persons, who have certain things 

in common. The inference drawn from this is that effective 

and accurate.communication has its basis in the sharing of · 

a common code or convention by the two individuals involved. 

~. 

,· 
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This is why communication is further considered as 

culture (Adenirai:i 1987; and, Obi lade 1987), Cultural 

experiences are shared through the presentation of works 

of art; be they literary or visual. The artist as a 

"rememberer", "reminder" ( 9~undare 1987: 134-167) refreshes 

the memory, and also draws the attention of his audience 

to salient issues in and around his society. If and when 

the audience is aware of its environment as a result of 

an artist's wo_:rks, it means commun.ication has taken place 

since understanding of issues, ideas, and thoughts 

expressed by the artist has already been grasped. 

Shannon and Weaver (1949) point out that communication. 

involves the transmission and reception of a message by the 

sender and the receiver respectively. But Laswell _(1948) 

conceives communication as "Who-says What-iri Which channel-to 

Who-with What effect" (McQuail and Windahl 1981:10). The short

coming of the two communication models, though audience-orien

ted, is the non-recognition of the reciprocal relationship 

between the communicator and the receiver as a result of their 

linearity. The two models fail to show the feedback from 

the receiver. The idea expressed here establishes a fact· 

that communicatio~ has to be between two individuals: 

' . 

I • 
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the sender and the receiver. The third element which 

must be present in communication activity is the message. 

However, the lexical item 'reception' in Shannon and 

Weaver's concept shows that a kind of understanding has 

taken place, sinde. 'reception' indicates the effect of 

the message on the receiver. It is quite obvious from 

the Laswellian definition, that the purpose of communica-

' tion is to effect·a change in :the behaviouv of the 

receiver, Shannon and Weaver.' s concept of communication 

emphasizes .',communication process in the realization of a 

change in the behaviour of the recipient, 

2.1,1 General Process .of Interpersonal Communication 

It has been established that for any meaningful 

communication to take place in dyadic communication 

situations, three.obligatory elements are required: the 

sender, the message and the receiver. In a face-to-face 

discourse or in a reading situation, communication is 

ternary in form since the three elements are involved in 

the communication process, 

However, the three elements are given different 

names by different schools of thought. The sender is 

! t 
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called the source in Shannon·and Weaver's model (Fiske 

1982:7) or the encoder in Osgood and Schramm's model 

(UcQuail and Windahl 1981:14) fhile in Jakobson's 

model, the. encoder is called the addresser (Jakobson 

1960: 350~377). · The encoder's main role is to send a 

message or share ideas and thought with the receiver 

so as to effect a change in the behaviour of the latter. 

The Jakobsonian model of communication theory which 

consists of six constitutive elements in any speech 
' ' 

action, spells 9ut the function to be perf~rmed by the 

addresser in order to evolve an effective and meaningfur 

communication~ . 

/ ' 

context. 
Addresser------> message-----) Addressee 

contact 
code 

Fig. l Jakobsonian model of communication. 

According to.Jakobson (1960), there is the onus on 

the addresser to be emotive when encoding his message so 

as to arouse the ·emotion of the add~essee, who is to 

decode the coded message, This emotive function can be 

presented through the use of first person pron9un, 

interjections, or emphatic prolongation of the vowels in 

I 
I 
! ' 
' I 

I <, 
I ,_, 

I . 

I 
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certain linguistic structures. be it at the phonic. 

grammatical or lexcial levels. In sum ... the emotive 
. ' 

feature of communication adds flavour t,o the message• 

and intensity is given to meaning. How~ver. the source 

of a messag_e may be a person. a book. or an institution. 

"Code~ and "transmitted signals" (Shannon and 

Weayeri949) are.other names given to the ."message", 

Tt is the information .meant for the, "receiver" (Shannon 

and Weaver 1949 in Fiske 1982:9). ··The message may be 

about someone or something spoken of, This, according to 

Jakobson. is the referential function. The marker for 

this is the third person pronoun, While.the communica

tion act is iD. progress. there are some messages which 

are purposely employed to establish. prolong. or 

discontinue communication; to check.whether the channel 
·,, 

works or: "to attract the attention of the interlocutor 

or to confirm bis continued attention (Jakobson 1960: 
' . 

355), For instance: Hello• do 'you understand me?'• 'Are ' 

you· listening?' are messages that perform a contact 

function or "phatic" function (Malinowski :i,930 in 

Jakobson 1966: 355), .. The "metalingual" function of a 

message is tri
0

ggered off whenever the·· addresser or 

addressee attempts to cross-che·.ck whether they use t:he 

,~· ·', 
' . 
• 
I 

' 

I. 

I : .. r 
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same code, or to veri£y whether 'the message is meaningful 

to either of themi at that point speech is focused on the 

,code employed by the interlocutors, The metalingual 

.function involves asking questions :in orde:11 to grasp 

the meanings of a set of lexical items ·used in a given 

syntactic structure. However,· in Jakobsonian model, 

whenever the message is directed towards itself, we 

have the poetic function of communication in operation. 

The poetic .function deals with the structural arrangement -- . . 

of words based on poetic coordination, parE!,Ilomasia (word 
' 

play,. pun; such as alliteration or assonance or echo 

rhyme). But this arragement of words is guided by the 

two basic' modes .of verbal behaviour, viz .• ·11selection 11 

and 11combinationfl/ (Jakobson 1960). In selecting the 
:~, 

lexical item.of 6:he's choice, one has to consider the 

degree. of its "e9-ui valence", 11 similari ty and dissimilari

ty", . "synonymity and antonym! ty". but in case of combina

tion, it is based on the contiguity of the sequence 

(Jakobson 1960: 356-357)~ 

Depending,on individual preference, the "receiver" 

(Shannon and Weaver 1949) is known as any of the .following.: 

"addressee".. (Jakobson 1960), "recipient" (Holub ~984), 

i•decoder" (Osgood and Schramm .. 1954)', reader(Riffaterre 

i 
r 
I' 
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1959 and·- Iser 1978). The vo.cative or imperative 

expression which is directed towards the addressee 

serves the "conative" .function in the communication 

act as evident in Jakobson's model • .A:Ay such imperative 

locution requires action, since it is an order (given by . ' ' 

the sender to the receiver)·, aimed at evoking an emotional 

attitude .from the addressee. Ac·cording to Jakobson, the 

second person pronoun is the marker .for the conative 

.function. The addressee is then able to give a spontaneous 

.feed-back to the addresser in a .face-to-.face communication. 
' ' 

But, .for any meaning.ful communication to take place, 

both ~erbal and non-verbal elements are u~ually involved~ 

The verbal elements involve the intensive use o.f spoken 

words; Abercrombie (1963155) and Banjq (1987:4) say that 

non-verbal elements.involve· the utilization of para

linguistics. Mccroskey, et al (1971:93) 'further 

expatiate on tne·utilization of_J?aralinguistics 

We may communicate by our manner of 
dress, our body odor· (sic), our 
physique or posture, our body tension, 
our facial expressions and degree of eye 
contact, our hand and body movements, 
our punctuality or lack of it; the way 
we choose to position ourself.in relation 
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to the other person, the vocal sounds 
accompanying our verbal messages and 
many more things. 

(Quoted in Ibie 1989:6) 

In this study,. the "non-verbal" elements will be referred 

to as paralinguistic_ elements since paralinguistic 

elements are not necessarily phonic in nature. 

2.1.2 Literary process of Communication 

Lyons (1977:38) ·identifies three processes of 
. . . \ 

communication: "one-to-one communication"; "one-to-many 

communication";" and "many-to-one communication''. In one-to

one communication, two individuals are involved in face

to-face discourse, A case of one to-many is .when readers 

are reading the novel of a novelist; whereas many-to-one. 

communication can be realised in drama. The sum total.of 

the various characters' dialogues presented in the text is 

the message meant for the audience to ruminate on. The 

drama text in its substance is largely made up of state

ments of various characters. But in a live performance 

of a play, it is also possible· to have a many-to-many 

communication, since we may have more people.turning up 

for the play, unlike when an individual who can read. 
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picks up a drama text for relaxation or for private 

study. 

Ceasar Segre (1981:96) proposes two different 
: 

communicative. ·.schemes for narrative end drama works. 

I Writer- -) or,---) He j I/Y 9haracter ou --)You receiver 

Character 

substance of the narrative 

Fig. II The narrative scheme 

1 

I 
1'1 
·\· 

i ' 
I 
i. 
I 

' I 

· 1 

I 

I 
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I 
I 
I ..., 

You-receiver 

Fig. III The drama scheme 

1xter' - character. 

I 
I ..., 

Substance 
o.f the play 

...... 
I 
I 

The narrative scheme is realised in the novel. For 

instance, in Ogboju Qd9 N:!.nu Igbo Irunm91+, Daniel 
-Fagunwa is the wr~ter, while !kara~Oogun is both the 

narrator and a character. While telling bis adventurous 

story to Fagunwa, b_e makes tise o.f third person pronouns 

for-other characters "narrated" (spoken o.f) in bis story. 

Occasionally the narrator involves "I" and "You" whenever 

be makes use of direct address, The· in.ference we can 

dr~w from Segre's scheme is that both 11 I 11 (author/ 

' writer) and "You" are unknowingly part· o.f .the narrative. 

In the drama scheme, the text in its substance is 

-~-

. ' 
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'' largely made up of statements 'of various 'I-characters' • 

Segre asserts that direct relationship between an I

sender (author) and a You-receiver is veiled, since 

the real speak:er.(author) has given his role to the 

fictional characters. Therefore, there· is no direct 

contact between him and the audience, which may .likely 

exist between I-narrator and You-receiver. However, the 

communicati'on gap between the I-sender and' the You-
; 

receiver may_likely be bridged' through prologti'e, epilogue, 

chorus; an4, asides •. Stage .. directions interspersing the 

scenes of the plays afford the author the opportunity of 

having a direct interaction with the audience. But from 

the performative angle, the audience (You-receive.(') 

t~ds~hne~~ialoo~~t~llit~ 

the stage setting, d~cor, lighting and 

aut,hor through 
I 

the
1 

use o:f 
' costume, which may have been influenced by the director's 

judgement. 

I:f the two schemes by Segre are compared, one would 

see that the arrow in the narrative scheme is horizontal, 

whereas in the scheme for drama~· the .horizontal and 

ver-t1.ical movements of the arrows are indicated. The 

vertical arrow in the scheme teDds to give a hierarchical 

:.~· 

.. 

I 

I 

I . 
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impression. This shotlld not be .the case in literary 

communication. · A literary author, as both rememberer 

and reminder, is supposed to share ideas and experiences 

with his .audience~ 

Therefore, the narrative scheme by Segre can be 

employed. in the realisation of 'the drama scheme after 

modification •. It is even feasible to fuse the three 

constitutive factors in the Jak.obsonian model; viz., 
' 

context, cqntact, code, to the new drama scheme. These 

three elements are not shown in the Segrian models. The., 

new scheme will look like this~ 

Author 

Context··/ 

----->, . X I ~H ·I~ 
Tex't (messages) 
Contact 
Code ·· 

----> 

Audience 

Fig. IV Fusion of Jakobsonian and Segrian Models. 

I 
I 
i . :'' 
I 

1 • 

I . ! 
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In this new s~beme, where the ternary process of 

communication is realised, the 'X' represents a 

character in 'the drama text, while 'Y' · is another drama 

character. The 'H' stands for 'He-narrated character' 

in the play, that is, the third par.ty being spoken about. 

However, all. t·he tbrf:!e parties c:an exchange roles as 

situations, events and incidents die tate; hence the idea , 

behind the reversible movements of the arrow in the text. 
' 

But this message has to refer t9 somethi~g other than 
I. 

itself: this is the context; while the contact deals 
' 

with· the ''physical channel and psychological connections' · · ! 

between the author and t_he audience; and the code 
. ,/ ·-.: 

indicates a shared meaning system by which the message 

is structured (Scholes 1974:24). 

The author is not physically present, but his voice .. 

is heard whenever be intersp~rses the scenes in the play 

with a prologue, italicized stage directions, chorus, 

soliloquies; and an epilogue. The text itself would be 

the sum total of the dialogues exchanged by·cbaracters in 

the play. This text would then ·be the message from the 

author, 'since he bas metamorphosed through the various 

fictional characters he presents in his play.' 

! ', 
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The a.udience, who is the recipient, refers to the 

reader who peruses the text (message) of the play. He 

ruminates over various conversational ~xchanges between 

the characters (or the actors/actresses) who have played 

one role or the· other. 

2.1.3· The Possible Processes of Communication in 
Drama 

rn·practi:cal experience the communication process in 

drama· is multifaceted, unlike other literary genres. As 
I 

earlier stated,- in reading a play text, the ternary form 

of communication is realised. However, a staged.play·may 

evolve (i) the quaternary form;\(ii) the quinary form; 
. ~ 

or/and (iii) thEl septe.rnary f'.orm of' communication. In 

the quaternary process, the f'our eleme:nts· involved are: 

author, actor, message, and audience; whereas, in the. 

quina~y form, the author-director, the message (tagged 

J/11), the actors, the message (tagged M2 ) and the audience ' 

are present. But in the septena:~y process· of communication, 

seven elements· are involved: author, message l (M1), 

director, message 2 (M2), actors·, message 
1
3 (M3), and, 

. I 
audience. In figure .it looks thus 1 : 

~ ... , 

I 
1 · 

\ 
I 

I 
I 
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Ml 
Context 

M2 
Context 

HJ 
Context 

G§}[}~G~D 
" ~~:::~: Director ~~:;:~: Actors ~::;::~ AudielnC:e 

Author 

Code Code Code 

.M4 
Context 

.______.--OD 
Actors 

Fig V septenary form of communication vith its ternary form of Feedback. 

Message 
Contact 

Code 

.---.-· 

Audi@nce 

.. .. 
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In the septenary form of communication, the author 

may have ·.written the script without the intention of 
+ . 

putting up a live performance of the play. A play 
i 

director .may pick the play and decide to .produc.e it. 

However, in c0I1ceiving the author's message (~l) ,' the 

i;iiay director· might have altered or reconstructed the. 

author's original intention,. or he might have decided to 

delete and add' to the incidents in the p],ay; it all 
;') 

depen'ds on -his discretion or artistic ingenuity. It is·, 

therefore, not~ surprise to see a textual play produced 
I;, 

variously by different play directors with each exhibiting 

his own unique style of production1 • The play director, 
' _I 

therefore, as a 

arrangements in 

recreative artist, re-works the artistic 
' . I 

a ·play written by an aut~or in order to 
' 

bring out the best. 

1 Mr Demas Nwoko, a scenic designer, was asked to 
"supervise the production and to design settings and 
c:ostumes,,.· (ogunmqla, KQla 1972:IX) for The Palmwine 
Drinkard~ .But Nwoko'fJ scenic d~signs of :Che Palmwille 
_J)rinkard were at var;Lance with the social setting of 
'1,be play. .Tradl tionally, ' "Yorubas drink palmwine , 
from calabaf!lh not a horn"'._(Beier, Ulli 1_981:329) •. 
The reason stems out of ¥woko.' s Igbo background. · The 
Igbo use the horn for palmwin~ d~inking. His designs 
generated a lot of argument. 

'1 
I 
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The director feeds the 

his newly conceived ideas, 

actors and actresses with 
. 2 

that is, a message 2 [K ]. 

The actors, in turn,· relay the message, in form of 

actions and discour~e, to the audience. But it is also 

possible for some actors to deviate (add to, embellish, 

or.remove from) from the director's original ideas in 

the course of the_play performance. The audience is 

thus fed with a slig,btly diff.erent message, Message 3 

(143). Although the audience may ,or may not be in the 

dark about the original message, its response would 

largely depend on what it has seen on stage or in live 

performance. 

A spontaneous feedback is feasible between the 

audience and the _actors; but a feedback between the 

audience and the· play ·producer (director) or author is 

either. indirect or delayed. Th~ audience can react·. in 

a positive way to the actors•iand actresses' actions by 

giving an ovation if it is pleas~d2 • But if it is 

displeased, it can show its displeasure by booing, 

2 Jeyifo 's interview w.:i.:);h Funmilayq Ranko of the 
~unmilay9 Ranke Theatre Group on the 23rd February 
1980 lends credence to this (Jeyifo 1984:171-174). 
... :~~ ,' •l ' . ' 

/' ', .. 
I 
'. 
I . 

I .. ,,··. ... 
t!•. 
' . 

' ' 
' 
I. 
i 

I 

:. 
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j eei'ing ,, . and even going to the extent of throwing 

rolled pieces .of paper at the actors and actresses on 

, stage. The.;'refined' audience will just leave the 

theatre hall if it is bored with the performance of the 

actors and actresses. ·rn essence, there is a direct 

relationship between the actors and the audience1 
" ,",, 

whereas an indirect relationship exists between the 

play producer(s) and theatre audiences. 

2.2.0 ·Mass Communication 

Interpersonal communication is person:-to-person · 

and this makes speech alternation fea!lible, unlike in 

· mass communication. Mass communication involves 

informat.ion transmiss·ion through a .channel (Fabricius

Kovacs 1976:55) which can either be the print or 

electronic media •. Mass _ communication is a one-way 

channel because its"'message is mediated through and 

influence.d by the soci.al relationship. Impersonality 

also permeates mas.a comm~nication, for the communicator 

detaches himself from the presentation of communication 

content; the audience is also anonymous. As a result of 

its mediated form, the anonymity of its audienc~, and the 

I 

' 

I 
j 
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impersonality from the communicatdr 1 s end, the feedback 

is delayed generally; but a little immediate feedback 

may occur if its contei:it is negative. A .member of the 

audience may switch off his radio or television; or even 

change to· ano.ther station or cham:>,el. Again, with recent 

developments in technology, there is a possible 

immediate response to the source in mass communication. 

A number of radio, stations have introduced some phone -in 

programmes, and the audience can communicate their 

response by phone to the stations. 

A critical look at the source in mass communication' 

reveals that it usually comprises more than an individual 

since the source is normally a'group of professional 

communicators3. Unlike· f'ace-to-f'ac.e communication 

_activity, 'mass communication tends to control information" 

by way of filtering. As for this message, it is often 

"manufactured", 11 stan_dardized 11 .and always "multiplied" 

3 A conglomeration of experts are involved in mass 
media productions, For instance, in film production 
we have the following: director, scriptwriter 
(playwright), producer, scenic designer, choreographs, 
cameramen, · sound technicians, laboratory technicians, 
and editor. 

I 
i 
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in some ways (McQuail 1983: 52).. 

As earlier said, in mass ciommunication the relation

ship between the sender and the receiver is one

directional, and rarely interactional. The film medium, 

our object of study, can only be ternary in the communica,;. 

tion process because it comprises three units: the 

producers (source); the product itself (message), and 

the consumers ~receivers). ·They can be viewed as a 

cultural whole, "since the actions and interactions of 

the three are enclosed'within a wider, more amorphous, 

but nevertheless recognizabl!;! entity, the culture" 

(Pringle 1971:64). 

2 .2 .1 The F.ilm Structure 

The goal of a motion pic.ture is to arouse in the 

audience the sense of hearing, feeling, and seeing. 

film-maker's major pre-occupation, therefore, is to_ 

present images in their exactness. To achieve this, 

The, 

the film itself consists.of nine elements as itemized in 

Ekwuazi (1984:368), viz., persons, objects, ideas, filmic 

time, visual composition, audio .composition, editing, 

conflict and resolution. In our·own opinion,·however, we 

. .,··. 

f. 
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take conflict and resolution to be part and parcel of 

ideas. We believe that the interaction among persons 

and objects brings about ideas. These ideas,are capable 

of generating conflict, and thereafter, the crisi.s is 

resolved. (resolution) • 

. The film itself. is a three-dimensional objec;:t 

(mise~en-scene) placed on a two-dimensional object 

(mis,e-en-cadre), that i's, the sc_reen. In order to 

create emoti9ns the film-maker makes use of lighting. 

Lighting in film has four basi(: · iunctions. First• it 

gives the scene a realistic and expressive effect. 

Second, it creates compositional effect by evolving a 

pictorial balance among the different objects in the 

scene. Third, it highlights the themes inJ the .film. 

· Lastly, .:i. t differentiates between dayligli't, and darkness 
·i- ' 

in order to achieve a thematic effect. Lighting brings, 

about emotional ef.f'ect ·so as to underscore the mood. The 

type of' relationship .evoived here is visual· (a spatial_ 

relationship); it dif.f'ers from an aural relationship (a 

temporal relationship) which is non-visual. The film-. 

makers explore this spatial relationship (or visual 

language; (Worth 1965:34) to its maximum through distance 

I 
i 
I 

I . 
I 
I 
I 

,\. 

I ' . . , 
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in film shooting. 

There are two types of shooting: close-up or close

shot, and long-shot. Lumley (19?2:,388) faults this with 

regard tq motion pictu~e when he says •ltelevision does 
. 

not, cannot, present ·a whole'\ In the· case of a "living 

t)leatre" (Lumley 19?2) the audience can always see the 

whole object at a glance, whereas the motion pictures can 

only project a whole intermittently, but most of _the time 

it is alway_s a close-up that is .shown on · the screen. ' Close.;. 

up is used to depict dangerous situations (tragic 

situations) while long shot is for lighter·· situat.ions 

(comic situations). 

Filmic time is subject to the director's discretion. 

It can be contracted, condensed or expanded: In filmic 

time expansion, it is possible to expand !forward pr back

ward. Flashback is the commonest way of ,expanding t~e ,.. 
I 

time: recalling of past experiences or incidents; giv:ing 

an insight into what has prompted a character to act or 

take an action,. Contraction of time plays a significant 

role in theme development in film, since space and time 

are related. 

Viau.al co_mposition refers to the background setting 

which adds its-meaning to the totality of the film (story). 

. : .. 

I 

I 
1 
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In Pudovkin's words: 

the :film assembles the 
·reality to build a new 

proper only to itself. 

elements o:f 
reality 

. / 

(Quoted in Ekwuazi 1984:408) 

The reflex of the :film editor has to be superb i:f 
' I 

the audience's interest is to be sustained throughout 

the film duration. It :follows, there:fore, that the 

· success of any :film ll(ill largely depend on the :film 
. ' 

editor's ability to properly sequence, .. time, and produce 

adequate sound that matches the. situational action. In 

essence, the film should be edited in a way that the 

interest of the members o:f the audience is aroused. 

Audio co·mposition, also known as filmic sound, is 

o:f two kinds: actual (or naturalistic), and, commentative 

(or non-naturalistic): The actual sound is the synchronous 

sound wh.ich emanates·,·rrom the image, while the commenta

tive sound is the asynchronous sound whose origin lies 
'· 

outside the frame or object. The actual sound is there-
. ' ' 

fore a parallel. sound that works with the image i .on the 

contrary, the commentative sound is contrapuntal sound 

which works against the image·. Thus the filmic sound 
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contains two ·components: naturalistic sound and non-

' na·turalistic sound. Naturalistic sound is the natural 

part of the scene; for instance I dialogue (characters' 
. . : 

speeches) is naturalistic. Non-naturalistic sound 

cannot be linked as a part of the scene represented; 

for instance, commentary made by a narrator in a 

document~ry. 

Eve_n the naturalistic sound is of tw,o types I speech 

and filmic music. Speech gives a character in ~he film 

a unique·identity, while filmic music enlivens and adds 

colour to the 'action represented, It is therefore 

imperative that the film music shouid not only be 

functional,. but it also has to be constructive and 

culturally denotative, It is then the duty of the film 

director to ensure, .. that· the shot matches the sound, if 

he wants to arrest the attention of the film audience in 

its totality. If the shot does not match the sound, the 

audience will 1:>e at sea in conceptualising the ideas in 

the film. It is possible, however, to utilize perfect 

si:J,ence to create an effect on the audience. Jean 

Cocteau (as quoted in Ekwuazi 1984:433) states that 

absence of sound brings about silence which is meaningful 

! !, 
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' to the "attentive ear" that "can detect ,the thousand 
' 

and. one imperceptible sounds of which that silence is 

composed". For a film to be deemed good, it is essential 

that it attains a reasonable degree of' synchronisation 

between pictur·es and sounds. 

From the foregoing, the audience's reception is 

determined by two major factors: the ability of the film 

producer in maximizing both spatial and temporal 

relationship; and the ability of the members of the film 

audience to sieve or select relevant messages in 

accordan~e with its own sociological background and 

context. But incomprehension may occur as a result of 

the audience's inability to grasp the message of the 

film, when the sound track of the film or even the 

shooti~ is· of low quality (Worth 1965). This will 

def,initely affect the audience's reception or response. 

Apart from the social context which affects the audience's 
.. ' perception of film content, it bas to be borne in mind 

that different media require different kinds of adaptation 

on the part of the receivers, and the film medium is no .. 

exception. The film.medium constraints have its 
.. ' 

influence on'the audience (ef. 2.4.3). 

-·. 

! '·' 
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2.2.2 Filmic Language: Screen Grammar 
' 

The f'ilmis a universal language mf!de up of' various 

linguistic codes, viz., montage, narrative, sound, image 
' 

and style. Some philosophers have expanded the concep:t; 

of' language beyond the spoken and written words. They 
' ' 

now view the whole world of people, objects and move.ment 

as a form of utterance.. The theory of signs has thus, 

been stretched to 

include very simple and restricted 
communication-systems, such as 
traff'ic-control signs, right across 
to comple~ and wide-ranging 
communication-systems ·of film or TV 

(Crick 1968:50) 

crick's postulation does not exclude "the spoken tongue 

itself'". The problem that may likely crop u~ f'.rom this 

expansive conceptua.lization is how to get the correct 

conventional rules that will govern it, especially when 

one thinks in terms of' structure, that is, grammar, since 

language is governed by a network of' conventions. It is · 

then obvious that there is a great difference between 

screen grammar and word- grammar·. But this does not, mean 

!•, 
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that. they do not share some similarities. Both are 

me~s of telling (communication) since both possess 

narrative power and a. d'.escriptive·· c;:apacity which may 

vary in degree. 

·unlike the, spoken word the film is not a conversa

tion, not a one-to-one exchange. It is verbose, and a 

shot is always 11.a record of unprecedented material (Crick 

1968:52). In film it is possible to relay all the 

message at once wp.ile the spoken word bas to build up 
.-

messages with a lot of words. Though a shot possesses 
I'. 

"much great.er precision, and density", it is incapable or · 

matching "the fluidity and multi-purpose character or the 

.word" (Crick 1968:55). The spoken word is a socially 

shared··· vocabulary; whereas a shot. is not, It is always 

rigid and not r1exible _;'like the spoken word: T.h:l,s is 

the reason why a shot lacks autonomy. Film is·an. 

expanding reality whereas the word is a mere lexicon, 

Language transcends Ofdinary description; it can give a 

command in a living context, there is no cinematic 

equivalent. Critical inquiry and analysis can be done 

with the spoken word .but not with rilm. Iri the sphere 

of explanation rilm, :be'ing a proto-language that depends 

. ' 

I 
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largely on the abstraction of reality· through the camera 

shot, relies on the supplementary support words. 

As aptly noted by Crick (1968:56) 

••• cin,ema is much less formal than a 
language·, much more semantically open 
in its detail; is much more closed in 
its reference, is much more interna
tional __ in appeal, much more fluid 'in 
form, and yet. by way of paradox is 
more limiting and. restrictive, in. 
content more dense. 

The inference drawn from the above is that despite its 

constraints, film enjoys a wider reception than the 

spoken language since its audience need not be a native 

speaker before· it receives information passed through 

the objects and images in the montage. It is pertinent 

on the part of the film director (producer), therefore, 

to maximize bis technical know-bow in selecting and 

positioning objects ·o·n both the horizon-tal axis 

(syntagmatic) and the vertical axis (paradigmatic), if 

he wants his message to be grasped. ' . It is the positioning 
',' 

of an image in a given context that will determine its 

meaning in r'elation with the antecedents and successors. 

. ' 
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2,3,0 Reception Theory 

Reception refers to <1,Udience response· and reaction, 
. 

Here, response is used in a wider sense. Response may be 

in terms of the numerical turn-out of peop~e. It may also 

be conceived as the·comments, attitudes or feelings of the 

audience towards the artistes' works,. Response may be 

seen as criticism of artistes' plays. Criticism can be 

appreciation .or denigration of the artistic works. 

The.audience may respond to literary works by 

interpreting, perceiving or analysing incidents or 

events in them·, Thus from the hermeneutic viewpoint, 

reception may refer to 'understanding' and 'inter-

pretation' ·or literary work by the audience. 

perception ?fa literary text in this way is 

The 

seen 

as "text processing" (Geltz Wienold's 1972 cited in 

Fokkema and Kunne-Ibsch 1977:151), ·rt follows, therefore, 

that reception may also mean reading; which transcends the 

ordinary reading of letters. Here, reading will not 

refer to perusing the set.s of orthographic symbols and 

phonemic signs which have been conventionally organised 

to give or generate meanings alone. Reading will have 

to be interpreted as Judging and analysing incidents, 

events or situations in drama or other human spheres. 

" 
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The.For.inalists, who viewed reception from the 

aesthetic pole,· place a premium on perception that 

come~ into play when special devices are employed in 

art.istic objects. Since "art is thinking in images" 

(Holub 1984:5).~ .de.familiarization or estrangement, an 

element of az:t establishes a relationship between the 

text and the reader by making the reader·aware of the . ' 
' 

deviation in the text. But the pitfall o.f formalist , 
' conceptualization of reception is the restriction of the 

audience strict,ly to the text. 
, , . I 

But:Wolfang Iser t~kes reception to be the production 

of meaning as a result of an interaction between the 

traditional interpretation (which has always sought 

meaning in the text) and phenomenology. He pinpoints 

the fact that. text is "e.ffect to be experienced" 

(Holub 1984:83). Though Iser perceives literature as 

fiction, he·does not believe it i~ opposed to reality 

since it is a 'Way of relaying parts of reality as 

figured out by the communicator.· However, this fiction 

which mirrors part o.f reality possesses some ·sort of· 

illocutionary force which evokes an appropriate r~sponse 

on the part of the recipient. In, an attempt to communi-
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cate, the speaker defamiliarizes the conventions by re

ordering them in a way that will precipitate a response 

in the recipient. It reshapes and re-organises 
' 

familiar cohventions in a way that deviates from their 

pragmatic context.· Thus literature becomes an extension 

or a broadening of the reader's reali t·y. The reader 

then brings into play his cognition since he has to 

juxtapose the new reality,· known a.a the "ar1;istic world" 

or "fictional--world" (Fokkema and Kune-Ibsch 1977:145), · 

or ''mimetic representation" (Peacock 1972:79) with 

familiar reality. The new reality may also be called 

illusive reality while the familiar reality is termed 
.• 

"empirical reality" (Holub 1984:5) •. , However, the 

illusive.reality ·is elusive in spite of its closeness 

to reality •. As a result of this elusiveness, the 

recipient has···before him a myriad of meanings which may 

be trace_d to gaps that in turn beget indeterminacy. 

The def.amiliarization or "expectation disappointment". . . 

(Propper 1949, cited in Fokkema and Kune-Ibsch 1977r. 

149) of the reality stir1:1 the perception of the recipient 

in the production· of meaning for literary work. But the 

recipient's viewpoint is generally uns.table. Thus each 

• 
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time we .look at a.ii object intensely, we are likely to 

see more of it or something additional that eluded our 

initial focus; we eliminate either momentary or subjective 

impression -as the perceptual wave dictates. Peacock 

(1972:72-73) supports this view when he says 

Each time we look at a real landscape, 
a country scene, it really is a 
different scene we see; ••• we look 
at separate features in a different 
order, and the more we look the more 
it changes. 

The Prague Structuralist School recognises artwork 

as a complex semantic composition that has its basis in 

a dynamic signifying system which mediates between the 

artist and the audience. It draws attention to the 

semiotic character of the artwork which functions both 

as a communicative sign and as an autonomous structure. 

The structuralist sees the recipient as the product of 

social relations. The application of the psycho-

.. sociological element to literary .aesthetics has helped 

in crystallising the relationship.between the producer, 

product, and consumer. 

However, Hirsch (1967), who conceptualizes reception 

! '. 
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for the recepient to propose a meaning without taking 

cognizance .of the author's intention, since "a text 
' 

means what its author meant" (Abram 1981:85). The 

audience, therefore, bas to make reference to all 

available relevant evidence (be it internal or external) 

to the text. These references will include the author's 

cultural milieu, bis personal experiences, and the 

literary and --generic conventions that were at bis disposal 

while composing bis wo~k. 

It' is· no surprise, therefore., · that Jauss considers 

the "aesthetics of reception." as the "horizon of expecta""'. 
• I 

tions" or "cultural code! Tlie horizon of expectations 
> 

refers to iitbe range of vision" (Holub 1984-:59). t_ba.t 

embraces ail those things that"could be perceived from 

a vantage point. But it is not possible to recall and 

record everything seen. And .so, art will continue to 

possess ambiguity and indeterminacy, since ,its construc

tion and cognition depends on. the ·producer and the 

recipient •. ·, 
Furthermore, both the producer and recipient who 

are products of the same. "un:j.ty of spirit" (Bau·man 1978: 
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36), have to sieve, select, and fragment social values, 

ideas, and norms in order to provide insights about 

lif,e and particularly about "the, agell (Peacock 1972), 
' Writers, being endowed with seimographic g{fts: 

register things - impressions, 
percE!ptiozfs, feelings, reactions 
mental states, fears· and desires 

(Peacock 1972:31) 

This sort of documentation is referred to as "spiritual 

documentation" (Fokkema and Kune-Ibscb 1977:145), In 

essence~ the audience of a literary work is always 

confronted with two worlds: the empirical world and 

artistic world, However,·. the world of "real li:fe" 

(Fokkema and Kune~Ibsch· 1977) precipitates the amount 

o:f indeterminacy which is inherent in the artistic world, 

The audience then encounters the artistic world with his 

individual experience, Two ways open to him to fill the 

gaps or regulate. the ~ndeterminacy are either to project 

,his own standards into the artistic world or revise bis 

stand, 'The fictional world, no matter the b.istorical 

substratum in it, bas no exact replica in the "real life 

world" (Fokkema and Kune-Ibsch 1977:145), 

i 
I 
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Karl Robert Mandelkow (1970) (cited in .Fokkema and 

Kunne-Ibsch 1977:1A8) whose view f~lls in line with 

Williams' (1970), expands Jauss' horizon of expectations 

'to include expectations regarding the peri?d, the work, 

and the author. It follows, then, that the recipient 

has to shape his receptive frame of mind according to 

the period (time, age), work (text: story, content, 

literary canon), and author (individual personality or 

uniqueness of style). Nevertheless, we must .recogni::ie 

that a sensitive mind can still validly perceive what 

the author never intended. 

2.3.1 Indeb~ess of Reception Theory 

Reception theory is greatly indebted to three 

literary fields: history, hermeneutics and structuralism. 

This is not to say, however, that it does not borrow 

from other literary theories. For instance, the idea o.f 

paying attention to an artistic 'obJect (text) to identify 

any deviation or observe any estragement .is borrowed from 

Russian Formalism. 

History deals with retrospection, end it chane;es 

with time and additional knowledge. It therefore implies 

that every generation of audience bas.to create meaning 

anew if the film text is to,be relevant to its needs and 

" 
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demands, A new actualization is generally evolved with 

a succeeding generation of the members of the audience, 

The hermene~tic theory shows the existence of a 

relationship between the playwright (writer) and the 
. ' 

audience. The playwright-audience relationship has its 

basis in the spiritual unification (or the unity of the 

inner spirit). Throu~h this spiritual unification the 

members of the audience are able to re-discover, inter

pret and understand the message of the playwright. 

Bauman (1978:36) attests to the spiritual relationship 

between .the playwright and the audience: 

Understanding is re-discovery of myselfin 
thou, I cannot discover myself in a tree, 
much less can I re-discover myself there, 
as there was nothing to establish our 
kinship in the past. I can re-discover 
myself in thou, however, as both thou and 
·me are particularizations of the same 
'spirit', ultimately identical with 
itself in all its incarnations. In order 
to understand, I must be confronted with 
an object with whom my unity h.as been 
already established,· 

The use of the word 'spirit' in Bauman' s de.fini tion seems 
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to lend grandeur to a common fact, namely, sharing of 

human experience and common humanity. 

But the 'structuralists have given to the reception 

field the idea of the unity of elements whether alo,ng a 

syntagmatic or a paradi~matic axis, Structuralism 

combines linguistics and structural anthropology, Though, 

structuralism deals with language like properties, its 

attention is not purely on the sign system but on "the 

elucidation of cultural as well as linguistic meaning, 

an activity for which a knowledge of the sign-system is 

instrumental but insufficient" (McQuail 1983:130), 
C 

' ' 

Semiology, an off-shoot of. structuralism that 

concerns itself" with the "general science of signs" as 

introdu7ed by Peirce (Fiske 1982:45) also has its role in' 

reception theory •. The·· concept of the sign-system and 

"signification" permeates linguistic, structuralist and 

semiotic studies. All these areas have one common goal: 

to communicate and infer meaning (cf 2,1.1 and 2,1,2), 
' ' 

Semiotic inquiry transceno,s· the rules of grammar and 

syntax, hence, it.manifests itself in various forms in 

reception theory. It is no surprise, therefore, when 

Jauss (1973:31) asserts that 

!• .. 
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The aesthetic of reception is not an 
autonomous, axiomatic discipline, 
sufficient to solve its own problems, 
rather, it is partial reflection on 

I 
method which is open to additions and 
dependent· ~n c.ooperation with other 
disciplines .. (quot.ed in Fokkema and 
Kunne-Ibsch 1977:l5Lt).' 

2.4.0 .Audience: The Recipient 

· The focus _of this study is on the audience who is 

the recipient of·tlie. message encoded by the film producer. 

The audien.ce is conceptualized as a set, of 
' 

spectators for drama, games and spectacles and performances 

of all kinds :in theatres, halls and churches·. An audience, 

though usually larg~, is often localized since it is 

often fore-planned in time and place. This is done in 

order to achieve excellence in reception (l\foQuail 1983: 

10). 

But. the emergence of the electronic media bas brought 

about the delocalization of the audience because it 
:\; 

detaches its members from one another, and the producer(s). 

There is no direct affinity (relationship). This is the 

reason why it is perceived as the aggregate of spectators, 

readers,' listeners, viewers. Audience is mass because 
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·· large size, heterogeneity, dispersion, 

anonymity, lack of social organisation 

and fleetin'g and inconsistent bomposition 

(McQuail 1983:152). 

The idea here is that the audience as a public or social 

group is not stable in its composition, In essence, the' 

audience set-up varies from time to time, and from place 

to place, Variation in audience typology will bring a·bout 

different.responses from the audience, 

2.4.l Audience TlJ2ology 
' Many scholars have .come up with different kinds of 

audience typology in line with the types of media at the 

disposal of the members of t·be audience, However, the 

reading a,udience .bas .received overwhelming attention from 

literary critics. Riffatterre (1959) has identified two 

types of readers: the average reader and the super-.read'er. 

The other .types of readers .identified· are Fish's "informed 

reader", ·Iser's "ideal reader", Just's "implicit reader", 

and Wolff is "intended reader''.(Iser 1978:30-38). All the 

critics have 'placed premium on the literate audience at 

,!•, 
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the expense of the _non-literate audience. 

Each of these identified readers possesses some 

unique · attribu.tes. The super-reader, informed reader, 

ideal reader, implicit reader, and intended reader are 
' endowed with linguistic mastery and ·literary competence~ 

As much as possible, they tend to be objective in their. 

judgement; hence, they endeavour to examine the meaning 

potentials (both semantic arid. pragmatic), the intra

textual and extra-textual el_ements or signs, and t'he 

stylistic qualities of the text. As for the average 

reader, also known as the "normal reader" (Scholes 1974~ 

39), he bas the ability of -perceiving "the specific 

character of style" (Riffaterre 195.9:165). This reader 

is not as sophisticated as the other readersj be therefore 

bas to rely on the heuristic (trial and error) method. 

It is obvious from t.be foregoing that all the 

proponents employ literacy (formal education) as tbe 

variable that can evoke adequate response in the reader 

or audience. There are, however, other sociological_ 

variables that· can determine the typology of the. audience 

or even the readers. The type of communication medium 

used here is the boolq ·it is formal education _that 
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guarantees access to it. This typology does not suit 

the present study properly. 

For stag~. drama, Theo Vincent (1981) identified 
' 

four types of .audience, viz., the campus audience, the 

educated audience, the semi-illiterate audience and the 

illiterate audience, The campus audience, being a 

sophisticated one (like Riffaterre's super-reader), is 

based in the university, This type of audience 

appreciates Nigerian drama.written in English by highly 

educated playwrights who are versed in European theatre 

arts. This type of literary drama tends to alienate both 

the semi-literate and illiterate audiences who have a high 

preference for popular playa, The popular play tends to 

unite the audience, stage and players (Vincent 1981:81), 

Besides, the popular play which utilizes a Nigerian 

language (for example, Yoruba), as a medium of theatrical 

communication, makes the semi-literate and illiterate 

audiences, who are speakers of such language, at home 

in tile theatre. The educated audience, in its own case, 

belongs to the middle class of the society, This group 

of audience has had exposure to drama at school either· 

through literature or direct participation in performing 

,, .,. 
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groups. It takes an interest in literary drama which 

requires serio.us intellect on the part of. the audience 

and'a knowledge of theatre to decipher the meaning of 

the plays (Vincent 1981:81). 

Vincent's audience typology appears to be deeply 

rooted in the acquisition of western education, He 

would want us to believe that plays written or presented 

in an indigenous language might not be intellectually 

demanding. -This view tends to play down the intelligence 

of the Nigerian playwright who writes in an indigenous 

language for an indigenous audience. Therefore, Vincent.'a 

classification cannot be useful for Yoruba drama, which 
.. 

any intelligent person with a fair knowledge of Yoruba 

can decipher, appraise, unders'!;and.and enjoy4 • 

4 Karin Barber (198?), identified only one kind of 
audience known as "the radical conservative audience". 
This radical conser.vative audience is not only less· 
~ducated but it is also from the "lower layer of 
society: the worse paid" (Barber .198?: 5), Thia 
group of audience expecis the theatre producer to 
operate within the theatrical ethos. A:ay deviation, 
therefore, from the known theatrical ethos Cru:\ lead 
to serious objection. This is why Barber considers 
the Yoruba theatre audience radical. Because her 
audience seems to -be mono-type, it will not serve 
our purpose in this study.·· ,. 

,, 
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Experience has shown us that audience composition 

in the 'theatre cuts .across sex, age, religion, ethnicity, . . 

,and social class, be it educational or socio-economic •. 

Audience typology is equally determined by the .type of 

communication medium involved. Unlike Riffaterre, Fish, 

Iser, Just, Wolff who are concerned with a literate 

audience (reader) per se, our study deals with a congolo

meration of theatre-goers. For convenience, three types 

of"· theatre audience are identif"ied: a lay audience5, an 

average audience, and a super-audience. Though our 

audience typology stems out of" Rif"faterre's, it has been 

adapted f"or this study. The main thrust of this typology 

is the linguistic experience of" each class of" the 

audience. The linguistic experience may, however, dif"fer 

in terms of"· mastery and competence as a result of" social, 
. ' 

and educatio~al exposure. 

The lay audience is that audience that has simple 

linguistic knowledge. The group can grasp the surface 

of the linguistic utterance. A member of the lay audience 

5 Our lay-audience differs from the church lay-reader. 
Our lay-audience ·is in line with the general concept 
of the layman in a particular art, that is non-
expert in a field. · 

!' 
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I 

i 

I 
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may be a child or an adult who has sparse exposure to 

Yorub!. The thought of such a member may still be 
. 

green since his linguistic exposure is limited. The 

same thing is equally, applicable to a stranger in-- a given 

c.ul ture; he is not likely to have an in-depth knowledge 

of the traditions and customs of such a society. This 

stranger, even if be/she bas.bad a theoretical exposure 

to the traditions, may find it difficult to grasp the 

salient issues of the cultural practice of that society6 • 

The lay audience bas a shuttle memory. He/she is able to 

' recall half of the story, the names of the key characters; 

cliches and slapstick and simple songs. His memory i_s, 

however, short-lived, for within a short period of time 

the story fades off. 

A member of the average audience on the other band, 
' 

satisfies a few minimum requirements. He/She bas a good 

6 An instance that readily comes to mind is the 
cultural conflict between. Susan Wenger (Adl)nni 
Ol6o~a) and Ataqja of o,ogbo. Susan Wenger is a 
long-time resident of O~ogbo. She was a former wife 
of Ulli Beier, but she bas devoted herself to Q'ilun. 
Susan Wenger thought she. bad known everything about. 
Qijun after accultufating in O~ogbo for years; she 
wanted to usurp Ata~ja's (the Qba of Oqogbo) authori
ty which the latter bluntly refused. Susan Wenger's 
action confirm Yoruba axiom: 
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knowledge of the language, and he/she is capable o.f 

drawing intrinsic and extrinsic meanings from the play. 

He/she is able to differentiate between a good play and 
' 

a bad· one. He/She .is able to recount some scenes of 

interest vividly. He/She is not particular about ~he 

stylistic features. In short, he/she i·s able to make 

general comments on ·any of these: the character, subject

matter, incantation, songs, music, the dress and the 

story line. He/She might be emotionally·involved to the 

extent of showing f!ympathy or empathy to an unjustifiably 

humiliated heroic figure. Sometimes, he/she may rain· 

abusive words. on the villain who has caused distress to 

his/her heroic figure. However, 'he/she relies on trial 

Bfru ba p~ nile a maa bu alaj9bi 

The long sojourn of a slave in a 
family can make him swear by the 
family. · 

And so, Ata6ja placed her in her 'rightful' position 
by banning. her from entering the grove of Q11un, whfch 
she (Susan) had developed over the years to an inter
national standard. When the reality dawned on her, 
she ate a humble pie. 
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· and error method, as there is no spe·cific tool to guide 

his/her evaluation of the drama. 

As a result of its 'adroitness in ling_uistic 

experience, the super-audience is able to critically 

appraise the story.of the play. It engages in a 

contrastive and comparative analysis as the case may be. 

It is able to allude to past events or incidents, or 

previous plays. Being a shrewd audience, a myriad of 

meanings may come into its mind. It then tries to sieve 

and filter the relevant information from the drama piece. 

There are· checks and balances ·,in its judgement which 

stems from in-depth exposure. With his wealth of 

experience in language, he/she is able to appraise and 

appreciate the language of the play. He/She nods when 

language is properly employed with cadence, But he/she 

may condemn when cacology permeates ,the language of the 

playwright. He/She may even decide to examine the plot 

of the play, and its relevance to the immediate society. 

He/She may comm.ant on the communication medium employed. 

On film, for instance, he/she may pass comments on the 

audio-sound, shooting, lighting, editing, •••• 

In short, while the average audience's exposure is 

' 
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limited, the scope of the super-audience's exposure is 

wide and roboust. The super~audience deals with the 

literary w,ork and its meta-existences, whereas the lay

audience simply maintains a direct author-audience 

communication. It follows, therefore, that each of the 

thre.e types of audience identified has a different 

receptive frame of mind as each one has a different 

personality. 

2.4.2 Factors Affecting Audience Reception 

There are some elements which shape the audience's 

reception of a play in one way or the other. These are 

noise (interference) (Unoh 1987), inherent ambiguity in 

language, transcultural constraints on communication 

(Obilade 1987), the constraints of the mass media, and 

the personality make-up.of the audience. 

The noise may be mechanical or semantic (Engel 1990: 

20). It may also be physiological or psychological. Any 

sort of interference is seen as noise. When the director 

(producer) or the actors veer from what the author has 

produced, it means the author's work has been distorted. 

Even, superfluous gestures or physiological deformity in 

''· 
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an actor may constitute noise. The actor's dispositi9n 

in realising the fictional character being impersonated 

may become a noise if the actor is depressed or over

whelmed. It is possible for some actors to either miss 

or jump their line.a. 

Semantic noise occurs when "inappropriate" or 

unfamiliar words are used (Engel)·. In essence, the 

cacology of the,playwright and actors is likely to 

interfere with the audience's perception of the play. 

Apart from an inherent ambiguity in language, 

transcultural communication problem also affects 

reception. Words of the same language acquire different 

meanings across 'cultures. Words that seem neutral in 

one culture may be loaded with meanings in another. For 

instance, "issue" refers to "matter" or "edition", but. 

in the Nigerian context, it has acquired another paradigm. 

It may ·refer to either "matter" or "edition" or "child"., 

The syntactic structure normally indicates the intended 

meaning of the speaker. 

Each communication medium bas its constraints and 

the film medium is no exception. There are three types 

of films: the optical, the reversai film, and ~he video 
''· 
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film. What makes all the difference is picture quality7 • 

. Apart from the social context which affects the 

audience's perception of the media content, different 

media require different kinds of adaptation on the par~ 

of the receiver: . For instance, the radio, being audio, 

requires the ear·s, while the motion picture, being audio-· 

visual, makes use of the ears and the eyes. The medium 

pressure or medium constraint, or even the receiyer's 

image of the medium also has its effect on the reception 

of the media content. For instance, a two-hour film 

contains at least 140,400 frames of pictures (Ekwuazi 

1984). It is an impatient medium; that is why the images 

appear momentarily. And it cannot present a whole 

(Lumley 1972). Hodgkinson (1968:10) affirms that 

7 

.. 

the average film contains such a wealth 

of visu.al and.aural "information", 

presented at such a speed, that the 

~verage viewer is incapable of "receiving" 

more than one-tenth of it at one viewing. 

Mr Adisa, Y.A. of K.S. Motel, Total Garden, Ibadan, 
and Mr J .o. Q~unleke of the Cultural Centre, Mqkola, 
Ibadan gave this piece of information on the 28th 
of June 1991, and 23rd of July, 1991 respectively 
in a personal interview. 
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It therefore follows that, if ten persons are to watch 

a particular film at one and the same time, they may 

have different views about the film. The level of 

sophistication in the screen language (cf 2.2.2) would 

also affect the audience reception. It has been said 

that the tendency to "misinterpret scenes 11
, 

II • mJ.ss some 

story-point because of absorption with music, incant~tion, 

lighting, symbolism etc", (Hodgkinson 1968:10) is common 

among very young children, and unsophisticated viewers. 

In evaluating a work, the influence of audience 

personality make-up cannot be ~uled out. Taking our cue 

from Egri's (1946:36-37) analysis of the bone structure 

of a character, it is obvious that a human being is made 

up of three basic elements:. physiological, sociological 

and psychological (tagged PSP). The physiological 

element deals with the physiognomy of an individual. It 

reckons ·with sex, age, height and weight; colour of hair, 

eyes, skin; posture; defects; appearance; and heredity. 

The components under sociology are: class, occu_p~tj,on, 

education,'home life - parents living, orphan, marital 

status, etc; religion; race - nationality, place in 

community; political affliations; and amusements or 

I•,, 
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hobbies. The psychology of individual members of the 

audience embraces the sex life - moral - moral standards; 

personal ambition; frustrations - chief disappointments; 

temperam.ent - choleric I easy-going I pessimistic or 

optimistic; attitude towards life; complexes - obsessions, 

inhibitions, superstitions, phobias; extrovert, introvert, 

ambivert; abilities - imagination, judgement, taste, 

poise; and intelligence quotient (I.Q). 

Either consciously or unconsciously the audience's 

reception may be affected by its physiology, sociology 

and psychology (PSP). A member of the audience may get 

himself/herself involved with the personalities in the 

fiction (film). Involvement with personalities in fiction 

is in two forms. It may be identification with characters, 

stars or personalities in fiction or entertainment. This 

identification is known as "para-social interaction" 

(McQuail 1983). Another form of involvement is recognition 

of fictional characters. The )Jlember of the audience may 

be able to liken the fictj.onal characters to known members 

of the community with whom he/she interacts. It will not 

be out of place, then, to state that the PSP of each 

member of the audience is responsible for the existence of 

''· 
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indeterminacy in tbe reception of lii;erary works (for 

example, plays). 

" 
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,CHAPTER THREE 

RE~EARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3,0 Introduction 

As enunciated in Chapter One, the prlmary aim of 

this study 'is ·to examine the audience's evaluation of 

Yoruba drama with specific emphasis on drama on 

celluloid (the film. medium), 

To achieve this goal,· a number of research problems 

are raised, Our research questions are as stated below: 

l, How popular is the Yoruba film among the' 
film-goers? 

2. How regular are the young and old people 
at the cinema'houses? 

3, Are there different levels of commitment 
among the film-goers to their leisure 
time? 

4, Do Yoruba films exhibit more of the foreign 
values ··th.a.n the Yoruba values? 

5, What influence do the media of publicity 
for the film have on the audience? 

"· 
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6. Does the level of education inhibit 

the aesthetic value of the audience? 

7. What is the audiences' dis~osition to 

story, plot, theme, actors, and language 

used in the film watched? 

8. What accounts for variations in human 

judgement and interpretation.of the 

film content? 

9. What do the fiims do to people and what 

do people do with the Yoruba film? 

10. Is the Yoruba drama audience as lethargic 

as the European scholars would want us to 

believe.or are they critical? 

11.. Does the Yoruba audience have any 

influence on··drama production? 

To solve these research problems, it is imperative 

to adopt a number of sociological strategies for data 

collection. In thi.s section, therefore, attention is on 

the research design and methodology adopted in gathering 

and analysing the data collected. Attention is also 

drawn to the data needed and the location of the data, 
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means of obtaining the data, and the procedure employed· 

in the screening of the data. 

3.1 Research Design 

This st·udy is essentially an empirical study of· 

' reception. It is at variance'with the historical 

reception analysis which is primarily locked up within 

the literary system. This stu·dy takes cognizance of the 

audience's life experience in the reception of Yoruba 

films. The approach here is scientific and it is possible , , 

to cross-check the results at any point in time 

(cf. Fokkema and Kune-Ibscb 1977). 

Since this s·tudy falls Ul_lder non-experimental design, 

we have had to engage in ex-post facto research. We also 

utilized "participation observation" which is obligatory 

in inductive research in communication (Obilade .1987:25). 

3.2.0 The Instruments 

The main research tool used to elicit information 

from the respondents is the questionnaire. We bad to 

design two sets of questionnaire in order to cater for 

both the literate and non-literate respondents. The 
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. questionnaire 1s 1n English and. Yoruba (see appendices 
' 

IA and IB). Our 11 terate respondent 1s one who can· 
1 

speak, listen, read and write with understanding 1n both 

or e i tber of. the .. two languages employed. The non-
: 

lit.erate respondent 1s one who can only speak, listen, 

and· bear w1 tb· understanding 1n both or e i tber of the two 

languages used. This study requires a heterogeneous• 

sampling: this 1s the reason·behind the bilingual 

questionnaire, 

Furthermo,re, the researcher knew that 1 t would not 

be easy for him to solely administer. the questionnaires., 

especially ·to the non-literate respondents that would 

require assistance 1n answering the questions on the · , 

questionnaires'. ·. IIi· order to avoid any discrepancy in 

' 

the questioning O.f the :respondents,, even if the res(;larcber 
'. wer'e t.o ·be elsewhere, we. had no other option than to, 

des 1gn ,a bilingual guest1on.naife, 

Apart from the structured interview on the 

questionnaire, we used the unstructured interview for the 

cinema or theatre managers and the filll\'-goers, These ·unstruc

tured interviews' usually stemmed out, of'"our observation~ 

before, during; and after the film shows. These unstructur.ed 

interviews gave us the chance to make informal ·~bserva~1on~-. 

I 
,, 

! ' 

1· 
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Furthermore, tbey allowed the respondents to comment 

freely and extensive_ly on some questions which would not 

have been the case with the mere filling of the 

questionnaire. It was through this 'informal interview 

that we were ·able to know the feelings of the respondents 

about the infrastructural facilities essential for the 

convenience of the audience and the environmental 

sanitation of the cinema hou~es1 • 

1 These infrastructural facilities include the seats; 
ceiling fans and/or air-conditioners; toilet; and 
bars where the film-goers can go to refresh (or. 
"cool down" as film-goers will say), stand-by power 
g~nerating plants. 

Mrs B •. Davies (of Tobit Restaurant, Behind 
Akinlabay9 Carpet, Ring-Road, Ibadan), a regular 
film-goer, complained that Odeon Cinema was filthy; 
and as for· Tabantari, she complained about its acute 
shortage of.chairs for the film audience. Iyabq 
Olodude, a student of Qba Akinbiyi High School I, 
Cul t.ural Centre, lllqkqla, Ibadan supported Mrs Davies' 
claims. In her own case,.she blamed the management 
of Odeon Cinema for ineptitude. This piece of 
information w~s given Qn 15 June, 1991 at the Odeon 
Cinema Hall, Oke-Ado, Ibadan, CODESRIA
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3,2,l The Interview Schedule 

The questionnaire is broadly divided into two 

parts. The first part bas seven questionn, Questions 

1 to 2 are designed to elicit demographic information, 

while questions 3 to 7 are meant to collect general 

information on Yoruba theatre as a whole from the 

respondents. The questions in Part One are mainly of 

the alternative answer-type, except in a few cases where ,,. 

open-ended questions are used, 

The second part, which bas eight questions, is 

basically on a specific film the respondents must have 

enjoyed watching most. The questions are designed ·to 

assess the receptive frame of mind of the respondent as 

regards the internal structure of the film such as: tbe 

sett·ing, tbeme, .. plot, story, character and'characteri~a

tion; and language, This part is on the critical 

assessment of the f,ilm content. Essentially, questions 

8 to 13 are'on the criticism of the film content. 

Questions 8 to ll(a) are the alternative answer-type. But 

from ll(b) to 13(i), open-ended questions are largely used. 

Questions 14 and 15 are designed to allow the respondents 

to comment :freely on "intervening" or "moderator"' 
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variables (cf Obilade 1987). These intervening 

variables may include intermittent power cut, faulty 

film projector, loud-speaker, poorly ventilated cinema 

hall, ~he sitting arrangement, etc'. In essence, the 

questionnaire gives the respondents an ample chance to 

comment freely on the shooting and production of the 

· film.. Through this self-report, the respondents are able 

to comment; on the film-makers actors, and what the 

respondents like or detest. 

3.2.2 The Data Needed and Location of the Data 

The filin audience is the majc;,r datum needed for this 

study, since it has the necessary information for the 

research. The members of the audience used in this study 

were those that had watched films in the different 

cinema houses or theatre halls located in Ibadan. Our 

study took us to: 

a) Cinema de Baba Sala, Agbowo Shopping Complex, 
Opposite .University.of Ibadan, 

b) Cultural Centre, Mqkqla, Ibadan 

c) K.S.· Cinema, in K.S. Motel, Total Garden, 
Ibadan, 

d) Odeqn Cinema, Oke-Ad6, Ibadan 
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e) Scala ,Cinema, Sabo, Ibad~ 

f) Tabant.ari Hotel, Elekurq, Ibadan. 

We also called at some halls where film shows were held 

at the University of lbadan; viz., Faculty of Education 

Lecture Theatre, Trenchard Hall, and University of lbadan 
' ' 

Arts. Theatre. 

our secondary source of data collection was via 

the electronic and print media. We were able to garner 

data th.rough radio programmes· and film advertisements; 

an instance was. 11Qrq o nile" a Radio Nigeria Yoruba 

programme aired on 13· January, 1990, specifically on the 

effects of films on the society. Through television 

programmes and advertisements, we were able to collect 

some vital information. Chief Adey~mi Af9layan (Ade 

Love), an important figure in the Yoruba film industry 

was featured on the OGTV Yoruba progr~mme. "Ni Faaj! II. 
on 23 May. '1992. 'A

0

lSb' we were able to gather information 

from .film posters, handbills, daily newspapers, journals., 

magazines, mimeographs, and b.ooks in the library. 

'' 
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Means of Obtaining the Data: 
The Sampling Method 

A lot of the film houses visited had no records on 

the total number of the members of t)le audience· in 

attendance at a given show. ·They all seemed to rely on 

the stubs of the tickets sold at the gate or box office. 

However, the Cultural Centre, M9k9la,, and K.S. Cinema, 

Total Garden kept records on the audience attendance 
~ ' 

(see appendices IIA and B). It was, therefore, not 

possible to have a projected population of the fil~-goers. 

On the premise that there was no projected population 

ce1,1sus of the film-goers· in ·:Ibadan, we bad to use the' 

sampling method. ·· It was also not possible to administer 

the questionnaires on all the film-goers in attendance or 

in the Ibadan community as a whole.· 

A lot of the respondents.were apathetic when 

approached. They replied that they had no time for any 

interview or filling of a questionnaire. As a result of 

this, it was not possible to use the random sampling 

technique. we had to opt for the stratified random 

sampling technique .. which allows for the coverage of every 

sector of the community. 
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Our survey took us to the follo'wing locations: 

cinema houses (theatre halls), hotels, homes, offices, 

motor-parks (bus stops), schools - in an attempt to 

garner' samples from the respondents. 

To qualify, a respondent must have watched at 

least a Yoruba film in the preceding six months; also 

the responden,t must have claimed some degree of retentive

ness. The st:patified sample a,lso cuts across sociolog,ical 

variables such as gender, age, social status and m~rital 

status. 

Any differentiation that may show between the 

various groups of respondents .. should, not be considered 

as any sampling error. As far as audience surveys l:fre 

concerned there are some sociological variables that 

militate against them, the issue of censorship by the 
' ' 

government, and apathy on tbe part of the members of the 

audienc~. We gave out three hundred and sixty 

questionnaires. After many calls at the residences of 

the various respondents in possession of tbe questionnaires, 

we were able to· retrieve one hundred and eighty-five 

questionnaires. Taking our cue from the postulation of 

Obilade (1987:57) that "a carefully selected sample of 
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100 may be adequate for a population of 100 million" 1 

we then decided to sere.en 'the sample of 185 completed 

questionnaires at our disposal, 

3,3.0. Validity· 

The. questionnaire was shown to colleagues for the 

evaluation of face validity at the drafting stage. 

Thereafter, the questionnaire was checked by experts 

in the Faculty so as to determine the'·content validity, 

and also to check the precision and clarity of the· 
' questions·. The corrections made were adhered to~ · In 

line with the requirement of a good questionnai.re, .. we 

included mostly fixed alternative questions in which 

answers were provided, The few open-ended questions 

included required a few words from the respondents. 

Its face and content validity is therefore not in 

doubt, 

3,3,l Pre-Test 

we carried out a pilot study on a few selected 

samples so as to check for content validity. Some of 

the questions on language posed problems to a large 

number of the selected sample. "Dialect" and "vulgar/ 

"· 
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obsceµe words" used in questions 12 bi, bii, and 12 cii 

and iii were either technical or beyond the respondents' 

comprehension. We then substituted the words as shown 

below: 

dialect: (type(s) of Yoruba 
vulgar/obscene: indecent words 

The respondents were able to comprehend the meaning 

since they were able to respond to the questions. '.In 

essence, the questionnaire is able to achieve content 

validity among the respondents. 
' . 

3,3,2 Measurement: Nominal Scale 

We employed the nominal scale in this study, since 

we were more interested in the frequency distribution of 

the respondents. This nominal scale has helped us to.· 

obtain discrete categories which form absolute groups. 

Rather than.relying on the number of cases in· frequency 

distributions, we opted for the percentage of frequency 

distributions of the respondents. The ordinary number of 

the cases often fails to show the true distinction between 

one.number and another. 

: '· 
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3.3.3 The Screening of the Data 

Nine of the one hundred and eighty-five 

questionnaires returned were either half-completed or 

uncompleted, Three of the nine questionnaires had a 

page or more missing. These nine questionnaires were 

eliminated, thereby leaving us with one hundred and 

seventy-six. 

In sorting out the remaining questionnaires we 

based our decisions on the sociological factors, such 

as: sex, age, marital status, education, and occupation. 

However,.we had to remove the item on nationality or 

ethnicity as the frequ.ency distribution on these wa,s 

marginal. 

3~3.4. Synchronization of Items 

At the coding stage, it was imperative that we bad 

to collapse some.items on the questionnaire, Thi~ 

happened as a result of tbe overlapping of some items. 

We had to me,rge ·some items in order to facilitate coding 

on the coding sheet. The items ·affected are: 

i) Item l(b), which borders on age, is regrouped 
as shown below: 

\ ', 
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Age 6-12 years 

13-18 years 

19-24 years 

25-30 years 

above 30 years 

We took our cue from '\;be National Youtp Service Corps 

age limit for corpers, 30 years, Anybody above :thirty 

years is regarded as an old person, and such a person 

is. exempted from the Nati.onal Youth Service Corps (see 

Oyetade (1990:290), 

ii) Item 4(a) is on publicity, 
the media of advertisement 

' 

We regrouped all 
into broad headings 

Word of mouJ:h, Interpersonal medium 

Radio,' TV advertisement: Electronic media 

Newspaper 
previews, 

advertisement · ~ 

post~ra, handbills5 

Premieres: Premieres 
' 
'· 

print media 

The word "accidental" under the item as ·one of the 

alternatives was removed since none of tbe respondents· 

piCk!3d it, 

iii) Item 5(a): This item which is basically after 
those motivational factors., is regrouped thu's: 
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Do you go.to the cinema primarily 

- to watc.b. fill!I. 
- to relieve boredom 
- for entertainment 

Entertainment 
/ 

- to see certain film stars: Star system 

- to watch som9-tbing different Novelty 
from TV. 

- because it is a good place to 
·go on dates/with lovers 

Interpersonal 
relationship 

because it is an opportunity to whether mutual 
oe with other people or not 

.- because it is less expensive than 
'other forms of entertainment 

Economic 
advantage 

iv) J;tem ?(a): This iti:lm seeks to know the category 

of film the. respondents bad watche.d in terms of 

··' domineering features or contents. l · 
' - crime film, horro~· film. and violent film are 

.grouped together on the ground that they relay 
forcible action. To an average film-goer in 
'Nigeria, an action· film is that film that 
~hows violence, fight, crime, death, killing, 
thuggery, horror., karate/kung f.!! fight in 

I 

I 

' I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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exces~. ·rn essence our regrouping stems 
out of tbe new paradigm for tbe word "action"; 

- Cultural (mythological) film f1nd historical 
film are merged on tbe premise tbat culture 
came into existence as a result of historical 
deposits over a· period of time, 

- Love/a12x film still remains as an entity, 

- Political film stands as a unit since it baa 
its basis in ideology~ 

- Religious film stand.a on its own since it is' 
deeply rooted in doctrine (belief) 

- Comic film is a separate genre since laughter 
permeates it, 

- Tragic film is also unique, in that it invokes 
pensiveness in the members of tbe audience, 

v) Item 7(~) · is on tbe taste of tbe individual ,for 

subject in film medium. We re-classified tbe item 

units a.-!I follow: 
'' 

.., war, crime, death, violence action 
(cf (iv) :Ltem 7(a)) 

: ' 1 
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- History, culture,. and marriage ·a;re grouped 
together. Marriage is a unit under culture. 

· - Bribery and cor.rupt~on is an entity. 

Juvenile deliquency is a unit on its own. 

Though the two can _be broadly· classified under J\IOral 

decadence, it is not only the youth that can engage 

i.~ corrupt acts; corruption cuts across age, SeJI: and 

social status. 

k vi) Item 7(c) dwells on those variables that aid. 

recalling: 

\' ,, 

- action and incidents are both seen as events; and 
this forms the basis for merging them. 

- incantation stays as an en_tity. 

- song stays as an entity. 

- subject-ma'l,ter/topic (theme) stays as a unit. 

- actor/actress an:d dress worn are. merged on the· 
premise that the dress worn is a· part· of, and 

' ' . . 
adds to the_personality of the character. 

vii) - Slang.and jargon remain as a unit, 
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viii) Item 8(b) is basically on the social problems 

depicted on the screen. 

Marital and family problems are fused togetfter 
i 

on the ground that both can be classified under 
kinship. problem. 

Friendship and co-worker problems are seen as 
one, since the problems have arisen as a· result 

.of interpersonal relationship between one 
individual and another, whether as a friend 
(kithship) or as a co-worker (acquaintanceship). 

Thuggery/violence, and armed robbery are joined 
together (cf. (iv) item 7(a)). 

ix) Item 8(q) focuses on the objects of attack. 

family and marriage institutions are joined 
together since they are close knit. Marriage 
institution - basic unit of family institution. 

The other variables under item 
· 8(c) stay as they are 

political institution 

religious institution 

social arrangement of the people'in a society. 

· the social values of the Yoruba community 

! !, 
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x) Item lO(c) is aimed at finding out those variables 

that are not in line with Yoruba culture, We merge 

all these variables as one, 

- violence, dea~h, karate/kung fu fight, crime 
(cf (iv) item 7(a)'), 

- sex 

xi) Item lOf(ii) is aimed at finding out the root cause 

of the violenoe'in the film, The variables merged 

are as shown below: 

- .. love/sex and woman are joined together as one, 
since they are associated with love or lust for 

,' 
women, ' 

- Co-v,ife rivalry is a separate unit since its basis 
is in the bickering and feud between wives of .. t·he 
same man •. 

- promotion, chieftainoy tussle, politics are all 
lumped together on the ground that they constitute 
lust for power, 

i 

"'."· landed property stays as an entity, 

- poverty: stays as a unit, 

- cheating: stays as a unit, 
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xiii) Item 12c (ii) is on dialect(s) utilized in the 

Yoruba film: we merge variables (i) and {ii). 

The type(s) -of Yoruba: · 
i) make(s) the film interesting 

· - ii) :make(s) the :film, humorous 
These two variables. are merged because they .. 
constitute pleasurable experience. 

' The other remaining variables stay as th.ey are. 

- :make(s) the film dull. ' ' 

- add(s) meaning to the story 
., 

show(s) the social setting of this film 

xiv) .Item 12f (iv) which is on the purpose of song 
, I 

rendition is modified as shown below 

The poems/songs. were used in this .film: 

- to while away the time 
to make the film longer 

The two variables are 
joined since we regard. 

' the two as time-fillers 

- to entertain the film audience 

~. 

stays as a 'unit. 
It falls under 
entertainment 
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as part of the film story This falls under 

synchronous sound and 

so it stays as a unit 

(2.2.1) 

to show part of the Yoruba This reflects the 

social iife social setting, 

However, it has to be borne in mind that the type 

of regrouping we have here is not a perfect one, since 

some variables tend to appear absurd under some units. 

It is our type of study that permits this kind of classifi

cation. 

-· 

! •, 

I ' . 

-~ 
/ 
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CH.APTER FOUR 

DISPOSI'l'ION OF THE AUDIENCE TQ 

·YORUBA THEATRE 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the data collected are analysed 

in. line·.wi·th the postulated re~earch questions. Our 

searchlight is directed on the demographic distribution 

of the respondents, the theatrical preference of the 

audience; and motivational factors-. We attempt as well 

to find out the audience's classification of Yoruba films. 

The analysis is largely presented in accordance 

with our subjects' responses. The discussion on analysis 

of the findings follows •. However, as many tables may 

likely make the study unwieldy,·we will only present 

those t~bles that are crucial to our study. Thus the 

analysis will begin with the demographic profile of the 

re,spondents since it is fundamental to our· findings and 
" 

subsequent discussion. 

4.1. 0 ne·mogra12hic Profile 

The following demographic data are fundamental to 

our analysis viz., sex, age, marital status, 'educational 
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level, occupation, and skills in Yoruba language in 

terms of. spoken. and written expression. We believe 

that each demographic variable will have its impact on 

the type of reception a respondent will accord the 

Yoruba film, . Through this demographic information we 

are able to have an insight into.the distributional 
. . 

pattern of our respondents. 

4.1.1 Sex 

In our sample, we have more male than female 

respondents. The females constitute 35.23% while the 

males make up the remaining 64.77%, 

Table 1: Distribution· of Respondents' sex group. 

Sex 

Male Female Total 

No. 114 62 176 

% 0 .:: 64.77 35.23 100 
> 

The table above shows that more males tend to patronize 

the film .1ihouses. than their female counterparts. 

" 
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4.1.2 Age 

There are five age-groups in our sample size as 

shown in the Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Distribution of Respondents' Age groups 

... Age Groups .. 
6-12 . 13-18 19-24 . 25-30 31+ Total 

No. 8, 32 35. 54 47 176 

% 4.·55 18.18 19.89 30.68 28. 70 100 

There.is disparity in the age distribution of the , 
" 

respondents. For the respondenti. between the ages of 6 

and 12 ,years, it is 4.55% while the respondents in the 

age groul? of. 13-18 years constitute 18.18%. As for. the 

respondents within the age groups of 19 and 24, 25 and 

30, and.31 years and above, they constitute 19.89%, 

· 30.68%, and 28.-70% respectively. The distribution shows 

that we have more young members of the audience than the 

old one·s. 

Children have the lowest figure as shown on the 

table~·. We may therefore infer that children have no easy 

access to film houses. We observe also that the figure of 

attendance begins to drol) at ages 31 and ll,bove. 
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4.1.3 Marital Status 

The marital variable shows that there are more 

single respondents than·married ones, :They represent 

'58~52% ari.d '41.48% respecti~eiy as 'shown in the 'table 

below. 'It thus appears that the marital variable has 

its bearing on the film-goers. 

Table 3:· Distribution. of ·the Respondents in terms of 
Marital status 

Marit.al Status 

Single . Married Total 
' No, 103 73 176 

%• 5s.52 41,48 1DO 

4,1~4 Educational ·Level,': 

It is assumed .:that. t);le · levels of education of our 
' • ' . ·, \,;.i· '; 

responde'nts 'will have some, correlation with their response 
I' I ' < .. ·, ' ' ' 

to Yoruba films.: Therefore we' examined the distributional 
. ·,1 · .• · ;,1,' .. ' . .' ·;{···· ... 

patte±~ of our respondents'accord:j:ng to their levels of 

education, 
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Table 4: Distribution of Respondents in 
terms of the educational level 

' 

Education : 
. ' . . 

non- Prim~y Secondary Tertiary Literate 

No ' 2 33 88 53 

% 1.14 18.75 . 50 30.11 

.. 

Total 

176 

100 

The distribution of the respondents shows that the 

.majority'of the film-goers have secondary education as 

shown by 50% of our respondents, They are followed by .. 

post-secondary graduates who, represent 30.11%. Those 

with no formal education and those with just primary 

education, are 1,14% and 18,75% of the sample 

respectively. This shows that ·non-literat~ subjects. 

are the .. least attracted to watch film. 

4.1.5 Occupation 

We take a look at the occupational profile. of the 

respondents. For our study we have the f~llowing 

occupational. groups: public,. servants, students, 

businessmen/women, farmers, prqfessional drivers and. 
l • 

artisans,· The table underneath shows. the distribution 
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No. 

% 

1.11 

of our respondents in terms of their occupation: 

Table 5: 

Public;: .. 
Service 

48 

27.27 

Distribution of respondents 
by their Occupation 

Occupation 

Schooling Business Farming Driving 

76 24 - 11 .. 

43.18 13 .s·4 - 6.25 

Artisan 

17 

9.66 

Total 

176 

1~0 

Our respondents in the civil service-take 27.27%, 

while 43.18%· is for the respondents who are schooling. 

The respondents who are in business constitute 13.64%, 

but we have no farmer respondents since the data for the 

study were collected in an urban area. Professional 

drivers in the sample, account for 6.25% while others 

(artisans) are 9.66% of the total sample. 

The students constitute the highest percentage of 

respondents as represented on the table. 
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4.1.6 · Ability in Spoken and Written· 
Yoruba Expression 

Though thi~ ,spect borders on the sociology of the 

:i:ndi viduS:1' s PSP, we are talking about 1 ability in spoken 

and written Yor.uba expression in its absoluteness. It 

only refers to a minimum ability in the use of the 

language. 

As the table below shows 97,73% of our respondents· 

claimed to __ have the ability to speak and write Yortiba: 

while 2 ·.27% claimed to possess speaking ability only. 

This finding seems t? show that we have more of a 

literate audience, than a non-literate one •. 

It appears that formal education attunes its 

beneficiaries to leis~e which'informal (traditional) 

education.does not seem to emphasise. 

Table 6: Distribution of Respondents interms of 
ability in Spoken and Written Yoruba 
Expression 

: 

Ability in Spoken Ability in 
& Written Yoruba Spoken Yoruba Total 

No. 172 4 176 

% 97.73 2~27 100. 
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4.2.0 Audience Taste 

Here, 'taste' refers to the audience's interest 

in, or preference for, specific'items in drama. 

As observed, our respondents were different 

individuals with different tastes and interests. As 

such, we seek to know the distribution of t~ese respon~ 

dents i~· relation to their taste for either Yoruba or 

foreign films, preference with regard to the medium of 
· .. 

p,erformance, choice of time and 'subject of interest • 

4.2.1 . : " , 
Taste for Foreign or Yoruba films 

From the responses, _73.86% of the sample preferred .. .. 
Yoruba films to foreign ones, but 17 .62% of the sample 

were indifferent. However, 8.52% would like to watch 

foreign films. The table below gives a clear pictu_re. 

).', 

'' 
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Table 7: Distribution of Respondents in 
terms of Taste for Foreign or· 
Yoruba .F'ilms. 

' Preference 
I' 

Yes Indifferent 

Types of, films . No. % No • % 

Yoruba 130 73.86 
31 17 •. 62 

B'oreign 15 8.52 
. - Total . 145 82.38 31 17,62 

From this table one can infer that Yoruba films are 

accorded more reception than ·:fo.reign ones by Yoruba film-

goers, 

4.2.2 Pref.erence for the Medi~£f Performance 

As stated earlier in Chapter One, there are various 

media of performance open to the playwright for his 

theatrical presentation. we·only .decide to choose three 

media of performance which present animated objects to 

the theatre audiences, viz., the stage, television, and 

film. The table below illustrates the outcome of our 

findings. · 
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Table 8: Audience's Distribution in Terms 
of Medium of Performance 

Medium of Performance : 

Stage TV . Film Doll't Know Total 

No. 21 • 25 123 7 176 

% 11.93 14-.20 69.89 3,98 100 

The above table shows that the stage play 

(performance) is accorded least reception since i·t; 

attracts 11.93% of the sample/ The television performance 
' 

with its 14.20% has more respondents. Film is the most 

popular medium of performance. as it attracts 69.89% of 

the sample, However, a meagre 3,98~~ of the total 

sample could not make up thei~ minds. 

4.2,3 Choice of.Time 

Based on the usual practice of having up to three 

or more different shows at different times of the day, it 

is assumed that individuals will vary with respect to the 

time they would like to watch ·t'.i.1ms, The distribution 

of the respondents according to their preferred time is 
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shown :l.n the table below: 

Table 9a.:D:l.stribution of the Respondents by 
Choice of Time 

' Choice of Time., 
C 

·12 noon 3 p.mo 6 p.m~ .Anytime Total 

No. 30 .63 81 ., 2 176 
·, 

% 17.p5 35~80 46;·02 1.1.4 100 
-· ,. 

The table above shows that 17 005% of the sample 

prefer the 12 noon show while 35.80% opt for the 3.00 p.m. 

shows. However, a majority of th~ respondents like to 

watch 6 .• oo p.m. shows, as they constitute 46.02%, Only 

1.14% of the sample would watch the film at anytime of 

the day. 

We further inquired to know the reasons for the 

choice .of time by the resp~ndents. We gave the following 

variables as the options: transport problem, locat:Lon, 

security, weather condition. 
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Table 9b: Distribution of the Respondents 
by Reason for the Choice of Time 

-
REASON FOR THE CHOICE OF TIME : N0.1 % 

Transport Problem 33 18.75 

Location 28 15.91 

Security 32 18.18 

Weather Condition 38 21.59 

Others ... 35 19,89 

~o reason 10 5.68_ 

I Total· 176 100 

Of the sample size, 18,75% claimed to have chosen 

the time as a result of problems associated wit)1 

transportation, But .15.91% of the respondents said 

the location of. the film houses had influenced their 

choic.e of time, Security for their lives and property 

( vehic'les and personal effects) decided the time for 

18,18% of them. As for 21,59% of the sample, they had 

chosen the time because of weather conditions (which 

may be too sunny or rainy). 

' But all the aforementioned variables -together 
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individually and severally made 19.89% of the respondents 

prefer ,the time chosen.. However, 5.68% of the sample 

fOUld not .'say why they had chosen a specific time. 

4.2.4 Subject of.Interest Preferred 

We sought to know what kinds of subject-matter 

appeal mor,e to the members of the audience than others, 

The variables under the alternative answer-types are: 

war, crimE1, death, violence, action Jwcdva); sex, history, 

culture, marriage (hicum); politics (pol); criticism of 

corruption in public life (ccpl); juvenile delinquency 

(jvd). 

We considered the gross distribution of the 

respondents as against each subject variable. Our 

finding is as shown in the table below: 

... 

. . 
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Table 10: Distribution of the Respondents by 
Subject of Interest 

Subject of Interest j : 
' ' 

• • wcdva sex hicum pol •. ccpl jvd, ·m.o n.r 

52 3 58 1 32 6 15 9 

29.55 1.7 32.95 0.57 18.18 3.41 a.s2 5.11 

•Notel M.o. a Mixture of (afore-mentioned) options. 

n.r. ~ no response. 

1'otal 

· 1. 76 

100 

From the Table above, the. respondents. seem to show' 

preference for subjects on 'hicum', and 'wcdva' \. which· 

constitute 32.95% and 29.55% respectively. The respondents 

who would like to, have subjects. o:O. '11 ccpl" are 18.18%, 

while 3.41% of tl:,e samp:i_e would like to have· 'films on 
' ' 

"jvd". The table shows t.hat. not many respondents would 

wrui.t to watch films on sex and :.pe>litl~s whi°ch con'sti tute 
\,.. ' ' . ~' ~ .'' : <\ ,: .·, \: \. '. ·'. ' . . . ,. ,' 
·.1.79 and 0.57% of.the total:saJ/lple respectively. Of the . ,, . .. ' 

' \ ' ' 
i Whole Sample size; 8.52% of''th~lll ~e.~ms to have a uniVel;'sal 

. ·.r, ! •'., ,' 

taste. However, 5.11% 01' uh~ .respondents failed to respond, 
. . i 1 '' 

We then assumed that· they· are indifferent to 'the subjects 
• l' ., _', 

depicted on the screen. 

"· 
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We went a step further to determine .the distribution 

pattern of the respondents by sex, age, m.arital status, 

educational level, and occupation so as to have a break

down of how receptiveness of each group of respondents 

is. 

Table 10a: Distribution of the Respondents• Sex Group by 
the Subject of Interest 

.... 
1ll 
W' 
1-l 
w .... 
C 
H 

"' 0 

.... 
u 
w .,, 
,g 
"' 

WCDVA 

Sex 

hicum 

pol. 

ccpl 

j'vd 

m.o 

n.r 

Sex Group 

Male Female 

No. .:.:,;i;-, ... N.o. % Total 

34 65.38 11 34.62 52' 

3 100 - - 3 

35 60.34 23 39.66 58 

1 100 - - 1 

22 68. 75 10 31.25 32 

3 68. 75 3 50 6 

10 66.67 5 33.33 15 

6 66.67 3 33.33 9 

Grand Total 176 
/ 

•%ovss m percentage over sample size. 

% % ovss• 

100 29.55 

100 1.20 

100 32.95 

100 0.5 7 

100 18.18 

100 3.41 

100 8.52 

100 s.11 

100 100 

' 
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Of the totai' sample that opted for the subject on 

"wcdva!,• 65.38% of them are male, while 34,62% are female 

respondents. As for the subject on "hicum" 60.34% and 

39.66% are males and females respectively. One can 

infer that the,female respondents seemed to have more 

interest for subjects on "hicum" ~han subjects on 

"wcdva". The table also shows that we have more male 

respondents (6s.75%) for subjects concerning "ccpl"; 

' the percentage of the female respondents is 31,2 5%, As 

for subjects on "jvd", the two sex groups have 50: 50%, 

But the variables on "m.o" for male is 66.67% while 

we have 33.33%,for the female group. ~he above percentages 

are also ,recorded for "n, r" as shown on the t.able above, 

Apart from this physiological variable we assumed 

that age, another physiological variable, might have its 

effect on subjects of interest:of the respondents. 
' ' . 

The finding is, as shown in the table below. 
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Table 10b: 

. 

Distribution of Respondents• Age J,rciup by 
the Subject of Interest 

AGE GROUP . ' ' -
6-12 13-18 19-24 25-30 31+ 

No. % No. % No. % No •.. % No. % 

wcdva 2 3.85 12 23.07 5 9.61 15 ~a.as 18 34.62 

sex - -· - - 1 ·33. 33 2 66.67 - -
hicum 5 8.62 12 20.69 10 17.24 19 32. 76 12, 20.69 

pal. - - - - - - - - 1 100 

ccpl 1 3.13 2 6.25 10 31.25 8 25 1 34.37 

jvd -- - 1 16.67 1 16.67 3 50 1 16.67 

·m.o. - - 2 13.33 s 33.33 5 33.33 3 20 

n.r - - 3 33.33 3 33.33 2 22.22 1 11.11 

Grand Total 

I 
Total % 

52 100 

. 3. 100 

58 100 

1 100 

32 100-

6 100 

15 100 

9 100 

176 100 

. -. 
% ovss 

29.55 

1. 70 

32.95 

0.57 

1a.1a 

3.41 

6.52 

s.11 

100 

.... 
N 
N 
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The above table shows that the respondents who, 

fall between the age group of 13 and 18 years,, 25 and 

30 years, and 31 years and above, have much interest in 
' 

films which depict subjects on "wcdva". Of .the total 

sample that pr~ferred such films, they amount to 23.07%, 

28,85% and 34.60% respective:I.y, But on the films that 

largely dwell on· sexuality, the two age groups_ which 

showed pronounced taste are 25 an.d 30 years (66,67%), 

and 19 and 24 years (33~33%), The remaining three age 

groups· attract zero per. cent. 

The age group· -of 6 to 12 · years, as shown on the 

table, is the least receptive ''t,o films on "hicum"; the 

group attracts· 8.62% of. the respondentsthat would want 

subjects on ."hicum", , Respondents in the age group 19 

and 24 years appeared to have more interest in "hicum" 

than the· age group of 6 to 12 which constitutes 17 .• 24% 
. 

However, ,two age gro_ups have an equal., percentage of 
' / • I 

20f69% each. These are age groups 13 to 18 years, and, 

31 years and above. 
0

The highest preference· for films on 

"hicum" comes from the respondentSwho were betwe.en ages 

25 and .30 ,years, they make up 32,76% of the total sample 

in the "hie um" column,. 
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As for the subjects on politics, while other age 

groups seemed to be apathetic the respondents in the 

age group of 31 years and abore showed a keen interest • 
. 

As regards the subject on ''<;:cpl" the respondents. 

who were in the age groups of 19 and 24 years, and;• 

31 years and above constitute 31.25% and 34.37% 

respectively. The age group of 25 and 30 years attracts 

25% of the total sample size of the respondents. The 

children and adolescent groups showed little interest 

in it;· the age group of 6 and· 12 years obtains 3,13%, 

while age group 13 and 18 years.makes u.p the remaining 

6,25%. 

Undel:' the "jvd" subject, . three age groups have 

equal percentage. They are the groups from age 13 and 

above. Each of the three age groups has 16,67%• 

Regarding taste for "m.o" two age groups, 19 to 24, 

and 25 to 30 years, attract 33•33%. each, The respondents 

in the age group 13 to 18 years, and 31 years and above 

constitute 13.33% and 20"fe respectively, The children 

appeared not to have a catholic taste since they record 

zero per cent. 

We also sought to know the distribution by the 
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respondents', marital status with regard to subject of 
. ' 

interes.t. We suspected. that this sociological variable 

could have i.ts efi'.ects on the respondents' taste 

(interest), The 'table below illustrates our finding: 

' Table 10c: Distribution of Respondents' 
Marital Status by the Sub,ject of 
Interest. 

MARITAL r.-1,0TTP 
-· Single Married 

No. % No. % Total % 
wcdva 26 50 26 50 52 100 

sex 2 66.67 1 33°.33 3 100 

hicum 36 62.07 22 37.93 58 100 
pol. - - 1 100 1 100 

ccpl 16 50 16 50 32 100. 

jvd 4 66.67· 2 33 6 100 

m.o ·1.:: OU c .::u- 1> 1uu 

n.r 7 77.78 2 22.22 9 100 

Grand Total 176 

% ovss 

29.55 

1.70 

32.95 
32.95 

18.18 

3.41 

!:SO ;}C:: 

5.11 

100 

Wi:th regard to the·subject "wcdva", both single 

and married respondents attract 50% each. Single 

respondents seemed to place a high premium on films on 

i 

i.' 
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sex and "jvd", while the married ones showed a low 

interest in the two variables. The single respondents 

constitute 66.67% while the married ones make up the 

remaining 33.33% of the two variables,: The. single and 

married groups also shared equal interest in the subject 

of .. "ccpl"; they both attract 50% each. The married 

group seemE!d to take utmost interest in politics;. 

it forms 100% of the total sample under the column ;or 

politics •. As reflected in the ·table, the single 

respondents appeared to have a higher preference for 

' assorted subjects (that is, subjects of diverse interests) 

on the screen: hence they constitute 80%, whereas the 

married group sho.wed a low preference by attracting 20%. 

Under. the "n.r" column we have 77,78% and 22.22% for 

single and married respondents respectively. In essence, 

the single respondents se.emed to be more indifferent than 

the married ones. 

Another sociological variable considered is the 

educational level of the respondents. We sough.t to know 

the extent to which the educational level affects the 

subject t.aste of the respondent.a. The result of our 
~ 

finding is as shown in the next table. 
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Table 10d: Distribut1on of Respondents' Education.Level by 
the Subject of Interest 

EDUCATIONAL GROUP .. . . 
. . 

non-literate Primary Secondary Tertiary 
No. "' No. % No. % No. % Total ,, -

wcdva 2 3.85 9 17.31 27 51.. 92 14 26.92 52 

sex - - 1 33.33 2 66.67 - - 3 

hicum - . - 11 18.97 27 46.55 20 34.48 58 

pol ., - - 1 100 - - - - '1 
•. c 

ccpl - - 10· 31. 25 15 46.88 7 21.87 32 

jvd - - 1 1~.67 3-· - 50 2 33.33 6 

m.o - - .., - 9 60 6 40 15 

n.r - - - - 5 55.56 4 44.44 9 

'Grand Total 176 

% % ovss 

100 29.55 

1.00 1. 70 

100 32.95 

'100 0.57 

100 18.18 .. · 

100 3.41 

100 8.52 

100 s.11 

1.00 
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Of all the subjects of interest listed, the non

literate respondents opted for "wcdva" only; the table 

shows that they have 3.85% of the total sample under it 
' 

(wcdva). The respondents who had elementary education 

constitute 17.13% of those that have preference for film 

on "wcdva" •. The respondents with secondary, technical or 

Grade Two levels of education form the bulk of the sample 

size by having_ 51.92%. However, with respondents who 

possessed tertiary education, the figure drops sharply· 

by almost half; they form 26.92%. Both the non-literate 

responden.ts and those with tertiary education seemed to 

have a lukewarm attitude to films dwelling on sexuality; 

the two groups·att~act zero per cent as shown in the 

table. However, the respondents at secondary educational 

level seemed to have the highest interest in films on .sex. 

They constitute 66067% while respondents with elementary 

education represent 33%. This seems to imply that the 

inherent sexual urge in adolescence appears .to influe~ce the 

interest o'.f the respondents with secondary· education, 

because many of them have just reached the age of ,puberty. 

Of the total population that claimed to have 

interest in films based on "hicum" subject, 46.55% of the 

! '. 
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respondents falls under secondary education while the 

respondents who possess higher education constitute 34. 

48%. 18,97% of the samples under "hicum" _.is made up of 

those with elementary education. 

The sample."with primary education claimed to have 

lnterest in politics.":' It constitutes the whole 100% of 
. . 

the total sample in the coll.l,mn under politics. 

Up to "46.88% of the secondary level claimed to have 

interest in films treating subjects on 11 ccpl 11
• Those with 

I 

elementary education ,form 31.25% while the remaining 21. 

87% is made up of respondents_with tertiary education. ,As 

for films on II jvd11
, the respondents with secondary education 

make up 50% -of the wh_ole sample, whereas the other two 

literate groups comprising the elementary and tertiary 
'/ ·, 

levels attract 16~67 and 33,33% respectively. Those with 

secondary education (60%) seemed to have a higher 

preferen9e for universal tasile than the respondents wi.th 

higher education (40%), Those with secondary education 

appeared to be. much more indj..ff_e;rent to subjects on II jvd"; 

they attract \55.56% of the total sample under n nr n 

' 

" 
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while the respondents with tertiary education make up 

the remaining· 44,44% of the tota_l sample. 

We assumed that the respondents' profession could 

also dictate their subject of interest. We then made 

a cross tabulation of the subject of interest by 

respondents' occupation, Our observation is as shown 

below: 

" 
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Table 1oe: Cross tabulation of the Subject of Interest by 
Respondents• Occupation 

. 

OCCUPATIONAL GROUP 

.. Public 
Schooling Business Farming Driving Artisan Service 

No. % No. % ?-Jo. .% No. % No. % No. % 

wcdva 16 30~ 77 21 40.38 6 11.54 - - 4 7.69 5 9.62 

sex - - 1 33.33 - - - - - - 2 66.67 

hicum 15 25.86 31 53.45 7 12~07 - - 2 3.45 3 5~17 
pol. - - - - 1 100 - - - - - .. 
ccpl ·7 21.86 9 28.13 7 21.86 

.- ,,,. - - 4 .14.50 5 15. 62 

jvd 1 16.67 2 33.33 1 16.67 - - 1 16.67 • 16.67 " 
m;.0 5 33.33 9 60 1 6.67 - - - - - -
n.r. 4 44.44 3 33.33 1 11.1_1 - ..;. - - 1 11.11 

-Grand Total 

Total % ol ovs-s "' 
52· 100 29.55 

. 3 100 1. 70 

58 100 32.95 

1 100 0.57 

32 100 18.18 .. 

6 100 3.41 

15 100 8.52 

9 100 5.11 

176 100 
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The table reveals that we· have more student 

responden.ts Showing interest i:n films on "wcdy,a"; t~ey 

are 40.33% of the sample size uncLer this subject of 
' interest. Those .in public service attract 30,77%, while 

the respondents who were in business constitute 11,54%.• 

But the~e are just slight differen~es between the 

profess,ional drivers and artisans (cf 4.1~5) 1 · the7 

attract 7.6% and 9.52% respectively. The respondents 

who fall under the column of artisans form 66,67% of the 

total number of those whose interest is in films on 

sexuality; the student group attracts the remaining 

33.33%. The other groups appeared to be reserved as 

they showed.secretiveness about amorous films. 

The pattern of distribution changes under films on 

"hicum", The, student respondents seeined to have more 

inclination for subjects on "hicum" 9 they amount to 53. 

45% of the sample •. · There i.s a sharp drop between the .. 

student group and the public_ servant group. The latter 

has 25,86%, Those respondents in business, driving 

profession, and those who are artisans constitute 
. . 

12.07%, 3,45% and 5,17% respectively. 

The respondents under the business column constitute 
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·100% .of the total sample in politics, and the rema.ining 

groups attract zero per cent. This result seems to 

prove that there is a kind of relationship between 

politics and business venture,· as will be explained in 

subsequent chapt_ers •. · _: .. 

The respondents who were students would prefer to 

see films on "cc~l" mostly, hence ·they form 28.13% of 

the total sample under it. But those in public service 

and business showed equal interest as each attracts 
' 21 .• 86%. The respondents who were drivers make up 12.50% 

while the artisans constitute 15.62%. ,,1 

The respondents in all the groups showed similar 

interest in the subject pertaining to "jvd", they attract 

16067% each except for the student group that has a higher 

taste for this subject; it constitutes 33.33%. 

Under the "mo" column, _the student respondents take 

: the high~,st percen.tage of the total sample, that is,· 60%, · 

while the public servants follow them with 33.33%. The 

remaining ~-67% is made up of businessmen/women. One 

can then infer that there is every likelihood ·ror the 
. 

respondents who were students, public servants, and 

businessmen/women to have more inter·est. in as.sorted-
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subjects. However, 44.44% and 3°:3.3;% of our respondents 

who were .public servan.ts and students respectively refused 

to respond· as shown in the "nr" column. As for those 

who were business individuals and artisans, they seemed 

to have the same 11.11% under ".nr" column. 
'· 

The. tables above show that_' each group of respondents 

has a different disposition toward the itemised subjects 

of interest. The variables that· condit1on or guide the 

taste of e~ph group of respondents seem to be deeply 

rooted in the PSP o':r the indi viciual. 

4.3.0 Frequency of Attendance and Inducement 

With the. aid of · a' question we sought to know how 

regular our ·responden.ts were at cinema houses. The 

purpose '::ls to determine the level and extent of the 

individuals' recreational period. Furthermore, we als·o 

asked questions.on those variables or factors that 

' motivated them to go to the film houses. We assumed that 

the medium of puqlici.ty, · the gate fee, and the needs 9f, 

the respo11-dents might have spurr'ed t_hem to _go to the, film 

houses. On the other hand we guessed that the star-system 
. ' in the film medium could also be another motivating variable: 
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hence the inclusion of the two questions on film stars. 

4.3.1 Erequency of Attendance 

We asked our respondents to indicate the regularity 

of their attendance at f'ilm houses, to be' able to 

ascertain how.they utilize their leisure.time especially 

for tilms~ 

Table 11: Frequency of Attendance at Film Houses 

FREQUENCY OF A.TTENDANCE 

' .. '· ' Every• 
Weekly Fort- Monthly Festival occa- Total time nightly Period siona·lly 

No. 8 41 15 13 26 73 176 

% 4.55 '? 23.30 8.52 7.39 ' 14. 77 41.48 100 

••Everytime• means 'always• in this context. 

' 
! 

;•. 
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The greatest percentage of our respondents'claimed 

to be'.occasional film-goers• .amounting to 41.48% of the 

tota1'· sample. Those respondents who claimed to go to 
' . ' 

film houses 'A'eekly,constitute 23.30%. Of the·total 

sample size 1 14.?7% of the respondents indicated .that 

. they only go. to film houses during festival· periods. 

Another 8.52% of the sample claimed to go fortnightly, 
' while 7.39% preferred to go on a monthly basis. However, 

'. 

the respondents who could go-to the film houses anytime 

there was a film show constitute 4.55%'0.f the total· 
,. 

sample• 

A further break-down of the frequency of attendance 

by the'marital status of the respondents reveals that there 
' 

is a great.disparity·between the two groups of the 

responp.ents: single and marri.ed. The two tables below 

sum up the findings: 
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MALE 

Single 

Married 

Total 

Table ·12a: Distribution of the Male Respondents• Marital status 
by Frequency of Attendance 

' FREQUENCY OF ATTENDANCE 

' . . 
Every- Weekly Fort- Month·ly Festival· Occasi9n-
time nightly., period ally 

•.· -. - •· 
No. ol No. % No. % No. % No-.·~ % No. % /0 

-

4 66.67 14 43. 75 5 62.5 4 57.14 13 81.25 32 71.11 

--
2 33.33 18 56.25 3 37.5 3 42.86 3 18. 75 13 28.89 

6 100 32 100 8 100 7 100 16 100 45 100 

\,!,•;i· . . 

- -·- --

Total % 

72 63.16 I 
42 36.84 

114 100 
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Table 12b: Distribution of the Female Respondents' Marital Status by 
Frequency of Attendance 

FREQUENCY OF ATTENDANCE 
- ,, 

Everytirne Weekly Fort- Monthly Festival 
Occasion-nightly period 

ally 

FEMALE No. % No. % . No. .%. No • % No. % No • % .. 

Single - - 5 55.56 4 57.14 2 33.33 5 50 15 53.57 

Married 2 100 4 44.44 3 42.86 4 66.67 5 50 13 46.43 
--

-
Total 2 100 9 100 7 100 6 

.... 
100· 10 100 28 100 

Total '% 
- ·-· 

31 50 

31 50 

-
62 100 
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As can be ee·en from the two tables above, we have 

more single respondents' than married ones; the ratio ie 

58.52:41.48% (cf 4.3.1) when.viewed broadly. Furthermore 
' 

we have more male than female respondents; the ratio is 

64.77: 35.23% (cf 4.1.1). We grouped our respondents by 

the sex variable so ae to draw a contrast between the 

single and married ones. Of the total sample of the 

male respondents, 63.16% and 36.84% claimed to be single 

and married respectively. A critical look at Table 12(a) 

shows that 66.67% of the total number of the respondents 
' 

under the column for 'everytime' .belong to the single 

males, while the. remaining 33.33% is made up of married 

ones. Under the 'weekly' column, the married male 

respondents amount to 56.25% of the total sample under it, 

while the single male ones form the remaining 43.75%, As 

high as 62.5% of the single respondents reported that they 

attend the film houses fortnightlyi the married ones 

attract the low percentage of 37.5%, Another 57.14% of 

the respondents who.were bachelors claimed to have ample 

chance of attending the film houses only once in a month 

but only 42.86% of the married respondents claimed to attend 

the film-.. houses monthly. 

.. ' 
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At the festival period, we have more of the single 

male respondents than the m~ried ones, it is ratio s1·;,25% 

to 18.75%. As low as 28.89% of the married male respon

dents attend the film houses occasional),y while the 

occasional film-go.ers among the single male ones constitute 

the remaining 71.11%. 

However, the Female Group Table, presents an in

teresting picture. As shown on table 12 (b), none of our 

single female respondents claimed to go to the film 

houses regularly; whereas the female married respondents 
I 

reported that they go to film houses regularly. Of the 

total sample un~er the 'Every time' column, the married 

female ·respondents m.ake up all the 100% under it. Under 

the· second column, <"Wee~ly', the single female. respondents 

constitute 55.56%, while the married female ones form 

44.44%~ Of the total sample size under the 'Fortnightly' 

column, the married respondents take 42.86% while the 

spinsters among the respondents amount to 57.14%. In 
' response to the 'monthly'. option under column 4, the 

single female respondent.a attract a low percentage, that· 

is, 33•33%, as against 66.67% of the married female· 

respondents. 

' I • 

;,, 
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Surprisingly the two groups are homogeneous as 

shown on the table under the 'Festival Period' option, 
' 

it is 50% either way_. · This is at variance with what we 
' have in the male respondents' table. It appears as ii' 

the female respondents .are more conscious of their 

leisure time. at the 1.'estival period than their male 

counterparts. However, as :much as 53~57% of the sin~le 

female t-espondents claimed to be occasional film-goers 

whil~ the remaining 46.43% who were married female 

respondents also reported to go to the film houses 

occasionally. 

It is clear· from t.he foregoing·. that the marital status 
7 • ' 

,.q 

has its bearing on the attendance of the respondents. 

More lfght will be shed.on what accounts for the attitude 

of the r_espondents in attending films. 

Factors Motivating Going .. to 
FITinHouses 

We sought t? know from the respondents those fac.tors 

that had spurred· thein to go to the _cinema .houses. We 

gave a number of options from which they could choose. rhe 

table below summarizes our fin4ings in this _regard. 

: ', 
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.• 

Table 13: Distribution of the respondents by the 
Motivating Factors 

Reason for going to film ijo •· % 
·-

Entertainment •• 69 39.20 

Star system • • 27 15.34 
.. 

Taste/Novelty •• 27 .15.3,~ 

Interpersonal relationship 15 8.52 

Economi~ advantage •• 2 1.14 

Other reasons •• 22 12.50 

m,o •• 9 5.11 
.. 

n.r • • 5 2.84 

Total 176 100 

The table shows that two groups of viewers who 

claimed to visit the film houses because of the star

system end for novelty attract the same percentage, that 

is, 15~34%. But 39.20% declared that they go to film 

houses for entertainment, while as little as 8.52% of 

the total sample size asserted that they go to film 

houses to interact wi.th other people. They considered 

the film houses as a sort of meeting point (place) that 
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allows for interpersonal relations •. A marginal percentage 

of the respondents, that is 1.14%, said they normally go 

to watch films: because it ,'is less expensive than other 

forms of entertainment; while 5o11% of the respondents 

affirmed that they go to cinema houses.because of all the 

af.ore-mentioned ·reasons·. 

But.12.50% or the respondents had different factors 

that motivate tiheir attendance at film houses, Some . 

claimed that the Yoruba films give an insight into the 

past •. Some de~lared that these films are educative since 

they tend' to ·br'o.aden knowledge of human motives and the 

experien.c~s of life. A few of the respondents saw, film

.,going as ·a hobby, while a margi.nal number stated that fill!\~ 

watching .. for them is a, matte:r of.necessity since they are 
. 

either the .box office ·managers or the stewards in the 

cinema halls, However, 2.84% of our respondents could 

not state categorically why they go to film. houses. 

4.3.3 Star-System Factor 

We specifically_ asked from· the respondents whether 

they watch films because or a particular actor or actre~s. 

We went a step further to ask the respondents'to supply 
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the nam!:)(s) of such actor(s) or actress(es) if the answer .. 

to the first was in the affirmative. 

Of the. total sample, '57. 39% of ,the respondents 

claimed to watch films because of the'ir favouri to star ,. 

actors and actresses. The.· remaining 42.61% showed that 

they had not gone because of any .particular star artiste, 

It shows that the starring of popular theat.re 

actors/actresses can induce people to watch a _particular 

film,·' The t,able below sWlis up our finding. 

Table 14: Distribution of the Respondents by the 
Choice of Stareystem 

-
STAR .... SYSTEM 
INDUCEMENT 

YES ' NO TOTAL 
\-

No. 101 75 176 

% 57.39 42.61 100 
.. 

4.4,0 Audienc.e' s Classification of Yorub! Films 

We _asked two questions from the -r.espondents about 

the general features of Yoriib.4· films. The first question , .. ·~· 
borders on whether the Yoruba "f~lms have fe.atures that 

I . 
i 

,. 

I 
I 

' ' 
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differentiate them from foreign films, The second 

question requires the respondents to categorize Yoruba 

films by considering the dominant features in them. 

4.4, 1 Traces of Foreign ideas in Yoruba Films 

Our findings reveal that Yoruba films have elements 

of foreign touch~ As much as 48, 30% of our respondents 

confirmed that· Yorubli films ar.e patterned after foreign 

films. But as high as 51,70% of the respondents affirmed 

that Yoruba films are not fashioned after foreign fi~II\S• 

The inference ·drawn from the foregoing is that the 

film..:makers draw he.avily from local materials, It should 

not surprise us that the Yoruba film-makers draw their 
. ·• 

materials from both iocal and foreign scenes; this stems 

from the exposure of both the film-makers and the film

goers. The.film-makers woul~ have assumed that the film

goers might have. had the ·opportunity of watching a 
' foreign film W:hi.ch happens to be the spring board for the 

production of the indigenous films; they;· therefore, strive 

to blend.·-fore;!.gn and local materials in such a way as t_o 

appeal to both the literate and non-literate audienc.e.s .• 

Again the artist has to draw materials from his personal 
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experience and from his immediate society~ 

Table 15: Distribution of Respondents Accordi£g 
~T~Pattern of Yoruba'F'Ilms . 

. Imitation of the foreign films 
' Yes .No Total 

No. . 85 .. 91 176 
.% 48.30 51.71 ' 100 

4.4.2 Res~ondents' Classification of the 
Yorubi Film Content • 

.. 
We.asked the respondents to group the Yoruba films 

they had watched lately. We have the following options 

from w'hich the respondents were able to choose: crime/ 

horror/violence (chv); cultural/historical (culh)I love/ 

sex (sex), political (pol); religious (rel); comic (com); 

tragic (trag.). The respondents' grouping of the Yoruba. 

film by .its content is as shown in the table below: CODESRIA
 - L
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Table 16: Respondentsi Gi-ouping'o.r Yo;uba .films' by their Content 

i CONTENX OF YOR0B1 F~LM 

chv culh r sex pol. rel. -com trag _ mo nr Total 

No. 44- I 69 I .17 4· ... 9 11 : 16 6 176 ' "- --" 

% 25 39.20 J 9.66 2.27 - 5.11 6.25, 9.09 3.41 · 100 
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The table shows that majority of Yorub~ films centre 

on cultural. and histor·ical ,issues; the largest percentage 

of our r·espondents, that is, 39.200,.0, cl~imed to have 

watched .these types of films recently, while 25% of the 

total sample had lately watched films that focus on crime, 

horror or violence. The foregoing ten.ds to show us that 

a large number of:Yoruba films either show excessive 

criminal acts or abundantly exhibit the cultural heritage 

of the Yoruba. 

· 9.66% of the respondents believed that the Yoruba, 

films they had watched lately are to be grouped under 

love films. It appears that not many political films 

have been produced· in Yoruba; for a marginal percentage 

of 2.2%·or the respondent~ answered that the Yoruba films 

watched by them can be grouped as poll tlcal films. I.t ,is 

interestfng to note· that none of our respondents has 

categorized any of. the Yoruba :films under 'religion' 

in spite of the .proliferation of religious sects. As 

our investigation ·:reveals 9 commercial and social considera

tions appear to be the obstacle. A lot of the Yoruba 
' . . ~ 

film producers would nqt like to venture on films which 
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are not profit~ofiented, unless they are .c~mmissioned to 

produce .such., This goelil to show that such films are not 

shown .for c·ommercial purpose.a., but for propagation of 

their respective religions. As regards the social 

conside.rations, ·religi9ue issues often generate 

controversy among the ·Various religious groups in 

Nigeria; th~ref~re, the film producers try to avoid 

producing religious 'f-ilms.; 
' 

Of our. total sample, 5.11% claimed to have watched 

comic filma; 6.25% grouped some of these ·Yoruba films, 

under tragic films.: But 9.09% of respondents. could not 
' . ' , categorically place· the Yoruba films watched under a 

,. 

s~ecifie category, since they thought that all the afore-

: mentioned .variab~es, are generally included in Yoruba 
. ' 

films;; ;.41% of the total sample refuoed to classify, 

the Yoruba films. 

:, ' 

4~4.; Film,Setting 

With r~gard to the sett~ng .. of Yoruba film~, almost 
' ··, 43% of the_ total 'sample. size indicated that the Yoruba 

films !atch~d by them had reflected life in ·villages and' 

cities. Another ;2% of the total number of the resp~ndents 
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stated that the Yoruba films seen by them had depicted 

city life only, whereas as few as 13% was of the view 

that tiie films seen by them had shown life in rural. 

areas (villages_). How.ever, a few of the respondents 

declined to comment on the setting of the Yoruba films 

seen by,them. 

It is visible that· much of city life is depicted 

in Yoruba films. Perhaps one .. •could !!asily infer that 

since many of the films were usually meant for city 

dwellers, the film-makers cannot but use materials 

associated with the urban dwellers. Furthermore, it 

would generally appear that village life is usually not 

capable_of producing the. stimulating atmosphere desired 

by the film-producers to effect a minimum response :l,.n · 

the film-goer~ who. are largely drawn from urban areas. 

4.4.4 Story and Plot 

We asked two questions - the arrangement of ·eve_qts 
" 

and thfl ,.eff.ect of the arrangement on the respondents. We 

also sought· to know :tf the respondents were able to grasp 

message in ~he film.and see its accuracy in relation to 

real life happenings. 
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As high as 86% ,considers the arrangement of; events in -;t'oruba 

films simple ('straight forward') while 11.36% sees it 

as complex ~not straight forward'). Less than 3% of the 

total sample size wduld not want ·.to commit themselve.s. 

Most of the respondents thought that the simple a~range

ment of the events in the film was capable of arousing 

their interest. In essence,', the simple plot often 

employed.in Yoruba films has·its effects on a large 

number of the members of the audience. But a marginal 

6.82% thought that the arrangement of the incidents di~ 

not have any effect on them while another 6.82% of the. 

respondents would not qe · able· to'· say whether the plot could 

arouse their interest or not. 

As regards the film story, as high as 78.41% 

claimed to have a'total understanding; while as little 

as 13.07% and 8.52% claimed to have an average or slight 

understanding of the story in the films. That almost 

80% of our responden ta were able to grasp the story in· 

Yoruba films should not ·be a surprise to us as almost, 

94% of the respondents attested to . the realism of ·~he 

story. We have two groups of respondents who either could 
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not see the true-to-life incidents or say exactly 

whether the events depicted were relevant to true llfe 

happenings. or not. The 'No' group attracts as low as 

1.14% while th~ 'don't know' group talces less than 6% 

of the remaining total sample size. It would be plausible 

to say that the contemporaneity of events in the films 

would seem to reinforce existing ideas and values among 

the members of the film audience. 

We are not surprised; therefore, when as high as· 

84.09%· of the respondents indicated that the filmic 

story could influence any one's view. A marginal 3.1+1% 

did not. believe the filmic story could affect someone's 

view as such. As low as 12.50% would not be able to say 

categorically whether the filmic story could affect the 

individual's value or not. 

As earlier observed, the plot in Yoruba films is 

usually.not intricate; that i~ 1 hardly do we have sub-· 

plots ih Yorub~ films. In spite of the simplicity of the 

plots, ~he members of the audi1mce claimed that their 

interest was sustained throughout the film, For instance, 

the simple plot and story of "9m9 Crukan" shows a 

treacherous friend, who not only converts the estate of 
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his deceased friend to his own, but also incarcerates 

the son of his friend. 

Furthermore, the realism of the film also re

inforces the understanding of the story-line by the 

members of the audience. The members of the audience 

seem. to ·have. in .a subtle manne:J;' integrated into the .film 

incid,ents since the story-line· has not only been 

associated with the reality of everyday life, but· .has 

highly oeen abstracted from everyday experiences. For 

instance, it is .~olJ!monplace to see a father rej ecti,ng a 
' 

would-be son-in-law on the grounds of poor parentage 

and .social status. So when Stella's father a soldier, 

rejects Akanji Alatishe in. the .film "?ri Qkan", the 

audience c:an experience what Holub ( 1984) · has called 
'" :; 

.., associati v~ identification". It is through this 

associative identification that .past experiences in the 

individuals' life are·brought to the limelight. People 
" 

prefer seeing their old experiences repeated in 

elaborated forms. The repetition of old e,xp,eriences 

often allows each individual to cast a retrospective 

look;at his past. and pro~eot into the future, 

It is logical, then, to infer that as long as the 

,. 
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story line in the film corresponds with past and present 

experiences, and continues to be relevant to the future 

experiences of the individual members of the film-goers 

it would continue to evoke the response of the audience. 

Almost 87% of the respondents'claimed that the 

stor;r line was capable o! solving present and future 
• 

problems since the story bore a semblance to contemporary, 

issues·. A large number of the respondents itemised the 
I ' • • 

mo.ral lesson to be learnt from various Yoruba films 

watched: content~ent (not to be avaricious), endurance, ,· 
.diligence, communal, existence, patience, transparent 

honesty, kindness, love, hum:ility, tolerance, self7"will, 

self-determination, self-reliance, uni:!;y, discreetnE1ss,. 

retributive iaw, .. :i:ndustry;c abstinence from polygamy, 
' . 

met~physics - witchcraft, juju, voodoo, belief in God, 

destiny; bad company ••• etc. 

·The foregoing shows that the story line in the 

·· film is capable of evoking either positive or negative 

responses.when it touches on morality. We therefore 

agree with Eco (1977) that the:characters are not "mere 

figure(.s) of speech". They have "ideological 

abstraction [s'J: temperance .. vs intemperance; virtue vs •. 

"· 
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vice" (Bennett 1990:70). The members o.f the audience 

appeared to be ·gi,iided by certain principles of conduct 

within t.he society. They appeared ,to hinge their value 

judgement on two phi-losoph,ical components, ethics and 

metaphysics. Ethics focuses on what is good and bad, :• 

while metaphysics, deals with spiritual forces, nature, 

providence, destiny, and life after death. 

If the members of the audience then claimed to 

have had their behaviour or views modified, it means that 

they have been able to imbibe the experience sold to them; 

for the cinema product is an intangible one; the only 

tangible thing that could be shown is the admission 

tickets purchased by them. 

4.LJ .• 5 ~ption of the Sub,ject-Matter 

·The respondents maintained that Yoruba films depict, 

to a large.e,?(tent, marital and family problems. As high .. 
as 45,.45% of" the respondents attested to this. The .other 

social themes often relayed on the screen are problems in 

polities, religion, and .interpersonal relationships •. 

Social problems, such as bribery and corrµption, an.d 

thuggery and violence; are equally depicted on cell~loid, 
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Problems ·arising from interpersonal relationships, and 

thuggery/violence seem, in prominence come after the. 

marital and family problemso They attract 10.23% and 

9.66% respectively. 

The foregoing shows that the Yoruba film-makers 

are more pr~-occupied with the depiction of family 

intrigues than with other social problems, One could 

not blame them for doing so since they might have been 

motivated to make their products (film contents)· 

familiar as much as possible to the consumers ( the 

members of the audience)•. Moreover, the family 

institution is basic. to all other social institutions. 

All the respondents agreed that the Yoruba films have 

criticized the family institution, the marriage institu

tion,,the political institution, the religious institutio;i, 

the social strata, and the social values of the Yoruba 

community. However, the degree of the respondents' 

answers varies. Up to 40,39% of our respondents would 

want to maintain that much of the criticism has been 

centred on the family institution. This flnding 

correlates with the predominant theme being treated by 

the fllm-makers, 23. 86% of t.he respondents claimed the 

! '· 
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' . , 
Yoruba filmic story could be said to be attacki,ng the 

social strata in the community. According to 10,32% 

and 9,09% of the total sampl!'l, the oqjects of attack 

would seem to be politi.cs and the social values of the 
' , 

Yoruba community respectively. Another 5,11% .maint·a:i.ned 

that the filmic story had attacked virtually all the 

institutions while 8,52% of tl:ie respondents could not 

categorically pinpoint the objects of tJ::ie films' attack. 
-

It is possible for us to infer that the family institution 

has been the most criticized of all the social insti.tutions 

in the Yoruba films, 

The respondents also reacted to some of the actions 

depicted on the screen.which they felt were alien to 

Yoruba culture, 1rhese include sex (coitus), ex·cess of 

violence, death, karate and crime. Of the total sample, 

63% affirmed that the dominance of violence is alien to 

Yoruba culture, Only 13.64% of them would agree that 

the depiction of coition on the screen is not in line 

with Yoruba values. Generallj, Yoruba etiquette does 

not allow open discussion of sexual intercourse; the 

depiction of the sexual act on the screen would therefore 

be considered outrageous, 
\ ··. 
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' As high as 67% saw violent acts in the Yoruba 

films watched by them while the remaining 33% of the 

responde~ts claimed not to have see~ any acts of 

violence in the Yoruba motion pictures. 

The respondent's• however, stated that the violent 

acts were precipitated by many factors such as lust 

for feminine beauty, co-wife rivalry, lust fo~ power, 

landed property, poverty and cheating. 

As-far .as 22% of the respondents were concerned, 

injustice ~ad been the catal'yst for the violent act,s 

in the Yorub& films· seen by them. When an individual 
. ' 

is cheated, he resorts to violence as a way- of seeking 

redress; As for 12.50% and'14.20% of the respondents, 

the violence could be traced to lust for women and 

landed .property resvectively. 9.09%:of the respondents,' 

traced the violence to ~o-wi,fe rivalry while 8,52% of 
·: '' 

the respondents would pin it to poverty. Another-

7.'95% of our respondents affirmed that insatiable .. lust 
., 

for power in the form of.promotion, politics, and 

chieftaincy titles., actually generated the vi~lent acts, 

But 6,25% of the total sample attributed violence,to 
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.'the combination of all the afore-mentioned causes. However,· 

19.89% of the respondents declined to s·t;ate the cau~es 

of violence in Yoruba films, Perhaps one may infer that 

. this, group of .respondents could not see any justifica

"tion''. for the'' vlo'ieii't'"act's' or they were so eO:raptured by 

. the films that they could not ·trace the sources of the 

violence. 

· The respc::mden,ts ~ndicated that they resent some 

issues dep1cted on the screen and as such they would 

want these elements either reduced or totally cut off 
' 

from Yoruba films, As high as 57.39% of the respondents 

.would want little or none of the following items in 

Yoruba ·films: 'violence, horror, thuggery,' death and crime. 

Another 17.61% showed their resentment to the depiction 

of sex scenes on celluloid', Of the sample 7, 95% would 

not like to ·see much exhibition of magic and inc_antation 

'on· the screen, ·. All· th.e.'·respondents seemed to lo.ve comic 
. '' •• •· ,' •. : i ) ;'.,:-; :': ; ' · .. 

. ·scenes since ;none· ·or them: showed his/her. res·entment to 
/ 'j " -. I ·1 

,·,·, '. ·comedy. Hq~eiv~~. 9,66~ .'·~f'. them could n~t say what 
~' • , i• I , ' 1", 1 .,' ' ' 0, , ' 

' ' "'\ I• I 

:::.. . ',exactly .to •redUC\:) 'o;r., c'ut ··off. ." 
• ' ·'.. .' '.'

1
.',

1 
•. ,·: ':. ', .'t'. i. ' ·i' .::. ·; ·,: : '' . . . 

· .'/. The resp,ondents wefe · of the opinion that the excessive . . ' . 

show of violence, horr.or, thuggery, death, crime, magic, 

" 
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incantation and coition could be inimical to Yoruba 

society -as a whole. As many as 30% of the respondents believed 
. ' ' . 

that these ele!lJ.ents could encourage bad behaviour in 

adults and chi.ldren3 while· 6.82% of the respondents 

maintained that these· elements were capable of generating 

' moral decadence in children only, especially when these 

little ones. are exposed to the 'adult content' o.f the 
·' 

films. Another 15.91% of the respondents argued that 

these unpleasant scenes could increase the rate of criuie 

and violence in· the Yorub6 society. Up to 10.23% of the 
' 

total sample thought that the actions depicted could 

create perpet·ual fear in the minds of the film-goers. 

Another group of respondents amounting to 8. 52% would 

very much appreciate some reduction, if not total 

elimination, of these repulsive elements as they tend to 
• 

undermine fait'h. As low as 5.6816 of the respondents. 

would not mind if the repugnant actions were removed 

since these actions could encourage promiscuity, while 

7,95% believed that the detested items were capable of 

breeding all the ills mentioned above. However 1'~• 77% . 

would not be able to say whether to reduce or cut off 

these elements. It is possible to speculate that they. 

., 

"· 
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probably saw nothing wrong in them, 

It is clear from the foregoing that the members of 

the audience. were critical of what :they saw on the screen 

since they were able to identify the social problems 

depicted and express thei.r .feelings about what they . 

consider distasteful actions. It is now evident that 

the respondents were not apathetic to what they saw on 

the screen. The respondents showed that they have much 

appreciation for their culture: this is why they showed 

their resentment to the. actions that were not in line 

with the culture to which th~y belong, 

4.4.6.0 Reception of the Linguistic Signals 

In drama, words uttered by the characters enhance 

their actions, The verbal interaction between one 

character and another aids the audience to have a better.. 

insight into the dramatic events in a film. 

Language, as·a code, manifests itself as a signal 

which may be- in the form of linguistic and extra-. 

linguistic signs; it is of immense value to the under

standing of the story in the film ( cf, 2. ') .1,), We 

there~ore sought to know the reaction of the members of 
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the audience to the language (words) used in the film 

by the variOU$ characters. Our questions· on language 

focused on the .following: simplicity; in,Jecency 

(vulgarity/obscenity); dialects; .foreign/loan word~, 

jargon. 

4.4.6.1 ••• On the Simplicity of the Language 

As high as 82,39% of the respondents attested to 

the simplicity of the language employed by the characters 
' 

in the Yorub6 .films. However 9 11.93% of the respondents 
' 

would not be able to say whether the language employed 

is simple or not. As low as 5.68% of the whole sample 

were categorical that the language is not simple. 

The inference to be drawn from this is that the 

language e.mployed in Yoruba .films is often within the 

linguistic competence of most of the members o.f the " 

audience. Moreover, almost ·all our respondents claimed 

to be Yoruba native speakers and so would not have had 

much problem in· gr.asping the linguistic message of the 

films. Perhaps the simplicity of the language used has 

.facilitated the proper understanding of the filmic story 

by our respondents as demonstrated in 4.4.4. 
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4.4.6.2 Respons~ Vulgar ·or Obscene Words 

In order to ascertain whether the characters in the 

film use words which the respondents considered indecent 
' 

(vulgar or obscene). we asked them to give. examples of 

such instances. A few responded by agreeing that so~e 

of the characters in the film use indecent words. 

Furthermore, 45% of our respondents accounted for 

the inclusion of ~ndecent words in the utterances of the 

characters, As much as 17% of the respondents thought 

that indiscriminate use of indecent language could lead 
' 

little children astr_ay, Another 20,88% of the total 

sample of our respondents viewed the use of obscene· 

words as an attack on a particular gender, Another 

4,85% of the respondents who could not substantiate 

their claim were of. the opinion that obscene words are 

direct attack on a religious group while the remaining 

2,27% of them agreed that indecent words are employed 

to attack both gender and religious group, It would 

seem .,that obscene utterances are inimical to the growth 

of the society, 

'' 
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4.4.6.:, Reception of Foreign Word!! 

A livi~g language bas to reflect the change in both 

the culture and life of its speakers
1 

viz., in social and 

religious matters, in commerce and industry, science and 

technology, It has to ex·t;end. its vocabulary by exploring 

and exploiting its morphemic and phonemic resources. The 

Yoruba language is no exception for, over the years, the 

Yoruba had•. interacted and still interact with other 

language·· groups •Yoruba has borrowed much from English .. 
(see Ajolore 1982, and Salami, 1982), 

On this premise we sought from the.respondents whether 

the characters in Yoruba. films employ languages other than 

Yoruba in their discourse or not. 

As much as 38,07% affirmed that foreign words other 

than Yoruba are used in the Yoruba films, while 61% of 

the subjects claimed that the Yoruba language has been 

purely utilized in the characters' discourse. Our 

subjects corroborated their claim w.i th examples from 

English and Hausa languages. · As revealed from the ' 

responi,es of the subjects, the Englis·h language is 

employed more than Hausa. The earlier exposure of Yoruba 

to western education must have accounted for this great 

! ' 
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borrowing from hnglish. 

Though 48% of our respondents declined to comment 

on the effect .or purpose of sprinkl+ng English words and 

phrases in Yoruba sentences,. the remaining 52% affirmed 

that the foreign words are adopted to fulfil certain 

functions, 16% of 'the respondents though that the code

mixing or code-switching is Aictated by the subject 

(topic); for instance, the legal terminolog.}'., 'objection, 

my Lord', Another 14% thought that the code-switching 

reflects the level of education in Yoruba society. ' 
' ' 

10"/o of our respondents were of the view that foreign 

words are employed to show the educational level of ·· 

individual .characters in the film, while some characters 

use foreign expressions for ego-boosting, Some 

respondents think that the inclusion of foreign words 

in the filmic story is justifiable. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION ON ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

5.0 Introduction 

In tbis Cbapter attention is focused on tbe theatrical 

taste of tbe audience as manifested in tbe demographic 

data. It is followed by a discussion of tbe audience's 

taste for the medium of performance, cboice of time and 

tbe content of tbe Yoruba film. 

5.1.0 Audience Theatrical Taste as Manifested 
in Demographic Data 

As .revealed in our investigation, we bad mor~ male 

film-goers tban fem~le ones. Tbis is borne out of tbe 

negative attitude often shown by the Yoruba public to a 

female member .wbo attends cin·ema bouses. Fear of being 

critici~ed deters a large number of interested females 

from watching films. 

Tbe paucity of female audience in film'houses [or in 

theatre] seems, however, to be.a universal phenomenon. As 

Mary Ann Doane has rightly observed, "woman is the ·subject 

of tbe cinema images but tbese images are not for her. 

For she is tbe problem" (cited in Bennett 1990:83). In 

" 

I 
I 
i 

I 
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J 
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other words film viewing is seen more as a male culture, 

Judith Fetterley (1978:XXII) says, "the 'universal' view 

of reality is in fact the male view of reality, the female 

reader is without power 11 · (as· quoted by Bennett 1990:60). 

In essence, the films tend to boost the male ego at the 

expense of the female's: hence females are not often 

enthusiastic about film going, 

:&'urtbermore, the regularity of attendance by a 

female film-goer bas its sociological implications in 

· the Yoruba society, It is assumed by the Yoruba tba t "a 

'responsible' and 'de'scent' lady will not frequent 

hotels, cinema houses or clubs. And any lady that 

frequents film houses it is assumed, will not make a good 

wife and mother. This also accounts for the paucity of 

married members of the audience. A break-down of the 

data shows more single film-goers·tban their married 

counterparts. Married people seem to have more social, 

responsibilities than the single ones. As such, a lot of 

the married people tend to re-order their priorities in 
'· 

consonance with their meagre resources. In other words,. 

the socio-economic i;rtatus may also have its bearine; on 

the regularity of the married people in the film houses. 

It will, therefore, not be out of place to see film .going 

,' 
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as more of a bachelorhood/spinsterhood phenomenon, 

Generally, our analysis showed that we have more 

young people than old ones in the film houses. 1 In 

essence age, a physiological predicator', has its effect 

on the turn-out .of the audience in film houses. The 

analysis also revealed that film going is a youth market. 

As revealed in our investigation, going to watch 

films (theatre,' in general) is affected by level of 

education. This is substantiated by the high percentage 

of students found. in the Yoruba film audiences. In a 

similar study carried out by .. Baumol and Bowen (1973), 

teachers dominated the surveys which covered United 

States and Britain (cited in BennetL 1990:94). We also 

observed that we have more literate members in the film 

houses than non-literate ones. It is logical for one 

to conclude that the literate people more than their 

non-literate counterparts seem· to appreciate or value 

drama. It would appe_ar· that the literate audience had 

cultivated the habit in'school which encourages leisure 

1 This seems to be a common phenomenon in Europe as 
reported in Mc.Quail D (1983:24). 
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and pastime activities (drama inclusive), Our investiga

tion has revealed that a large number of the non-literate 

members of the public who are even richer than their 

literate counterparts seem not. to know 1that the film 

house is an avenue for relaxation. Another group of the 

non-literate members of the public would prefer to expend 

their money on o.ther things than leisure for they hold a 

view that seems to b~ borne out of poverty: 

!ran w~? 

kmi g~-an a t6 wo2 

What, entertainment? 

I, myself, can be a spectacle 

However,. it is worth noting that unlike in the United 

States, Britain, Canada, and New Zealand where the 
. -

members of audience were largely drawn from the well 

educated members of the society (Bennett 1990:94-95) we 

found the Yoruba'. film audience to be of minimal or average 

education. The films are produced by people with minimal 

2 Mr Peter Amosu, the theatre manager for Tarzan, 
Odeon, Queens Cinemas volunteered this information 
on the 15th of June, 1991, 

/ 
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education; the producers and the main consumers of Yoruba 

film seem to fall within the same educational matrix. 

It is evident from our findings that. the respondents 

who were schooling seemed to have more:time for films than 

occupational gr9ups. This means that their study 

encourages the students to create or have more time for 

leisure than any other _professional groups. Moreover, the 

school not only·lays emphasis upon, but equally develops, 

the interest of the students in leisure and pastime 

activitie;s; such as drama and music. 

It is apparent that the demographic profile of each 

member of the audience affects the numerical strength of 

each group of the audience in cinema houses. 

We were able to find out that the Yoruba film-goers 

are mostly "the infrequent or special occasion attendee" 

like the London audience (Bennett 1990:109); only a 

marginal per cent could be regarded as avid film-goers, 

This shows that the members of the public either find 

alternatives to theatre-going; vi;;., sports, sight-seeine;, 

or they may have other social commitments which would not 

allow them to watch films often. Of late, cinema 

attendance has begun t9 decline, like it did.in 1914 

(Mgbejume 1989:27-28). Since 1992, the political climate 
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in Nigeria bas not been conducive to theatre-going, These 

last three ,years have been full of tension and a large 

number of people are not encouraged to come into cinema 

houses, 

It has emerge<i in.,our analysis (cf 4.1.6) that the 

Yoruba film audiences were.,mainly Yorubi1, This is so 

beciiuse the Yorubi1 films dwell largely on cultural re

evaluation and restitution of Yoruba culture from foreign 

defecation, It would then appear .. that cultural tendency 

(Ekwuazi 1984) bas spurred the Yoruba on to .film houses, 

5.1.1 Taste for Foreign or Yoruba Film 

Our respondents showed a high preference .for Yoruba 

films''-over foreign ones, This implies that they are not 

keen in watching Indian _and American .films, This might 

have been,borne out of cultural identity, since they would 

likely want or prefer incidents that are more relevant to 

their-immediate environment, though .foreign ideas may be 

incorporated in these Yoruba films, 

,5.1.2 Taste ·for the ·Medium of Performance 

As:·has been revealed,in our analysis, the film is 
. . 

accorded :,greater. reception by the respondents than they 
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do the other two media of performance: television and 

stage. 

The reasons given for the high reception of film 
' 

include: i,lluminative ~d appropriate scenery; utiliza-

tion of .appropriate costume .by the actors and actresses; 

robust and detailed story; sensational action; educative 

themes and presentation of images in fascinat_ing colours. 

The. table below shows the reasons why some or the 

members or the audience had opted'\·ror a particular medium 

of performance., 

' 
I. 
I 
' 
I 

I, 
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Table 17: The Reasons For the Choice of a Particular 
Medium of Performance 

i) 

ii) 

Stage 

presents 
reality 
of film 

presents 
explicit 
line. 

Television 

stark i) is economical (that is 
devoid no gate-taking) 
tricks 

an ,_c,/l !-ii) story line is always 
' .•. ,_ 

story conclusive 

; . 

iii) permits exces- iii) permits solitude: hence 
_sive utiliza- little or no distraction 
tion of songs: 
opening'glee 
(thematic songs) 
and closing glee. 

iv) permits face-to- iv) is a living room enter-
face relation- tainment as such, it 
ships between 
the members of 
the audience and 
the (star)·actors 
and actresses 

----------- - --- ------ .----

attracts much more 
audience than the other 
two media of performance 

Film 

i).presents eidetic 
images 

· ii) does not serialise 
its sto:ry 

iii) permits adequate 
utilization of 

appropriate 
scenes. 

iv) allows optimal 
utilization of 
appropriate 
scenes 
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Stage Television 

v) audience has little or 
apprehension about its 
and.property. 

vi) presents a variety of 
Yorub~ plays to its 
audience as often as 
possible. 

. ,, 

no 
life 

Film 

>'r) indulges in excessive 
utilization of film 
tricks. 

vi) parades a cream of 
(favourite) star actors 
and actresses. 

.... 
vii) gives elaborate treatment 1 

of the themes· . 

viii)as a result of proper 
editing, story is told with 
precision 

ix)exhibits the robust aspects 
.of Yorubi culture. 

. I 
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Television Film 

X) integrates foreign 
culture with the 
Xoruba culture in a 
homely manner. 

xi) encourages inter
personal relationships 
among the members of . .. 
the audience. 

xii) (its) performance time 
often lasts longer than 
the two other media. 

xiii) is exhibited in a 
conducive environment. 

) '· 
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It has become clear that Yorub! drama on·film is 

more popular thBll the two other media of performance~ 

The reason is borne out of pleasure being derived from 

films by the .members of the audience.: Just as Jean 

Rouch's and J D Esme's films placed. premium on 

anthropologicai issues - the continent's past (Mgbejume 

1989:8) a .number of the. Yorub! films appear to emphasise ,, 

the Yorub! past~ Thus the distant past is re-enacted 

for the pl,easure of youth who form the majority in the 

film houses. Also film medium permits a number of 

interactions which eventually give pleasure to the 

member of the audience in theatre. A consideration of 

Wilfried Passow's (1981) fiv'e different levels of 

interaction shows that the fiim medium entails £our of 

the five different levels of interaction. These are 

'fictitious scenic interaction; audience-stage [sere.en] 

interaction in the field of fiction; real interaction 

on stage [screen], the interac~ion within the audience 

(cited in Bennett.1990:76). However, the film does not 

permit 'the interaction Of the audience. With the aCtOrS I 

which is possible .in live theatre (stage medium). It 

would also appear that the film-goers derive their 

pleasure from.coloured films being exhibited. As 
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Mgbejume (1989:45) ·bas rigbtl.Y observed, all'the films 

being exhibited in 1951 by the Federal Film Unit were 

90 per:cent black and white, It is heartening toda;r 

that almost a;Ll the Y~rubafilms a~e 99 per cent colour 

though the co.lour gradation varies, 

5.1.3 Choice of Time 

The .. occupation of some respondents.would not permit 

them to go. 'to the film. house earlier than six in the 

evening,.· For instance, civil servants close in the 

office ._by 3, 3op.m .• , while students leave school by 2 

o'clock in the afternoon. Furthermore, tbere are some 

other recreational activitie; 'that could deter them from 

turning up at the film houses, e,g, sportinl!; activities 

such as football matches.3 

The location of the film houses also determines 

the time the members of the audience would turn up. For 

instance, the Qy9 State Cultural Centre, Mqk<?la, Ibadim 

is located more or,less in a desolate place which many 

commercial drivers scarcely ply after 7 p.m.: that. is the 

3 Ibadan has two stadia: the Liberty Stadium and Lekan 
Salami Sports Complex, 
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reason why the. Cultural Centre often bas its largest 

audience turn-out at :; o'clock in tbe afternoon, 4 

5.1.4 Subject of Interest 

Tbe respondents showed tbe bigbest preference for 

films·wbich dwell 'largely on cultural issues sucb as 

Yoruba my.tbology. and t,raditional marriage, 

But .it is ·interesting to· observe that the male 

respondents. showed an overwhelming enthusiasm for 

subjects on sex, ·violence, and politics, 

In Yoruba society, it is expected tbat it is the ' 

male whoitakes initiative in male-female interpersonal 

relationships. It is considered indecent for a lady to 

openly sbow a keen interest in sexual discussion, 

especially, if such a lady is a spinster, That is wby 

a lady in Yoruba:society would generally not ,make the 

first move, 

Tbat tbe male respondents showed a keen interest 

in violence and aggressiveness· should not be a surprise, 

since-men are by nature aggressive, 

.,. 

4 Mr J, 0, 9fllunleke 1 the theatre director for tbe Centre, 
gave this piece of information on the 23rd o.f July, 
1991. 

... : 
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In the pas.t, the Yoruba took polities to be the 

exclusive preserve of men, and women were regarded as 

bad administrators,5 The women would seem to have 

accepted this, Moreover, politj_cs iri Yoruba community 
' •. 

was aIJd is still the game of the survival of the fittest, 

In other words, political power often tends to encourage 

. violence, The foregoing seems to sllow .. the male as more 

aggressive than the female, 

W·ith .. regard to age, three age groups that placed 

high premium on violent films are 13-18 years; 25-30 
' years; 'and, 31 years and above. This happens-to be so 

because their chronological age corresponds with their 

experiences in reality. This ts what Norman Hollan~ 

called 'an identity. theme' (Tompkins 1980:XIX), · The 

age group between 13 and ia years belongs to the period 

of adolescence, and by nature adolescents tend to ,be 

5 The Yor~ba opina: 

Obo.:o•dlran , 
Obo-o-joye 
N!jq-obo joye 
L'cS ba •1u ji 

Vagina-becomes-genetic 
Vagina-does-not-ascend-the throne 
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bellicose, Hence Douvan and Adelson (1966) refer to 

this gro)lp as 'rebellious ado.lescents' sine e they ·often· 

challenge constituted authority at will (cited in 

McKeachie, Doyle and Moffett 1976 :482), It was this age 
, 

group that often engaged in traditional.wrestling known 

as ,ijak:adi or ~ in the 'past (Adeboye Babalqla 1966:36; 

.ij:kunday1;i K9m9laf1· .1978: 183-184). As for the remaining , 
.. , ... ',, ' '. 
age groups, 25 and 30 years, and 31 years and above, they 

were ei.t,her already in politics or getting ready to join. 

This ,is why the age group between 25 and 30 years showed 

100% interest in subjects on politics as reflected in• 

Table lOb (Cf 4,2,4). 

In· other words'~' the audience's past experience o:f 

life also accounts for their interest in a particular 

subject matter; the ,audience is guided by its individual 

personality ·make.-up. Thus ·audience taste is conditioned 

by i ta physiologic a:)., sociol.ogical and psychological 

variables and needs. 

'Tis the very day the vagina .ascends the throne· 
··That a.he destroys the town. 

Here 'obo' symbolises a woman. 
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Both married and single respondents showed equal 

disposition to· films on violence (wcdva). This seems 

to contradict what actually obtains in reality. The 

unmarried individual would appear to be more belligerent 

than the marrie.d one. .It is widely believed that a· 

married person has to modify'his. or her behaviour if he 

or she dreams of having a peaceful home. 

The single ·respondents showed a keener interest 'in· 

films· on· sex than their married counterparts. One could 

infer that little or no experience on the part of the 

unmarri:ed respondents might have predicated their higli 

interest in such a film, since they see it as a way of 

steaming off their emotional.feeling. Furthermore, they 

may even see it as an opportunity o.f having an insight 

into sexual relations which the Yoruba society considers 

·sacred and does not give instructio,;:;_ about. 6 The low 

interest shown by the mar.ried respondents might have been 

guided by their past physiological experiences on s.exual 

mat:ters~ 

6 Fad!p~ (1970:83) emphasizes the great importance 
~ttacged to virginity in the Yoruba community. 

•, 
•' l 
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Marriage is synonymous with positions of responsi

bility. This is why we are not surprised that it was 

only the married respondents that showed total interest 

in films that touch on politics. 

The respondents with either secondary or tertiary 

education showed greater interest in films that treat · 

violence th!lll do the other educational groups. in our'. 

sample. ' This is perhaps due to the militancy of ~tudents 

in higher'institutions of learning. For any slight. 

mistakes on the part of scbodl authorities or government, 

students often take to the streets in protest. These 

protests often end in violent destruction of lives and 

property. A similar scene reflected on the screen, 

theref,ore, would only seem to ·reinforce their true lii'e 

experiences. That is why we have the highest percentage 

of students who showed a keen interest .,in violent .films 

than any other groups in the occupationa·l table, (Table 5). 

Similar.to what Dewey (1969:45) has <;>bserved about 

Japanese films with Japanese society, it·appears violence 

is gradually becoming a phenomenon· in Yorub! society~ 

And so, Yorub! film-makers tend to cash in on this. by. 

inserting violent scenes in the films. 
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The respondents with secondary education, more 

than any other occupational groups, showed a greater 

preference for films on sex. This might likely have 

stemmed from their eagerness to see a demonstration- of 

what they have learnt about reproduction in biology or 

science lessons. On the contrary, the respondents with 

minimum educational level showed interest in political 

issues treated in the films. The highly educated 

individuals. appeared to consider politics a dirty game 

meant for 11riff-raffs 11 • 

It is~therefore plausible to say that the audience 

interest makes film-going irresistible to some members 

of the pu·blic. 

5.1~5 Other Motivational Factors 

rt· has _been brought out that apart from the advertise

ment techniques that encourage people to watch the films, 

there are other factors. The film-goers appear to va,;ue 

'entertainment most. As mudh as 39, 20 per cent claimed to 

have been to the film houses because of entertainment. 

In es~ence, entertainment has been shown to be a blanket 

term for a variety of interests, and should be radical to 
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to what a film off.era. The personal g~atification 

derived. by the members of the audience.can be taken as 

the catalyst that spurs them to the film houses. 

However, this study has shown thai the gratification 
., 

tends to vary according to individual circumstances. 

The wide range of satisfaction derived from the films 

includes: provision of escape, vicarious thrills, release 

from anxiety, loneliness, tension and personal troubles, 

offering of support, reassurance, increase in self

esteem,. and help.,);iven in social interaction.7 

The desire for a c.hange from the routine of 

television v.iewing is another factor that brings members 

of the public to the film houses. At least over 15% of 

the respondents at.tested to it. In other words, a 

constant viewing of the television programmes may lead 

to. boredom since. it is a living room medium •. 

7 No wonder then that Teresa de Lauretis (1984) says 
all film must offer their spectators some kind oI 
pleasure •••• · 'be i:t '.:a technical, artistic, critical 
interest, or tije kind of pleasure that goes by the 
names of entertainment and escape: preferably both' 
(cited in: Bennet.t 1990:86). 
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The members of the audience can be drawn to the 

film houses by a need for interpersonal relationship, 

and for economic reasons. Our respondents affirmed 
' that they went to watch films in order 'to mix with 

friends or loved ones. This response confirms John 

Ellis (1982): 

' ,· 

The-audience of an entertainment 
film is very seldom composed of 
isolated individuals, but rather 
of' couples, groups of friends.and 
sometimes even family groups. Many 
peo.ple feel a profound sense of .. 
shame at watching a film alone, not 
principally during the projection, 
•• ~ (but at those] moments when the 
pouse lights are up: it is possible 
to be seen clearly l?Y other members 
of-the audience, and to see them 
clearly. 8 · 

The film can be seen as_ an agent of socialisation as it 

affords the members of the audience the opportunity to 

interact without any hindrance •. Though the number.of the 

· 8 Quoted in Bari.nett 1990:90, 

) '. 
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respondents who attended .film houses· for economic reasons 

is marginal (precisely 1.14%), their reason has a basis, 

It is very expensive for a person who earns a·meagre 
/ 

salary to purchase television and video sets especially 

in these austere times. 

5,1.6 Star System 

Among the .factors that mo.ti vate attendance in film 

houses is .. the star system~ As high as 57. 39"-'6 o.f our • 

respondents stated categorically that they attend film 
I 

houses because of some Yoruba star actors and actre·sses, 

They supported their claims by id'entifying their favourite ,. 

film stars either ,by their proper or stage names, 

Table 191 Frequency Distribution of Yoruba Film Star 

+ sign indicates the proper name o.f a .film star 

,FILM STAR TALLY MAHKS FH.l!.'Q UENO IES 

1 Ad~rup9k9 I l 

2 Aw~r6 I .1 

3 f;gbij:£ (Daram9la+) I 1 

4 ~.runtajob9 I l' 

5 tya tjibu I 1 
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FILM STAR 

6 !y! O~ogbo 

7 Lekan Af9layan+ 

8 Yy! Dudu (Mrs Ogunde+) 

9 Oglm.jinm! 

10 Omilani+ 

11 Professor Peller 

12 sa1a 

13 fflm~et&n • 

14 Jim9h Aliu+ 
. + 15 Ytmi Ow6ytmi 

16 Io SHO 

187 

TALLY MARKS 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

II 

II 

II 

Ill 
17 Kariil~ 1111 
1a BAba .Oj6 (Qlapad, Oj6+) II-H-
19 _g;da Onile-<;>la (Lere Paim9+) #// // 
20 Bab! wande 

(Kari'.'mu Adep9ju'.f-) 

21 Bello 

22 Ori,abunmi 

23 Ade Love 

24 Ab:l.ja. 

25 Agbako (Charles Olum9+) 

·/.II/ /// 
1/tt /Ill 
/If/ 11ft I 
/1/f /.Ill- II 
11ft I/If /Ill 
I/If -I/It 11/t II 

FREQUENCIES 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

14 

17 

' ' . 
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FILM. STAR TALLY MARKS FREQUENCIES 
---

2!3 F!deyi 016r6 -11-H /If/ /If! /// 18 

27 
.. + 

Moses Qlaiya #1/ lf/f Ill 1 18 

28 Aluw~~ I#/ llfl- II!/- I/// 19 

29 Hubert Ogunde + 
111-11-1-H #ff Ill/ 19 

From the table, we can see that some Yor.u.ba .film stars 

are more pop.µlar than others with the .film~goers. Some of 

the respondents said that what an actor or an actress 

' stands for tends to affect his/her rating with the film-

goers. Some o.f. the actors ·or actresses stand for love, 

beauty, craftiness, comic (fool), confrontation, crime, 

arbitration, eloquence, myth, etc. However, it is 

possible for an actor or actress to embody more than. one 

of these values. For instance, both Moses 9laiya (Baba 

Sala) and Sunday 9m9b9lanle (Aluw~f) stand for clownery 

and. cra.ftin1tss; Charles 01!1m9 (Agbako) stands for 

confrontation and crime; Ojo Ar6w6saf~ (Fadeyi Olor6) 

embodies wicked herbalism and crime while Hubert Ogunde 

(<,?s~tura) stands for myth and arbitration. .A9-ey~mi 

Af9layan (Ade Love) radiates lov:e through 'love· songs, 

,, 

:.•. 
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while F~lakf Aliu (Ori~abunmi) captivates the members 

of the audience with her beauty,craftiness and cultic 

power. 

The foregoing shows that a great number of people 
·. 

would watch a film in which the following film stars 

are featured, viz., tda, Baba Wande, Bello, Ori~abunmi, 

Ade Love, Abija 1 Agbako 1 Fadeyi 016r6, Moses Qlaiya, 

Aluw~~ and Hubert Ogunde. This is why most Yoruba films 

parade at least· one or more of these stars. '.Vhis is done 

to attract the members of the public whose favourite .star 

actors and actresses are featured in the Yoruba films • 
• 

At times, the film producer engages the services 

of popular musicians, _and acrobatic dancers, The 

.following musicians, King Sunny .Ade (Sunday Adeg~ye 

Ade~iyi), Dr (Alhaji) Sikiru Ayinde Barrister, Alhaji 

ayinla Kollington (ayinla K9law9le) feature in "Qrun 

M6oru", "Ogun Aja.ye" and "Moseb§latan" films respectively. 

As a way of appealing to more ethnic groups, Alawada 

Movies features the Atilogwu acrobatic dancers frolll 

Eastern Nigeria and Mala Jos from Northern Nigeria, 

Recently Yoruba film producers featured precocious 

infant stars (star1ets) iri order to attract younger 
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members o.f the public. The astonishing youngster is 

made to perform a feat in which the experienced adult 

has failed. 'rhe success of the whiz-kid in accomplishing 

the arduous task often heightens the expectations of the 

would be members of the audience. For instance, Or:!ade 

a six year old boy in "Keto Qrun" film is able to rescue 

his townspeople from the clutches of the witches. 

Star parade is a way of catching the audience 

attention-and possibly a means of building a receptive 

frame of mind, Some members of the audience are so much 

attached to the stars they cannot resist the desire to 

see their favourite film stars. This audience-star 

. relati-onship has its basis in the audience's search for 

self identification, emotional :affinity,. ability, 

idealization and idolization, and, admiration of fashion 

styles. 

Appraisal of Audience Reception of the 
Content of tiie Yoruba Ffrm 

Of all the social institutions, the family appears 

to have enjoyed an overwhelming patronage from the Yoruba 

film producers as reflected in the.reaction, of the 
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respondents. This is why a high percentage of respon

dents claimed that the Yoruba film has seriously 

critiqued the family more than any other social 

institution. 

It would seem then that the members of the audience 

are tediously .fed with the subject-matters that border· 

On family institution or that the Yoruba .film-makers are 

reluctant to explore other socis.l matters. There are two 

inherent dangers in this, viz.; thematic stagnation in 

the story line, and non-responsiveness on the part o.f 

the members of audienc,e arising from their displeasure 

with the films' content. · As 'l'eresa de Lauretis ( 1984) 

has rie;htly observed 0 for·a film to work, to be ef.feqtive, 

.. it has to please" (Bennett 1990:86), It would be proper 

theref'ore f'or Yoruba f'i.lm-makers to f'ocus their lenses 

on other soc,ial institutions in order to'cater for (or 

satisfy) the needs, interests, wants, and dominant 

values o.f the'film-goers. 

The m.embers o.f audience were critical about two 

subject-matters on the screen: violence and sexuality, 

Our respondents submitted that the Yoruba motion pictures 

give prominence to violence in such a way that teenagers 
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(whose frame of mind is tender or fickle) are glued 

to the screen. The respondents speculated that the 

open depiction of violent and amatory acts is alien 

to Yoruba culture.. A large percentage of the 

respondents submit that Yoruba films are capable of 

influencing the individuals behaviour. The presentation 

might have appeared offensive to some members of the 

audience as a result of their gender, class and 

occupation. Again, the audience's resentment could 

have been borne out of the different kinds of deadly 

weapons often.employed in carrying out the violent 

acts. These weapons include ·pistols and revolvers, 
' 

.varieties of rifle, assorted dagge:i;-.s and stilettos, 

different types of machete, butcher's cleaver, broad 

axe, rapier, a posse of sabers, an electric prodder,, 

a guillotine., charms, etc. 

The paradox of the matter, however,is that 

Audiences are at best 'fascinated 1 

with performances that do not fall 

into their cultural experience, 
performances that resist or deny the 

usual channels of decoding 

(Bennett 1990:103) 

' 

'' 
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It is evident from the foregoing that the members of 

the audience bring to the film house a horizon of 

cultural and ideologicai expectation~. Exotic or 

erotic performance is capable of impinging on the 

cultural assumptions of the audience and create 

abhorrence or excitement. 

Violence occurs nearly always when something i~ 

wrong, whether between two individuals or two countries, 

Usually human aggression is caused by human passion 

such as hunger, defence, sex and stress (see Kraus 

1973) •. Our study shows that the occurrence of violent 

acts in the Yoruba film is as a result of a number of 

human lusts (of· 4.4,5). In sum human passion would 

appear to aggravate the violent acts in Yoruba films .• 

It is· also possible that intention to sell emotions to 
. " ... " the audi.ence has motivated the Yoruba film-makers to 

produce films which show excessive violence 9 fe~, 

laughter etc. 

On the other hand, some respondent.a were indifferent 

to the depiction·or sexual and .violent scenes, They 

might have thought that media-depicted sexuality and 

violence are capable of promoting and encouraging 
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psycholo~ical and social needs. For instance, a 

member of the audience may select a character as his 

facsimile. (which Eves 1970 calls 'own ego ideal') in the 
' 

film watched. Such a facsimile of the character may 

have his .aggression suppressed having seen his own ego 

ideal unleashing violent treatment on his.frustrators. 

Thus such scenes .tend to provide a substitute world into 

which the audience can escape from the problems, and 

tensi.ons of life (see Eves 1970), 
' 

One can say therefore that Yoruba film-goers are 

critical of the content of the films which contradict 

Yoruba cultural values. Any film (play) that deviates 

significantly from the known tradition, norm or canon 

is likely to generate a lot of criticism from the 

members of the audience. It follows, then, that, to a 

large extent, the audience's experience has it·s effect 

in analysing any literary work, the film text inclusive. 

5.2.1 Assessment of Characters' Personalities 
in the li'ilm 

The general trend in literary tradition is to 

identify a character by its overall functioi:i whether 

as a hero (protagonist) or a villain (antagonist) 

' 

'· 

!· 
; 
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(Ogundeji 19881290), This idea has i.ts basis in the 

existence of relationships between two or more 

characters, who have conflicting interests. Characters 

play a great role in the development of actione and 

incidents, They are therefore indispensable in the 

plot of the film.story, 

But in a traditional society, like the Yoruba, a 
/' 'I 

. character's name may stem out of its social identity. 

An individual's personality is defined through its 

gender. and social role, suc,b as husband, wife, fathe1;, 

mother, child, king, etc. (See Obiechina 1978:83-84), 

With this at the back of our mind, t.he respondents 

were as~ed to comment on some of the personalities 

featured in the films, especially whether these have 

fulf'illed their given roles, Some of these characters 

are: the gods,9 Baal~/9ba, husband, wife, father, mother 

9 Hierarchically, Orisa (the gods) came before every 
other mortal being ln Yoruba ontology; as explica
ted in the saying below: 

Kabiyeaf, Ala~til, tkej1 Ori~a 

The king, the commander and wielder 
of authority next to the gods, 

1,, 
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We later singled out the following notable 

characters: the husband, the wife, the father, the 

mother and ·the child as the dependent variables on the 

following independent variables - sex, age, and marl tal 

status, We sought to know the effects- of the individuals' 

PSP on the reception of a specific character, The 

respondents were to ascertain the extent of role 

fulfilment by each specific character. 

As regards the sex variable, more female respondents 
. ' 

saw the husband and the father as failures in their roles, 

while the male respondents maintained that both the wife 

and the mother in the, films watched by them were failures 

in their role ·playing. With regard to the character 

of the child, the male respondents condemned its 

personality trait in larger numbers than the female 

ones. It would appear that each group of respondents 

under sex variable tends to be chauvinistic in the 

judgement of their facsimile. 

· The marital variable showed that t;he unmarried 

respond'ents seemed to see the husband, the fathor, the 

wife, the mother and the child in a better perspective 

"· 
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than do their married counterparts, The unmarried 

respondents properly lack practical exposure to marital 

experience; while the married ones have the practical 

experiences, This may likely account for the differences 

in their perception of the husband, wife, mother and 

child characters, 

Using the age variable, we are able to find out 

that children and teenagers among our respondents were 

more impressed.with the character trait exhibited by the 

child in Yoruba films than .. were the other age groups. 

They claimed that the child has played his/her role 

well in the Yoruba films seen by them, On the contrary 

age. groups 19-24 years, and 31 years and above showed 

their disenchantment.with the child's behaviour. The 

age group of 25-30 years expressed i t·s displeasure about 

the inability of the, child to fulfil his/her role. 

The children who were in the age group of 6-12 

years considered the father as a failure in his role 

··· fulfilment, This revelation is striking in the sense 

that it is at variance with their views about the 

character of the husband and the wife, They also thought 

that the mother has not also played her role successfully. 
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The high-handedness of some parents in disciplining 

their children may likely account for the response of 

these child;i:-en. However, the father Is character is' 

seen in a more fav9urable light than the mother's by 

the age group in the sample size. The respondents 

within the age group of 13 to 18 years saw the wife in 

.better light, but they had contrary views about the 

husband's role in Yoruba films, They considered the 

husband as a villain. 

As for the mature age groups, who would have known 
' 

about the roles a hushand is expected to play, they also 

attested to the failure of the husband in discharging 

his duties, The higher the age of the respondents, 

the less favourable their response to the character of 

the husband becomes. For instance, the following age 

groups: 19-24 years, 25-30 years, and 31 years and 

above attested to the fallibility of the husband, With 

their experience of life, the mature respondents are 

capable of giving a fair picture of the husband's 

character, 

From this discussion one can infer that many -of, 

the respondents seemed to be empathic in their judgement; 

" 
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as such, it is possible for us to see elements of 

subjectivity in their assessment of the film 

p_ersonalities, This confirms the literary axiom that 

literature (Q~ in our instance, film) is a reflection 

of people, in which we are able to see human problems 

that touch us also (Bleich 1978: 7). In essence, the 

independent variables, namely, sex, marital status and 

age, have their .effects on each individual's perception 

of a given character. 

5.2.2 Respondents' .Attitudes to Characters' 
.. Names Recalled 

In Yoruba society a name shows the identity of an 

individual, both of the donor and of the bearer, And 

this is why a name is taken to be a personal identity 

since 'the name is the man and the man is the name' 

(Obiechina 1975:82), The two are inseparable, 

.Apart from using personal social identity, an 

individual may be identified by christening name 

( oruk9 ab!sc;,) ,· title name or role name ( orukg oye/ipo) 

and praise name/nickname (or:l'.ki/inagije). As evident 
. . . 

in the Yorub! films watched by our respondents, many of 

1; 
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the characters in such films are given christening 

(birth name),, titl,e, social status role, praise-name 

or sobriquet. 

We then sought from the respondents if they could 

recollect one· or two of the names of the characters in 

the Yoruba films seen by them. A number of our 

respondents were able to recall 'the names of the dramatis 

personae. Furthermore they were asked to mention any 

funny name they co,uld remember .in the films watched by 

them. 

Our study reveals that some of the respondents 

were unable to differentiat.e between the actors'/ 

actresses' proper names and stage/role names. 2-'his is 

why we discover a mix-up in the audience response. A 

' , ' number of the Yoruba actors and actress are generally 

venerated by their casting names/rolesl with this 

practice suc,h actors and actresses become stock 

characters since they bear these same venerated names 

in different Yoruba films. Examples of such actors and 

actresses are 11.gbako, (Charles Olum9), Fadey:! Ol6r6 (Ojo 

Aji~af~), La.midi Sanni Baba Sala (Moses 91aiya,Ad~jum9), 

Bello (Adebay9 Sii.lami), Aluwif or Papi Luw~~ (Sunday 
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Qmqbqllll~), Bab§. Wi1nd~ (Kareem Ad~p9ju), ~§. (L~re 

Pa.:!mq), Ori'fa.bllnmi (Fql!kf Aliu); !y!a. Sala (Adukf 
. . 

George) mid i host of others, Some of these stars, even 

when they take up new names in new productions, still·· 

·have their former and famous roles and characterization 

latched on to ~hem. 

Over 5% of our respondents affirmed that they were 

able to reca.11 funny names given to some of the characters, 

while the·· remaining 46% .of the total sample were unable 

to remember such names. 
I 

The list of funny names supplied by the respondents 

falls unde.r sobriquet, though a few of the funny names 
. ,• 

supplied by t?e res_pondents would appear not to be funny 

if critically examined, It is a matter of individual 

opinion. Funny names remembered by the subjects include 

Terror, .Agbako, Fadey:! Oloro. (Olor6 Baba), !jqngbqn; _Daluru; 

Ori-ejo; ·:Kann~ann!; Anikur!, $~gb~j:( Olooglln..:lka~ Fir.i-
' 

n-dii-~k~, Awqf~l~, ,.Am~bq, Kariil~~ Ad~rindin, 'rkti, :E:'iJu,. 

Qw,9.::0-tori, Larun-un-gb4kun I: •Toromqgbe 1 Oreb;-Kumq I Aiuw~~ I 

suf:i'.ku. ' . " " 

" ' 
,!\n examination of the list of names of the film 

characters s'-!pplied by the subjects shows that the Y_orubi1 
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film-makers adopt seven methods of naming their 

characters, viz., christening name (orukq abisq) -

Suf!a.nu, Fadey!, Jacob, Qmqlokun, Deint9, Bello, Lat6osa.; 

cbieftaincy title (orukq Oye) - OloyJ:Ajere, Aworo, !ya 

Alakara., .A.gba. ¥ru, ~dbi.l).rin, Taxi Driver; Pr~ise name 

(or:C1ci·- 01ugb9n .A.gb&; sobriquet (lnagij~) - .A.gbak:o, 

Abija.:.:wa.ra-b:C-~kun, Kar:Cil~, !jqngb~n, Or:C-ejci, Tei-ror, 

Or~bi-K~m~,·Oy!b6yi,· Oloro,Ba.b!S.~ Da.luru, Kannaka.nna, 

ly! Dud.6, ")kee, .Aluw~f, Qwf-d-tor:C' Toromggbe, .Am~bq, 

Aderindin,iL!run-un-gbfJcun, Bad Madam~ Awqf~l~bon6, 

ij~gb~ji "016dgun-Ika., ~ikura:, ,tda Onile' Qla, Oriade-kli-
.. , .. ., . ~· . ' .. 

gbe, Seven-Seven; personal social identity stemming out 

of, kinship/1!:i thsp(i.p relatipnshi,p (orukq On:Cbaatan) -. ' . 

. Baba.a Wanda, !yaw9 Qba, Qm9: Iya. Alaro; Supernatural 

characters (~!;::air!) - Iku, . lj~, t~u • 

. These m~thods of.naming the film characters are 

faahioll;ed along Fagunwa's tradition, at least to a 

certain extent (Bamgbo~e .1974: 77-80), Unlike in written 

lj_terature, for::1.nstance, a play where the playwright . 

bas the opportunity of giving a detailed description of 

the characters through the stage direction, the film' 

producer has to se'lect char.acters that aptly fit the 

" 
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story and the scenery, and also adequately correspond 

witb the incidents in the film. Furthermore the time 

limit in film production does not give tbe film producer 

enough time to develop his characters fully. To imprint 

the film story in the minds (or memory) of the film

goers, the film-producer resorts to these styles of 

naming, The purpose is for easy recalling of some 

aspects of the incidents in the film especially when we 

consider tlle sobriquets that often thrill. 

As shown in the respondents' list, the Yoruba 

film-makers have more human characters than super

human ones. This means that the Yoruba film-makers 

recognise the.existence of two worlds: the real world 

and the 11\etapbysical world. But these film-makers 

usually centre their story on· human characters who may 

willingly or forcibly look for metaphysical assistanc'e 

in order to satisfy any human lust. 

'As the list bas shown, few of these characters are 

portrayed as vicious criminals in many of the Yoruba 

films. Examples of such stereo-typed characters for 

' ' criminal acts include Agbako (Charles Olum9), Ojiji 

(Jide'Kosqkq), Fadey! Ol6ro.(Ojo Ajii;iaf~), Ew~jokoo 
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(Adeniyi Or6f6), ~~gb~ji Ol6ogun - Ika (Daram~la). This 

idea of stigmatizing a character as bad or vicious 

is better than portraying a particular race or ethnic 

group as being vicious (see Mgbejume i988). However, 

we need to ma.ke .. it clear that a character's name and the 

role played by such a character are inseparable. The 

two are complementary. Though it is possible for the 

character's name to evoke or stimulate the interest of 

the audience in the subject-matter of the film, the 

character's name may not be able to sum the character's 

role in its totality, 

5.2.3 ••• On Response to Vulgar or Obscene Words 

Our study reveals that some of the resppnµents 

considered scenes where violent attack is visibly 

displayed as obscene. In other words, some shots 

(images) in Yoruba f-ilms were regarded as language. 

This falls in line with the screen grammar (filmic 

ianguage) which relies heavily on shots (of 2.3,2). 

For instance, a few respondents considered scenes 

where magic and incantations are excessively displayed 

as obscene. Though they could not give a concrete 

l' 
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instance o.f sucp incantations, however, a .few o.f them 

cited a specific scene in "Qmq Orukan" where Awq.fil~bonu 

[~da] us.es a.f9se to curse and cast a spell on his .friend's 

children. Through the magic .formulak some characters in 

Yoruba .films often try to control both the natural and 

the supernatural w.orlds and· subject them to their will. 

In the rendition o . .f ill/ogede, the character .frequently 

invokes male.fie spirit~ by .. the excessive use o.f their 

_primordial secret ·names which are often dreadful ai,id . 

.ferocious (see Qlatunji 1984:139-167). The respondents' 

judgement that magic scenes and ili/oged~ are obscen'e 

might have stemmed .from the male.fie purposes .for which 

the fil;m c.haracters .frequently employ incantations. 

A critical examination o.f the utterances considered 

indecent, however, shows that. the respondents' .judgement 

has, perhaps, been guided by Yoruba sociology and 

philosophy (ethics/belie.fa).·· Though the grouping 

may overlap, the two theories seem to be the predicators. 

The utterances considered obscene along philosophical 

axis include: 

! '· 
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Ara a pa be.ta 

' ' A pa JaWaJaWa eti r!=' 

Oluwekun ni o pa o 
• 

Lightning shall crush bate. drum 

And shall crush its tintinnabula 

Oluwekun shall surely kill you 

Ara is the metonymical name for ~ango, the Yoruba god of 

thunder •. His drum is bata, which his devotees use· in 

worship. The utterance shows that violence is one of 

' ' , b 9ango's attri utes. To put a final seal on the distaste-

ful utterance, Oluwekun, another Yoruba god is invited 

to come and strike. The curse 'Oluwekun ni 6 pa?' 

appeared not to go down well with the respondents. If 

' , in his rage Sango could crush his favourite drum used 
• 

in placating him, he would not hesitate to crush anybody. 

This can explain the position of the respondents. 

It is also possible to abuse or curse someone in a 

subtle manner, 

.Abf. 0 ya ni? 

O o tf. l sa lo? 
• 

" 
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Or are you crazy?· 

You ba'l!"e not vamoosed? 

This example o1 ted by one of our respond·ents is employed 
l ·: ' 

to attack a. weak charac::ter, tbe euphemism I Ab1 0 ya n1? I 
. . . ' " notwithstanding. · In Yoruba society nobody wants to be 

addressed as a. mad'person. Another respondent cited 

an utteranc.:e containing tbe word 'mad': 
,•;.<, 

Tab! were ni eleyi!? 

:pi le e kuro laarin "y!n 
I ,, 

Is tbis one mad? 

Chase bim o"Ut of yo_'\ll' company 
• ,1:, i 

The Yoruba abhor tbe word were in its totality, hence, 

tb~y of.ten ~ay: 

Yoo s~~" ko ni Ban 

KQba oke ma ya wa ni were 

Whether it would be cured or 
· ncit 

May the heavenly king_.not make us mad 

No matter bow highly placed.a person may be in Yoruba 

I 
I 
' '· ' 

I 
! '· 
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society, once he has had a mental disorder, his views 

would no longer be res.pected,· The Yoruba therefore 

consider· it obscene/vulgar to call someone a mad 

person, Both Yoruba sociology and eth~cs Beem to 
.. 

dictate this response, 

In Yox,:uba society, it is both socially and morally 
.,. 

wrong to kill, This is why a few of the respondents 

showe.d resentment at. some horrific expressions which 
,•, ,. 

w:ere-eventually matched.with action by the characters 
"' 

:i.n the 'films·. Three of such horrific expressions are: 

· Slice his oesophagus [They murdered CJo] 
' for me 

11) Maa s!na fun . • P .. 

I will,, fire you (with a gun) 

111) Maa JP k-'-orf e sire kuro 1°6run iii o 
'• • II • T 

I'll make your head play away from 
your neck' 

The respondents;surely had at the back of their minds 

' that these expressions are among the favourite slangs 

f • .\ 

L· 

' ' 

. ~ ', 

f' 

I 
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of ruffians. 

The utterances considered obscene along sociological 

axis include abusive words, insults on highly placed 

individuals, and :erotic words, For instance, the 

respondents po_int to the use of mild abusive words 

.. which include oios! (pauper)' and Omo ale (bastard). 

But when someone, in the Yoruba community is. poised for 

a showdown with another.· person, to show his adept 

knowledge of abusive words, he would draw comparisons. -· ' .. ' . 

Our respondents cited the following examples: 

1) O:j.or! p~t~ki bi ale runuda 

F'lat-headed .like Amuda 's concubine . . ' ,. ' 

11) GeJegeJe bi1 gada Laf~Iiwa 
I ,, . ' ' ,,. ' ' • 

Wobbly' like I,afenwa bridge 
., •1: • '• ,,. 

)· 1,,~i!:_,O.. •. '' -
,l/111, •' I ;,• • 

In the firs~ utterance,. two animate beings are 
'::/l,"', ; 

' . compared,. but' in, the ·sec,ond. utterance the 
' . , ~ .,·;' ,;_. ' . ' 

obJect of the 

abuse is co,par!3d to an inanimate obJect. 
. ' ' ' ' .• ' 

However, a :.few of· tile: respondents also considered 
. - ' :,·, ", ~ ~ ' . . 

some utterances distastefui';.when such ut.terances are 

':',directed to a highly placed person like an oba. For -

I .. ~,\ 

' ,i 

\ .: 
r 
!". 

I 
I 
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instance, some respondents considered the expression 

below indecent:, 

Laslko. oba hi iruklrru wolu 
• ' ,I • 

It is during the oba' s reign that 
• 

unsavoury things came to the town 

.. In Yoruba society, the person of the king was conaidered 

sacred, He was ranked next to the. deities. One of h-is · 

many appellations'confirms _this: 

. 
pba ala~~ e~~aJ ~r~~a . 

The king, the commander and wielder 

of authority af.ter the Ori~a 
..... 

' 
At times he was even called Orlsa in his own right 

" 
(Fadipe 1970:205-206), The audience's response may be . . : 
traced to the Yoruba attitude to the-institution of' 

Qbash-ip, 

The respondents considered utterances bordering 

.on erotic ism indec_ent, • · So~e of the respondents Cited 

the following words as obscene e)iew6, oloJa and odoko, 

The three words have the same meaning, that is "prostitute". 

An individual who .is highly promiscuous is regarded as 

an asewo (whore), odpko (:f'lirt) While the term S)l°pJa 

' . ;,J 
1: t~-1 

' 

' ;, . 

! 
'. 
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(tart) is exclusively reserved for a promiscuous female 

who gets paid for her services·; Other examples of 

erotic utterances given by our respondents include: 

1_) Mo fe musu 'e • • 
I want .to eat your yam 

11) Mo re b~ e . sun 
• • 

I want to sleep with you 

111) Et1 l'o di tih!n 9 di 

Ina plti 

iba.d! r~ .1 'o wu mi 

Only her ears are blocked, the other 
thing°'_is not blocked 

.. ' 
Actively alert 

I cheri'sh her waist 

More often t~an not, a lot of the members of the audience 

are thrilled and .excited with these erotic utterances, 

Perhaps such er_otic 1.ltterances often steam off the 

emotion of the members of the audience. Any issue· 

relating to sex is usually discussed in secret, since 
' . 

1:·· ,,,-.. 
'·-·· 
r . <' 

.. 
' ".· 
f; ~:.1::, 
I -·_;1 
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1 t 1s considered a private matter. 

Our respondents thought.that the inclusion of 

obscene utterances in Yoruba films is inimical to the 

development of the society. It would appear, howe.ver, 

that ·these obsc.ene utterances· serve some useful 

purposes. Obscene utterances by characters have helped 

in the definition of the film characters. This study 

reveals that there are some social constraints in the 

use of obscene words. However, in some traditional 

festivals, like the 6kebadan in the city of lbadan, 

there is time set aside for free use of words that have 

genital or coital references; the film industry also 

' appears to provide such a rare freedom of expression. 

Apart from the release and freedom from social 

constraints, the inclusion of obscene words may likely 

provide entertainment for the audience. 

••• On Identification Through Dialect. 
Language and Identity 

People are often classified by their language and 

sub-classes (dialects) within that language. · Within the 

Yoruba language we have sub-groups which constitute 

'' 

I 

I 

' 

I 
I 
1 •• 
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dialect areaswAbi~dun Adetugb9 (1982) h~s identified 

three maJor dialect areas among. the Yoruba of .the old 

Western Nigeria, viz., Northwest Yoruba (NWY), South

east Yoruba (SEY) and Central Yoruba (CY') . .'·. 

Linguistic ,variation, which is predominantly 

realised in phonology and vocabul~ry, has its basis in 

geographical dispersion. Though the pronunciation of 

the speakers may greatly differ, to a large extent they 

tend to follow the grammatical rules pf the standard 

Yoruba (SY). 

In the NWY areas the respondents identified the 

following sub-dialect .groups - Oyo, Eko and Egba, While 
•, ' . ' . . 

in the SEt areas, the respondents recognised that some 
... '- , 

characters employ IJebu dialect. Some other characters • 

use lJ~~a and tkit1 dialects which come under the CY 

areas. As revealed in our investigation, we still hav~ 

smaller sub-dialect groups. ' ~ A 

For instance, under Oyo • • 

dialec.t-group we still have variations in accent; 

hence, some of our respondents took lbadan, Ogbomr?? 

and O~ogbo as other dialect-groups, 10 

10 In a strict sense these small sub-groups ought and 
should be under ~y§ dialect as they share•common 
ethnographic features, 
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From our .own personal observation the varieties 

in the Yoruba language often occur as a result of the 

substitution of one sound for another (like u for 1); 

elision or addition of a certain linguistic sound· to 

a lexical item. Some dia.lect-groups within a language 

group may substitute a lexical item with a new 

(different) lexical .ite~ •. As illustrated in Adetugb~ 

(1982:80), 'All' means gbogbo in NWY areas, dede in.SEY; 

and gede __ or ·kete in CY areas. 

Such deviations from the koine often evoke laughter 

from the. members of the audience. Hence over· 49% of the 

respondents thought that dialects spoken by various 
' ' -.. .~ characters in Yoruba films'make the film interesting 

' and humorous. But 4-% of the respondents stated that .. ' 

linguistic variation makes the films dull and drab; .. 

while almost 7% of th_e sample claimed that the inc+usion 

of the chl!l;'acters drawn from various dialect groups 
. ' 

adds meaning to the filmic story. 

Educational and social status also brings about 

variation in speech as attested to by our subJects .• 

The tk:6 example cited by them would readily come to mind. 
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Yoruba !ko: 

-sl_, ba _mi 
sis! 

wa lkon • 
yin? 

nlnu aw6n • 

Standard Yoruba: 

E o sl bi.. mi wa okan nlnu 'awon 
• • • 

9m9binrin yin? 

English: 

. Why not get me one of these your girls? ., 

In stand~d Yoruba [S1] • ·o' [ :,] would haye been the 
• 

i_nitial vow'f/; · ~nst_eac:l of 1 1 1 [1] regularly" emp),.oyed 1,n 

Yoruba tko, With the Western influence it is not a 
' 

surprise to get E~lish _loan· words in Yoruba ~6. 

This is why·we have~ (sissy) instead of 

·om6b1nr1n or 6m6ge if!-. SY. 

are: 

Other examples drawn from other dialect areas 
\• 

1) tkltl 
Jfrun 

SY 

J-;un 

ii) tkltl, lJ~pa (OY) 
,, , I ..... \ r , 
IJpbu, Ondo (SEY) 

usu ., ,,, 
• 

SY 

English 
eat 

English 
yam 

,·. 

' . 
' 

' . ' 
\ 

1 '· 
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111) ij~~a (CY): 
' / On1 dandan n1 ma gboo mi· 

SY: Loni! yl! n1 ma.a gbowo mi 

English: It 1s today that I shall collect 
my money. 

' In· the lexica~ item 'u~u', [ 1 J 1s the usual, ·in11,1al 

vow~l'i 1n SY or NWY · 1nstead of sound , [ u] wq1ch 

regularly features.in CY and SEY. 

In some dialects some 

have· appeared 1n SY may be 
.. , I 

weak consonants which would 

elided •11 The IJl~~ e~~le 
~'II: .. ' 

cited by our :respondents i],.lustrates this: . gbowo 'in 

. SY becomes· gb~o 1n ~J~~a dialect where the consonan't 

[w] has been elided: 

In some' Yoruba dialects, a few phonological sounds 

are added to some SY lexical items which make the 

· 1exemes sound absurd. or funny to other Yoruba speakers. 

The ikltl dialect 1n the CY areas cited by the 
. ' . 

respondents shows that rather than say Jeun (eat) 

11 For further readings see: Ab1mbola, W and Oyela.ran 
.o·o (19'75), "Consonant Elision ln Yoruba", African 
Lanp;u~e Studies, XVI; pp 36-60; Al~o see J3amgbollle, 
Ayo (. 96): F¥no16Jl ati G1rama Yoruba, U P Lz • · 
pp

0 

Zl;7lfc; Owo., a~i 1 Kol, ( 1989~:, I~ Inie ituj:,&11! Me 
Yoruba il) Fonet1lkl ati Fonolo,1 , On1b9n- Je; ' 
pp 172- .. 88. . . , . · 
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which is accepted SY lexeme .• the Ekiti. like almo'st 

all the sub-dialect groups in the CY areas. will add 

consonant [r] to form tl:le word .1erun. The meaning ·tJlat 

may readily come to·the minds of non-s~eakers of the CY 

and SEY is ji;run. (jfi+ir_un) eat 'hair'. The phonological 

sounds in.dialects often arouse.in non-speakers of such 

dialects humour and laughter. This is why some of our 

subjects.claimed, that the inclusion of dialects in 

Yoruba films makes the filmic story pleasurable, 

••• On Reception.of Foreign Words · 

Only the lite.rate subjects were able to recall 
,' 

foreign words. employed by the, characters in Yoruba films; 

and one striking fact is that more student-re~pondents 

were able to recall such words than other occupational 

groups. 

Nearly all the loan words recalled are borrowed 

wholesale. and ·they are generally simple ··words and 

phrases. Though the.expos!lre of the respondents to 

western education could laave influenced their ability 

to recall some of the loaned words.· the events associated 

with the ·utterances· could have been·another reason. From 

' 
l I . 
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the examples given, we also observed that som~ of the 

characters in the films often code-switch from Yorubi1 

, to f.oreign expressions, We further observed that these 
' foreign expressions are associated with certain contexts, 

viz I greeting, . commerce• social ceremonies like marriage• 

law, and command, 

The loaned expressions.which are borrowed whole

sale include "I''m:sorry sir," "Don't.worry"; ''Please, 

come in II I -!'Thanks •. bye" I "oh-yes congratulation II; 

"object:i.on;·IIIY, Lord";_ "for better for wor1;1e 11 ; "contra~t" 

i1win" · ''The bos~" • ii come onl" ' • t ' ' C • f 
' "Hands up"; ii Get back"• 

i•I will .. kill her: 11 .:·. 

' 
. The code-mixing ii.nflµ'des: Area i'ada; Oh welcome · 

' dear,' kaabq ol<Sluf'~ l)li; Da.n .fool r~I (You ds.mned .fool I) ~· . ' . 

Perhaps, soie other ',·things that could have 

i~prin.ted these loan words· in the respondents memory 

'i"l"1''' · ,;:(1r,,:.d_are the code-mixing, the mispronunciation and the new 
, I, t:"~ ··: 

paradigm given.- For.instance, with regard to the 

utterance 'area f'ada', the three things could have aided 

its reca:11: The film character mispronounces it, since 

the word is 'ear-loaned' (see Salami 1982:125-127): 
C 
"• 
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' area !ada 

English spelling: father 

English pronunciation: [fa:~a] 

It has also been given a new paradigm. Though 'area 

father' is not a good English expression, it is a common 

expression in Yorub!. In the Yorub~ community, anybody 

that is of the same age.group with one's biological 

father is referred to as 'father' (Fadip~ 1970:125~126). 

5.3.5 Perception of Slangs or Jargons 

Our.respondents observed that the characters in 

Yorub& films employ some words which are peculiar to 

some classes or professions. These words are known as 

jargons, slangs, or cant. It may be a one-word 

expression or more which a character is fond of using. 

Such cant may retain its usual meaning,. but more often 

than not, it may take a new meaning. 

A few respondents considered praise-names to be 
i 

slang. For instance, a respondent cited: '' CODESRIA
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A.d!sa baba, qk9 ::e;ini1!12 

.A.disll - A!ldis Ababa 

.A.disa baba, husband of Emily 
-

.A.dis a· ,- Addis Ababa 

Some listed. th_e following expressions as used by 

the characters in Yorub! films as slangs ;. they even 

went further to supply the meanings of the slangs, 

12' Adisa is a character that features prominently, 
in Aiawada films; His wife is Emily, Baba.a 
Saia, the,.lead character inAlawada films, 
frequently hails A.dis! with the abpve praise
name. 
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iii. Ma.ii pan, 

221 

Supplied Meaning 

b~d name, guy 

bad people 

sig& loju ~'putting off 
· cigarrette light on 
one's face 

iv Par:! q kili him 

V ber:!e• 13 . ' 
fo~get it 

Vi f;;,shie • 14 disappear 

vii ~:!n&' go away 

viii Perch.· wait a minute· 

i')\. Oluwq, ope . imbecile or dunce 
' .... _ ~-

Original 'meSDing 

?? 

wonderful child or 
gre~t child 

I will .quench the· 
cigarrette light ·on 
your face,, 

Finish (it) 

?? 

?? 

fire on or move 
away 

., 

settle or alight 

imbecile or dunce 

Op?: novice in an 

art 

Oluwq: sacrificial 
.. animal or victim, 
or uninitiated 
being 

13 It.is not unlikely that 'ber!~• is a corrupt form of 
· the word 'bury', -~ .. .. . 

14 The word ifashi.e' (a popular slang among the students), 
~hose ·origin is unknown, is often employed when a 
~peaker does not want the physical presence of the 

:~/ ',' 

'~\ 
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Slang. Supplied·meaning 
' ' 

Original meaning 

' . x A b6o 'i6.gb6 . 
y6 ni ·· · 

Havef,Y,~U· ~~en· 
hemp •. ' '.~ ;' 

Have you taken 

excess of hemp? or 
'. ' 

'Are you under the 

I' • 

. , 

influence of 

Indian hemp. 

xi Jfm:f.16. JS.. 
' lor~, 

j~ ·· .Something·wrong 
·,. O~ith you· .. :.·. 

Are you in.sane or 
crazy?. 

' ····--; .i~.; .. " ,, .,·.:i.~·:· •. ,;.. 

-·. 

, \., . · . The origin 'of' some of. ,the jargozis is obscure or 
:•\r' ,,J\J..l'-i· ~·' , , • 11· , • , • -

iililiru~~;rtain,. 8n example Of S1,1Ch WOrd i~ 1bqb~ I Which is 
' \,'~,·'- ,.·,He'~, ··,.L·,·~·-;,~t-:-';\,""\., ' · • 

n'.~ither English n:oi-,:.Ycirub6.~ ;,;: Bµ1; it is -used -for the male 
r,..'1 '! - ·t .. ~_/,.;_.; 0.,._,{·'t ,·· .. ,;~ ... ~·/• ,1'·,,-f' ... ' · 

g~nder. 'A proper1n:otin could'.i .. tak:e an entirely different 
•. . • • • • -'l . ·.,-1;, .• t:. ·, './J·:''!!Z rK:)/ 

m~~ing. ·For instance, J~~il~: is a ]!lluslim name for a female 
' .: ·, ' ,,-,. \ ,· •.-\., ' 

but' it bas ''been given a corrupt· paradigm, It is now . ·r .. . ,.:,. , , 
synonymous· wi tb ins~i ty. .. .. ,.. · 

'\: In the'course·of our i:nvestigation we found that jargon15 

is much more peculiar to. the rabble and the vagabond, Even 

15 

~· .··· :: 

bearer. The.word 1;1iat can suggest its meaning is 
'evanesce_' ·(f.ade .. out of sight, or disappear). 

However, 
jargons.· ... , 

technical 
·. t 

terms. c.an be· regarded by otbers .... as 
;.-:,~i,', ',j~ 

i'",._> 

\ .. 

. , ' 

" 

....... 
/'' ':-•, 
r '. 

I 
I ., 

I 

! '· I. 
I 

I 
I 
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the Yorubl1 films effectively portray-this on the screen 

__ by putting the jargon in the mouth of characters who 

are either gangsters or rascals. The. f.oregoing shows 
., 

. ' 
that youths _tend to have a clearer understanding of 

the filmic language than the adults because it is in 

line with the y~uths 1 ''thinking". These jargons 

communicate through hinting and-ambiguity a common 

phenomenon among youths (Worth 1965:34-). 
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CHAPTER SIX 

YORUBA-FILM INDUSTRY, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 

6.o Introduction 
: 

Here, attention is focused on the Yorubit film 

market and its operations, We try to find out how 

much it costs a fiim-goer to watch the Yoruba film 

and the operational methods· usually adopted by both 

the film producers. and the cinema manageme!l-tS in 

advertising the Yoruba film. 

6.1,0 Gate Fee 

· It· is our assumption that the gate fee will have 

its bearing on the audience's turn-out, The gate f~e 

can have either positive.or'negative effects on the 
•' 

response of'. the· audience;, since. the ectinomic status 

of each member of the audience is bound to vary, 

Exorbitant fees are·often char~ed when.a new fi'lm by 

well known artistes is to be exhibited, .. or when there 

are reserv:ed seats -in,the cinema hall, At times. the 

hike in gate fee appears to be a way of raising the 

expecta'tions of the audience, 

As high as almost 31% and. almost 29% of the total 

i 
' 

J 

I 
1. 

I;, 

r 
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sample declared. that they had paid as much as N5.00 

and N7 respectively to watch a film. However, 25% 

of the sample claimed to have paid Nl0.00 while another 

2.27% indicated .that they have paid as much as Nl5.00 

9.r N20.00 or· even N25.QO to watch a film. 

W~ were able to find out at the time of this 

study that lesser amount.is usually taken from students 

i.iJ. primary and secondary schools especially when a film 

is shown in school premises. Children are however 

sometimes charged les_ser amount tb_an adults in some of 

' the cinema houses. The gatp fee to be charged is often 

subject to the discretion. of the film promoters and 

producers. 

Someof the film-goers often had the rare . 

opportunity of watching the films without paying the 

· gate. fee. As our inv.estigation bas rev-ealed, such 

people·.could be workers in the film ho~aes, film 

promote;t's or tax of"ficials representing the interest 

of the government. Close. fr:fends br·relations of the ,: . 

film promoters and producers .could also be invited to 

the cinema hall without paying gate fees. About 3% of 
.. 

our respondents claimed to ha~e watched the films without , ,. 

' 

j 
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,, 

paying: any gate fee. 
' . 

6.1.1 · Gate Taking 

This s.tudy has shown tha:t film-going appears more 

or less. to be ·a middle class culture. On the average 1 

it costs N7.00 or ·more to watch a Yorub6. film. The 

gate fee appears to.fluctuate daily so tha:t a worker 

who ·earns a meagre salary could find it difficult to 

afford·. It could cost betwe~n Nl5.00 and ·N25.00 to 
,I .' ,. • 

watch a: Yorub6. film for at festival·periods a staggering 

gate fee of N50.oo· or Nl00.00 is·· c:harged. 

It would.appear that the exorbitant gate fee often 

caused the low attendance in the cinema houses. We 
' 

were re.liabl:}' informed, that the cost of film production 

was responsible for it; and by the time other expenses 

were added, the overhead cost.would have increased 

astronomically. This is why the producer usually. 

prefers joint promotion in order to minimize his 

financial outlay. 

Joint promotion could be. tripartite 1 .or bilateral. 

The tripartite production would involve the film 

producer 1 the management of electronic media, . al).d the 

I 

I 
' 
! 

,· 
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ha11 owner (the cinema houses). The electronic media 

would see to the advertisement of the film on radio or 

television. The ·cinema house would se·e to the sale of 

tickets and the provision of a hall, seats, and 

possib.ly a stand.by generator. On his own part, the 

film producer would supply the. film-reels and projectors, 

tickets• and the posters of the film, .The three parties 

. would ·then agree on the sharing formula to be adopted 

after the· government tax of 17% of the gross sales 

must have been paid. For instance, the Cultural Centre 

owned by the OY~ State Government and run by the Qyq 

State Council for Arts and Culture adopts the sharing 

formula below: 

Fil_m. producer.: 

Council: 

55% 
2.5% 

BOOS (Radio and Television) : 20 % 

But a different. sharing formula is often adopted by 

privately owned.film houi;ies. At KS Motel and Odeon 

Cinema house, fcir instance, the sharing formulas appear 

as shown below: 
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Film producer 

Hall rentage 

Electronic Media 

K S Motel 

50% 

30% 

20% 

Odeon Cinema 

50% 

20% 

30% 

Yoruba film producers seem to,prefer tripartite 

promotion. 

On .the other band, bilate;al ;promotion only involves 

the film producer and the cinema management, Here, the 

film producer would pay for the advertisement. by the 

electronic media, After the government tax, the film' 

producer would deduct the money spent on advertisement 
' before takings are shared according to the fo~mula 

a:greed µpon by the two parties. Our inyestigation 

·revealed that popular· film producers. who are ·sure of 

success at the box off.ice often engage in bi-lateral 

promotion. 1 

6.2.0 Media of Publicity 

We assumed tbat'·tbe film audiences .were drawn to 

the cinema bous.es through the various media of publicity 

l Examples of such film producers inc l'ude: Ogunde, 
Ade.Love, and A~ada K~r!k~ri. 

. ! ,, 
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at ,th~ disposal of·.the theatre practitioners. We 

'!,herefore sought to know through which of the media 

the re_spondents were able to know about the film shows. 

It was clear :tn our study that it was through the 

electi'onic media (radio and television) that the film 

audiences knew about the show·s. This is borne out o"f 

the fact that the.populace in the urban area of the 

countr~ has easy acc·ess to the el.ectronic media. The 

total ·percentage of the respondents who claimed to ,have 

heard about the film shows through electronic media . . 
I ., 

advertisement is 57. 95% of the sample. · As much as 

23.86% .of the total sample also declared to have known 

about the film ·shows through tlle print media. 

However, some of the respondents were opportuned 

to have known about the film shows; thit'OUgh more than 

one medium. For instance, 10.23% of our total ,sample 

claimed to have heard about the film through the prin-t; 

and e-l.ectronic media together, while 0.57% knew about, 

the film through interpei-sonal and electronic media, A 

small number of our respondents reported tbat they heard 

about the film exhibition through :.the word of mouth 

(interpersonal medium) and they amount to 3.41% of the 

.. ,. 
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sample. Only 1.14% claimed to have known about the 

films through', premiere s. 

6.2.l Publicity Thi-ougb Print Media 

Usually the film producer begins the print advertise

ment of bis film at least one week before the showing of 

the film to the public. The film producer posts film 

posters, on walls, refuse cans,· electricity,poles and 

other flat-faced objects. These posters are normally 

displayed in conspicuous places. 

With regard to the designs on the posters, propa

ganda techniques are employed so as to attract the 

attention of the public. Gene:rally the poster design 

consists of two vital aspects: · the graphic and the 

calligraphic. 

The graphic aspect places emphasis on pictorial 

arrangement in a way that both' literate·.and non-literate 

passers-by would be able to decipher the message. The 

graphic ,d;.esign may show a cluster of' st.ar, artistes on 

the postsr. This is done mainly to cater for the 

individual interest of the public. The graphic design 

may show an ex;cerpt where the costume designs of the 
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actors are gorgeously embroidered in line with tho 

.fashion in vogue. At times, ··:the graphic display may 

show an. actor. in a_ new role entirely· di.f.fer~nt .from 

his or :her ·stock-role. 2 But 'on another occasion, wild 

.and deadly animals and reptiles may be displayed on the 

poster.:. These animals include the lion, the hyena, and 

the python. · Some · parts o.f the human body are shown,in 

the graphic design such as the.··head, legs, or the heart. 
" 

A v~olent -scene .from the .film is often .featured in . 

. graphic. representation to provide anxiety as well as 

pleasure. In sum, some 9aptivating scenes in the film 

are usually'ampli.fied,in graphfc design so as to arouse 

the curiosity of the passer-by. 

The calligraphic aspect dwells on lettering that 

further enhances the graphic d_esign by providing 

additional in.formation which includes the title o.f the 

2 

3 

For instance Abija who is popular through his stock 
role as a power.ful ma~ical man, is at·another time 
in a film titled, 11QWQ Qla 11

1 dressed in police Uni.form, 
And the calligraphic desig~ indicates 

3 

. ~ \ "" . 
"For the .first time Abija in police uni.form" 

The poster on a .film titled 11µi Qkan" exemplifies 
this. 

. I 

~ '. 
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filmr the gate fee;. the venue of the show, and the time 

of the show, · ·The name of the film producer is also · 

included.on the poster, Apart from perspective which 

' is often brough:t; intq calligraphy, the' J:i.ames of t)le . ,' 

actors are usu.ally listed on the poster. This is done to 

tell the would-be aud;i.ence .the_ actors and 1;1,ctresses 

that are to be seen:in the film, In short, the· 

calligraphic listing of the names of actors/actresses, 

lend credence to the·graphic representation, 

There are two types.of poster design from which 

the Yorub! fi_lm · producer makes· his choice: the mono- · 

colour and the multi-colour posters. The up-and coming 

or the not-too-successful film producers prefer mono

colour poste+s for economic reasons. It is simple and 

less expensive to ~roduce than the multi-colour one~. 

The multi-colour p_o~ter.affords the film producer the 
··: ·, 

opportunity to pre·sent interesting scenes in colou;r:; 

colour gradation. is, al'so used in l<!.ttering ·from dark, 

to light, As reve1;1,led in our oral interviews with ~ome 
.... 

of the respondents., the multi-.colour poster te.µds to 

appeal. more. to members of public than the mono-colour 

poster, 

\. 
''·· 
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As earlier said,' only 23.86%· of: our respondents 

claimed to ·have heard abJut the f:ilms watched by them 

through ,the prtnt media. It ·would then appear f:rom 

the ·f:oregoing that only a t:ew people pay attention to .. 

the f:ilm posters. This must have been the reason why 

the f:ilm producer or pro111oter employs the electronic 

media to promote. his f:ilm. The print and the electronic 

media would seem to complement each other. 

6.2,2 Publicity Through Electron:ic Media 

The el;~ctronic med.ia usually begin to air the , ' 
,•' 

advertisements of: the f:ilm listeners and viewers two 

days bet:ore the f:irst show. _At ti~es, f:ilm producers 

involve both radio and television houses in their promotion. 

Generally, the advertisement qn the electronic media is 

short, being either a one-minute or less than one-minute. Two 

reasons seem to account £or the brevity of: the advertisement 

in the' electronic media. First, the electronic media charge 

high rates £_or an advertisement slot, though it varies 

.f:rom one media house to another. · Second, the attitude 
/ 

and mobility .of: the listeners and viewers would appear 
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not to favour a long and boring.advertisement, 

The advertisement rendition in the electronic 

media can be in prosaic or poetic. for1U,,.The. prosaic form is 

often read by the continui,ty announcer bn .duty,, while 

the services of .a rhapsodist or an elocutionist is 

engaged for the poetic rendition of the advertisement, 

An example of the _prose rendition will follow the 

pattern below: 

I~u parada, 6 diyan; agbado parada 

6 dogi. tda titun aw3_ran sinnimg .... 
. olokik! ni .••••••••••. tda titun 

awor.1n sinnim9 ol6kik! nni QRUN M60RU 

ni'a O ~e afihan 

Baba.a S~l{ t6 wa 

r~ ni gb~ngan sinnimq 
•• "J ' 

ni Agbowo Shopping 

Complex 16nii Sunday b~r~ laago mejila, 

m~ta ati m~f~ irqlef, i wa gbadun King 

Sunny Ade, Aj'!~a.ja~an ati Ka.rill~ nfnu 

sinnim9 QRUN M60RU. N~!ra m~w~a lowo 

_iworan, 

The yam turns, it becomes pounded yam; 
the maize turns, it becomes ground 

. ~: 

! ', 
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ma:l,ze. The new version of the 
popular cinema film ••• '• • The 
new version of that popular 

' cinema film QRUN M60RU, will be 
shown at the Babaa Sala's Cihema 
Hall,, located at Agbowo Shopping 
Complex, today Sunday, beginning 
from 12 o'clock, 3 o,'clock and 

' ' ' 

6 o'clock in the evening. Come 
and enjoy King Sunny Ade, .Ajimaja~an, 

. ' .:· 
and Kar:l'.il~ in QRUN M60RU film. The 
gate fee i~ ten naira . 

.An undue pause was obvious in this prose advertise-

ment rendered by'the continuity announcer on duty on the 

5th of J,anuary 1992 at the, BCOS. This undue pause, 

possibly emanating' :from poor reading skills i,n Yoruba I 

may put ,some would-be film audience off, while some may 

decide not to list~n to the advertisement at all. With 

this at the back of the mind of the film producer, be 

would not mind if it would cost him more money to hire 

the services of ,a rhpsodc1:st. ·The voice c;>f such a 
• - "t{"' 

rhetorician is then recorded on a cassette or video 

tape for intermittent airing. 

1, .• 
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INt1 KAN I - IN'G KAN I I 

Aye qmq Aye . 
teian 9mq eeyan 

Ay~ · lql9~a. · ole • 
T! ! k6le"'on!le 

. Aye lqmq 6.d.le 
T! -! mugbe bqnu 

Aye lawqn eeyaii 
Ti! gbqm9 oleel~ 
$ugb9n a6.. jnu. kan O le pani 0 

Wa..hala r~ n!i pc} 
J;:--wa Woblnrin binrln 

T6 .foju wina if~ 
6 tor! iff · 

6 w9ja n!hoho goloto 
~ugbqn.sib~ s!b~ 
Aye tun fibi ~u.·0·ol6ore 
Ko wa ni buru buril 
K6 m! ku enlkan m6ni o . . . 
Or

1
~be-Kumc} yar! 

~ kc} jal~-- _ 
lri· igba.--t6 ja: a gba 1cfwrf ibi 
6 ja .. a gba lqw9Qya .. 

tq~ kl! qf las~ 0 

iYin eeyan .. 
. . 

. 6 nl n "'t6 ~~l~ k6 t6 dijagboro 
~ pa.de: liWQll agba a~ere 
Bi Agbako 

. Abija 
Orebe-K1Jmc} 

' !ya O~ogbo 
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' 
Alad~ ati Babda Wlllld~ 
Ni· Odeon Sinnim6, , Oke-AdcS . . . 

Ni Sat!d( ati Sqnnde .. <}s~ yi! 
·Aago m~jild, mfta ati·m~fa irql~ 
Sinnimq y6o mda b~J;'~ : 
Ow6 iwol~ ·' 

' . ' 

Nd!ra m~wad p~r~ 

INl't KAN I IN1' KAN I I 

Humankind of f'spring of humankind 
.. Man, offspring ·of man 

Humankind is the burglar 
!L'hat burgles the house of others 
Humankind is the landlord's son 
That raises an alarm 
Humankind is that man 
That bail~ a group of gangsters 
But then,. _uprightness cannot kill one 
It only irivolves one in a lot of trouble 
Come and see an ordinary woman 
That faces the love ordeal 
Who because of love 

];'asses through ,the market plac~ stark naked 
. ' 

But all tqe same 
' Humankind repays tlie kind-hearted with evil 

No matter how tough the tribulation 
There would still be someone who stands hy 
Orebli-Kumq is infuriated 
He "totally refuses to be discouraged 
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Until he has rescued her from evil 
He rescues her from suffering 

There is no smoke without fire 

You people 
Something must have happened 

before it turned to affray 
Come and meet the star artistes of note 

Such as Agbako 
" Abija. 

Orebl!-Kumq 
. Iya O'iogbo 

Alad~ and Baba.a Wl1nd~ 
At·odeon Cinema, lJke-Ad6 
On Saturday and Sanday of this week 
The film will commence at 12 o'clock, 

3 o'clock and 6 o'clock in· tbe 
evening 

Tbe gate fee 
'Tis ten naira only 
- ' 

The advertisement above lasts 47 seconds; and the· 

rhapsodist is.able to say many things within a short 

space of time. ~'he poetic ren.dition of the advertisement 

without· any break or slur seems .. to add colour to it. It. 

allows the elocutionist to di~play bis mastery of the 

Yoruba language by using complex and obscure expressions 

in order to arouse· the interest. of the listeners or 

" 
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viewers. He is able.·to toy with ornamental language 

at will to the extent th.at the listeners and viewers 

can yell and scream with delight, though the configura

tion of these words may be meaningles's to a greater 

percentage, if not all, of them. The verbal gymnast· 

is aware that contact with western education has cut 

off a lot ·of the young people from their roots, and 

that it is virtual,ly _impossible for most of them to 

have acce.ss to unadulterated proper Yoruba. Speakers 

who have had exposure to English at a tender age tend 

to marvel at the dexterous use. ' of Yoruba by the verbal 

gymnast. This deficiency is greatly exploited by the 

elocutionist. in the presentation of the advertisement 

by selecting and combining high sounding Yoruba words 

in quick succession. 

Since the film advertisement often entails propa

ganda, the film title can be mentioned as many times as 

possibie within the 1-minut;e advertisement slot. The 

announcer may decide'to add emotion to the advertisement 

by sighing to arouse the interest of the listeners or 

viewers so that they would be eager to go to the cinema 

house. An example is: 
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Sinnim9 QMQ ORUKAN ti gunl~ 
sawuj9 wa· 0 

9i QSB.ll O dun laa mukan m9 

B'9sa~ bi dun 
' -

. A ma.a mu aimoye r~ 

(A slur) .•.. ~ ........•....•.•..• 

Qm9 niyi, '9m9 laf~ aye 

K'Alawurabi ma fi QIDQ j1 wa nya 
Amin. 
·-
O o si, nib~ 

0 Iii i bawo ni wqn ~e pin 

Iku ti i f9lli 91a 

SinnimQ QMQ ORUKAN 16 lani 
I •• "' 

Bi orli see dani . . . 
• / ., , I 

~e Qr~ ni dani 

Ore-si tun ni lani . . 
.. , , . .' 
Qr~~ ~·I I I 

Nn Hun·iln (imi ~dun) 

ida bniie-Qla dai~ 9r~' 

~i dal~ a'bal~ 19 

!ya o 1~ j~ 9mq oku Qrun 

~~-b~~ ~i? 

i,. 
,', 

in 

l9y~ 
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Abf b~~ k9? 

· Oro pupo, ir6 16 n mu wa . . . . . 
lpade di KS Motel lbadan 

· B~~~ lati qj~ w~~sidee 

I ' ' "' I Qj9 kinni o~u kinn~ 
, I , , .,, 

Titi di _9j9 isinmi 

Qjq. karun~un o~u kfnn:f., ?dun 1992 

Sinnim9 ·· QMQ ORUKAN 

Qjq marun'"'un ~ ni ··~ r{ fi gbadun 

Sinnim9 QMQ ORUKAN 

~ wa pa.de Bello, .. Aluwif, Peju Ogunm9la 

Babaa Wende, I Sho Pepper 

Iya o~umare 

· Ati awqn-·osere mi:f.ran ninu sinnim9 QMQ ORUKAN 

Agogo mejili., mifta 9san, ati mffa ir9l~ 

Ni sinnim~ QMQ ORUKAN y6o maa_ b~r~ 

Owo iwqle? Na!ra·mfwaa 

Sinnimq QMQ ORUKA.N 

Sinnimq ti o ~e ~ royin tan 

~ ku qdun 

-~ ku iyedun OOo. 

.. 
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QMQ ORUKAN film ·is now in our midst 
'Tis only when an orange is not sweet 

that one takes j'ust one 
We can take many 

(A slur) •............... , ..... • ......•. ·. • .. 
A' child is prestigious I • a child is the 

fancy of life 
May Allah never punish us with childlessness 
Auien 

You we~en't there 
You are asking bow things have been shared out 
Death that devastates a wealthy home 
And also devastates a prosperous home 
QMQ ORUKAN film highlights 
How a friend betrays one 
'Tisa friend tb~t betrays one 
'Tisa friend that showers riches on one 
Friend! 11 
Huh Hub (sighs) 
tdi Onile-Qla betrays the pact of friendship 
The hypocrite will die o·f treachery 
Anyone that is treacherouk·will be punished 
The children of the dead cannot suffer 
Is it so? 
Or is it not so? 
Too many words would contain lies 
The meeting is slated for ,·_K S Motel !badan 
Beginning from Wednesday . 
The first day of the first month 
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Till Sunday 
The 5th day of the first month of 1992 
QMQ ,ORUKAN. film! 
You shall enjoy for five days running 

QMQ ORUKAN film 
Come and_meet Bello, Aluw~~ 

Peju Ogunmqla · 
Baba.a Wand~, I Sho, Pepper 
!y~ O~umare 
And a host··of other artistes 

In QMQ ORUK.AN film 
12 0· 1 clock, ··.3 o'clock in the afternoon 

and 6 o'cloc.k in the .evening 
Is when QMQ·ORUK.AN film will begin 
Gate ·fee? Ten Naira 
QMQ ORUK.AN film 
A film that cannot be explicated at once 
Happy New Year 
Happy festival celebration 

In this advertisement, the film title is mentioned 

six times, but the repetition is intermittently made.· 

'.!.'his is to impress the film title in the mind of the 

listeners or viewers. Again, ;that the film would be 

on for five days running with three shows per day is 

an indirect way of cajoling the would-be audience that 

the film is worth seeing, and that if one had seen it 
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once, that does not mean it could not be watched all 

over again. In order to influence the audience, the 

advertiser adds subtle propaganda to the adverti~:ement 

by praying for the audience and greeting them. 

In the advertise,ments through electronic media 

the names of the star artistes in the film are mentioned 

in order to encourage the listeners or viewers to come 

to the .cinema houses. 

In some advertisements, the resume of the film is 

given .. In such 'advertisements brief information is , 

supplied so as to create gaps which can put the listeners 

in suspense. To further heighten the curiosity of the 

public about the film, rhetorical questions are asked. 

Such posers may make. the public long to see the film. 

A typical example is the advertisement of IK0M6GUNN1Y!: 

Gbogbo ~yin qjqgbqn ati alaf~ eniyan 

0 ti baye reti .. 

"Ikumogunniyi" 

Rogbodiyan b~ sil~ laarin qba, ijoy~ 

Ati gbogbo qmq ilJ Panum9 n:l:tori 

Qd~r6hunmu. ·Ori rogbodiyan yii ni 

w~n wa ti Abija, Jagui J9mqw~ 
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Kekee !a&ke 

245 

kqr:l'.. 
, 

!giripa ni, 

kin 16 ~ubd t~un yii? 

Ta ni Qd~rohunmt.f ji ti , wahala. 
' ' ' " A• ,fi P9 bayii? Ir~n ajo WO ni 

•• •• - ,I' 

Qd~r6hunmu rin ti 6 ni 

Ki ~nikfni. m.i. sunkun l~yin 'un; 

tor! ti WQn ball SUnkun n1hin-1n 

b~~ law9n o maa yq l9hun-un? I1?~ 

WO ni Oduduwa ran sf aw9n Qfil9 r~? 

Ta l'o 1?~gun n!nu ilu Pruiumq 

ati J9m9w~? Gbogbo idahun qr9 

w9ny{ ni ~ 0 ba pade nin6 

sinnimq· olokik! yii: Ikum6gunn:l'.yi 

D'Rovan's Hotel Ring Road, Ibadan 

n! ~ o.t! lanfaani atiwo 

sinnim9 yii ni.,Satide ati S9mide 

QS~ yii. tm~~ta qtqqtq ni sinnim9 

y6o mia waye iojum9: agogo 

meJila,· m~ta, ati m~fa irql~ 

);: wl pa.de 8.WQn· 01?ere .. 

. Kanka .. kanka bi Abija, 

~l~mQ, Qlqfa-Ina, Ar!gbabuwo, 

" 
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!giripa • • • • 

Ow6 iw9l~? Naira m~waa p~r~. 

¥ ma gbagb~ o, D'Rovan's Hotel 

Ring Road, Ibadan ni o, n{ 

satid~ ati s 9nnde yii 

IK11M6GUNN!YIIIII 

All the intellectuals and social people 
- You have been on the look-out with 

other people 
"Ikumogunn:l'.yi" 
Feud erupts between the king, 
chiefs and the townspeople of 
·Panumg because of Qdc:rohunmu 
They are still in this feud when 
Abija, the warlord of Jqmqw~, declares 
war (on them), ~l~m9 is infuriated; 
Babaa K~ke~ is annoyed. !giripa 
keeps wondering, what has befallen him? 
Wh_o is this' Qdlfrohunmu that 
there is so much trouble? What type 
of journey has Qd~rohunmu embarked on 
that<_,he, implores everyone not to 
lament after his departure; for if 
they weep here ·they would be joyous 
there? What message has Oduduwa passed 

. ' 

on to his c-hildren? · Which is victorious 
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b'etween Panum9 and J~m9w~? All answers 
to these riddles shall be provided for 
you in this popular film: 
Ikum6gunniyi 
'Tis at D'Rovan's Hotel Ring Road, 
Ibadan, that you will have the opp.ortunity 
to watch this film on Saturday and Sunday 
of this week. · Three times will the film 
come up daily: 12 o'clock, 3 o'clock; and 
6 o'clock in the evening. Come and see 
big ~ime artistes such as Abija, ~l~mq, 
Qlqfa-Ina, Ar!gbabuwo, !giripa· •••••••••• 

D~int9 etcetera. Gate·fee? 
Ten naira. Don't forget,. 'tis at 
D 'Rovan's Hotel Ring Road, Ibadan 
on Saturday and Sunday this week 

' ' ' ' IK1'M6GUNN1YIII1 

The advert shows that the members of the public may have 

been stirred up through a number of questions. The 

answers to those questions could not be preferred until 

the public has seen the film. 

All the examples given above are under asynchronous 

sound,· that is,·they are only .comments by the announcers 

on the films to be exhibited (cf 2.2.1). But some 

advertisers prefer both the asynchronous and synchronou,':l 
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sounds in their advertisement. This synchronous sound 

can be in form of music (which enlivens the filmic 

story) or dialogue (discourse of the characters in the 

film). Musical excerpts from film are generally added 

to the commentative sound. The' advertisement on 

"Nnkankan" aptly illustrates this: 

Ipe Akede: Nnkan kan! Nnkan kan 

Orin: ]j:yin abiyamq 

J1: 
,. 

lqrun ni • sun in 

i;; 0 ~e tun boju illi 
, m9 WO aye 

i;; w~yin WO 0 
' ' ' 

0 OOO 

Akede Kinn!: Hun hun hun 

Keeyihl. tor! ·ail6w6lqwg 

.kQ ·· 1~r~mq r..~' a.a a ta 1 
·~,· 

~Bow6 ba dt'i 
., 

~e baba o ni mg qm9 ni? 
' ,,,. e• '\ •' 

Ab9mQ ni o ni m9 baba? 

tyi~ 6 wa·w~ni to tori Ail6wolow6 •. . . 
T6 ieyawo akogbe 

T. oun tQIDQ r~ daa ta! 

T61;6 wa de t&n 

" 
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To reef~ peperenpe 
Peperenpe re~ 
Kc} l9mq 9n bi 

Ogun mumu sire~. 
· ~ r r 

Alagb.iri ni ill j'i' ~ 

B.an-an1 
Nzlkan cS yan o 

Akede Keji: H~~ ~nil! 

P;perenpe 
To wa tor! ogun ya qmqqlqmq n were 

Ki were 6 ~e were ti~ n~a 
Ka wa 6 
Itu.t'Alade pa n!nu Sinnim9 

11 Inu Kan" 

La r{ 

Ta.·a n w:f. o 

Ti~d sinnimQ tuntun 

"Nnkankan" 
I ., Tun wa 16mor! yato o o . . 
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Ala.de nikan kq 

Toun tawqn agba osere 
- -· 

Bi Agb~ko Bab~a W~de, Abija 

Deint9 ~ti blf bf4 lq 

Fun a.nfaani ~yin tff tf raaye 
wo sinnimrf 

"Nnkankan" ni Odeon Sinnim9, 
··, ~ r 

~ pade wa ni Cultural Centre ni 

Qj9 Satide qjq k~rin o~u kinni 

9dun 1992 ati l9j9 S9nnde 9j9 

K~run-un o~u kinni 9dun i992 

b 'k,. • ' a an naa. Ow6 iwqle naira 

m~ ~d6gun. . Sinnimg "Nnkankan" 

A-wo-~e - 'Hun-un-un' 

Announcer's Invocation: Nnkankan! N:d.kankanl I 

Song + musical_ accompaniment: You mothers 
·, Are you dead asleep in heaven 

Why don't you ever check on the 
world 
Take another look back 

" 
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1st Announcer: Huh huh huh 

Because one has no money 

He then sends his heir out of 
the house 

If fortune comes 
Would the father not know his 

child? 
Or is it the child that would 

not know hi:;; father? 
You b·ad better come and see 

someone who for want of money 

·sends bis first wife packing 
Together with her child 
,When money comes 

Then he opts for a sophisticated lady 
The sophisticated lady 

.Has no plan to bear a child 
As for the moron's ·inheritance 
It is a con man that grabs it 
Han an 
S5mething terrible will happen 

2nd Announcer: Yees . 
The sophisticated lHdy 
Makes someone else's child ma(l 

because of inheritance 
The mad person should behave mad 
And let us watch 

I i 1iS the feat. performed by A lad~ 

'' 
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in "Inu Kan" film 

Which we watched 
That we keep talking about 
The one (feat) i,n,the film 

"Nnkankan II 

Has a different touch 

1st Announcer,: ':Tis not only Alade 
But be is in the company of other 

star artistes 
Such as Agb~ko 1 Bab~a W~de 

Ab:l.ja,·· 

D~int9 and a host of others 

3rd Announcer: For the benefit of those who 
had no time to watch 
"Nnkankan" film at Odeon Cinema, 
come and meet us at the Cultural 
Centre on Saturday, 4th of the 
firs_t month, 1992, and on Sunday 
5th of 1992 also. Gate fee, 

,, 

fifteen naira. 
"Nnkankan, II 
A film yciu watch and heave a sigh 

This advertisement begins with the. title of the 

film and it is followed by a song with musical accompani

ment. The song rendered by one of the characters in the 

film is the synchronous sound while the utterances from 
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lst'and.the 2nd announcers render their own part in 

J?Oetic form while the 3rd announcer opts for the prose 

form. One striking thing worthy of ~ote is the integra

tion of slangs·of the moment which add colour to the 

advertisement. ~xamples of such slangs are: 

Peperenpe (sophisticated lady), mumu (moron), ala.gbar;( 

(crafty being), l9mqr! (it has a cover 'it gets a cover' 

i.e., it is superb) .• 

At times a large part of the advertisement may have 

quite a lot of synchronous sound, while a little part 

will be asynchronous. Such synchronous sound usually 

comprises the dialogue of the characters and thematic 

songs rendered by them. The advertisement on "Koto 

Qrun" film aptly exhibits.this: 

Character A: 

Character B: 

Character C: 

6 mq ti tun gbe~e r~ de oo!! 

(Sings a melancholic song) Gbogbo aye n 
reti qmq' m1.· 'Qmq mi.o o waye 

9e fila t{ mo fi bo ~lids.a mi re e? 

Chorus (Chants): Ajagaj!gi 
... : . ' ., ' 

·9tun Ajagajigi 
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Character D: E~u 
(then·grins)""H~e ha ha ha 

Character E: 

Character F: 

(derision) 

.Announcer: 

O 6 ti·awQn iran~~ r~ 
I~~ .takun takun t{ ~qn gbe' le Q 199 
6 d:l.. sise • • 

Qlqrun o 

Ql9run qga ogo 

- Agbara tlr~ - j·u ti E~u 19 o 

Mo dup~ bib! ti WQ~ bi mi. 

0 ~e o, 9ba Alagbara 

' ~~ Qrun 

:;,aka ~iki 

J;;y~ agbedemeji aye oun ~run 
.,,. . ~-

K 'qna 6>ai mq Qll yin 
.. .,,. ' 

Ki r: ma lee lQ 
.. 

Hal Ha l l Haa l l l 

S9nnde qj9 keji F~buari 1~ o ri 

sinni;Q "Koto Qrun" wo.ni ile sinnim<f 

m~ta 9tq~t9 ~iluu lbadan ni igba kan 
,, 

naa 

,, 
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Scala Sinnim9 t6 wa ni Saab6, 

Tabantari Hotei 

!l.'o wa ni .Elekur9, ati 

Baba Sala sinnim{ to wa ni Agbowo 
- . 

Hun uni 

tbun.repqt~ n duro de yin 0 

]j: o mu Seven-Up, Pepsi Cola ati Crush 

to si tun gba apo 9~~ OMO k9qkan lq 
sile 

Sin ••••••••••••••••• 

Sinnim9 "Koto Qrun" 

S9ru1de sfk~ndi·F~bdari 

Ni 1aia r~ 1u o 

Ni Scaia siwi.1mo Saabo • 
T~bantari Hotel, Elekur9 

Ati ·:sabaa Sala sinnim~ t6 wi.i ni Agbowo' 

Owo i;;qle, naira m~~dogun 

~in .. qmqde. naira m~waa 

A IS. fi sinnimq "Koto Qrun II 

~ami 9ddn k~waa ta a dE! 

·ilee'i~ ·w~~:!.mq Corporate Promotion 

sil~ ni o. Ilee~f NTA !badan 

ni alatil~yin. 

" 
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(Chants) 

Character A: 
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-·· , 
iyin tidi ki ~y~ yin 

:&ni 6 tidi faa fun 

~ tidf kii 

~ t1d! ki:! 

E tid:{ fa.a • 

Ma tidi fa.a 
. Fa.a iaa .ra.1 

He has come again in his 
characteristic manner!!! 

Character B: All the people are expecting 
(sings a melancholic) My unborn child 

., (song) Please, dear child come into the 
world, 

.. 
character C: So, this is the cap I have used· to 

cover my de·stiny, 

Chorus (chruit): Ajagaj!gi· 

<)tun Ajagaj!ji 

Character D: 

(then grins) 

,, 

t~tl 
· H~e ha ha ha 

You'll support your followers 

" 
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The arduous task you are 
sadd'ied wit b 

It bas to· be done 

Obi God 
God, the gloriously great 
Your power surpasses that of t~u 
I give thanks for my birth 

(into the world) 
Thank you, Almighty King 

You witches in heaven 
Swoop down and up 
The witches in between the world 

and heaven 
May the road close on you 
So as not to be able to go further 
Ha! Ha I I Haa I I I 

'Tis Sunday the 2nd of February that 
you will be opportuned to watch . . ... "Koto Qrun" film at three different 

' . ' cinema houses in Ibadan metropolis· 
simul taneous1y·: 
Scala Cinema at Saab6, 
Tabantari Hotel situated at 

El~kurc} and Baba Sala C.inema, 
located at Agbowo 
Hun unl 

" 
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A lot of gifts await you 
You will drink Seven-Up, Pepsi Cola, 
and Crush, You will also take a 
pack of OMO detergent ,home, 
'Tis also free of charge 
Cine • • I • I I I I O I I e O • I 

(For) "Koto Qrun" film 
Sunday 2nd February 
Will be the p-day 
At th~ Scala Cinema, si~bo; 
Tabantari Hotel, El~ktU:'9 
.Afid·Baba·Sala Cinema 

located at Agbowo 
Gate fee; fifteen naira 

(But for) You children; 'tis ten naira 

We are showing "Kotd Qrun" film 
to mark the 10th anniversary of 
W~m!m9 Corporate Promotion 

Character E: 

" ... ... ... sponsored by the NTA, Ibadan. 

I, Or!ad~ ,. son of Ad~Q 1~ have come 
You insert your bird through the anus · 
I shall pull it through the anus 

'chants) You insert it through the anus 
'' 

You insert it .through the anus 
Pull it from the anus 
Pull it, pull it forcefully 

The utterances by characters A, B, c, D, E, F and 

" 
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the chorus fall under the synchronous soun.d, while the 

announcer's rerdition is under the asynchronous sound, 

One striking·p9int about this advertisement is the 
' 

featuring of the fav_ourite star artistes on the 

television screen for the viewers to see,4 The 

exhibition on the screen is not only to encourage people 

to come to the cinema houses but also to intimate them 

with a.certain type of theatrical experience, This is 

a kind of-horizon of expectations. 

Furthermore, emotional scenes are usually exhibited 

on the screen as television clips. This is done in 

order to appeal to the audience's passion: the emotional 

scenes '.can either be sensuous or tense. The melancholic 

song rendered by character Bis geared at arousing in 

the would-be audience· curiosity and expectations. 

As revealed in the advertisement, the members of 

the audience would be entertained with soft drinks and 

4 For instance, both character9D and Fare Olori 
Abioye and Oy1b6y1 respectively; they are villainous 
witches who unleash terror on their townspeople, 
while character Eis Or!ade the saviour of the towns
people. The three star artistes are popular with 
television viewers. · 

'' 
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given sache~s o~ OMO detergent soap free. This is to 

entice as many people as possible to the cinema houses. 

It,is assumed that, with a star studded film, and the 

enticement to the· members of ·tl:i_e public with 'free 

gifts' many film-goers are likely to be drawn to the 

film houses. 

Little wond,er, then, that as high as a proportion 

as 57.95% affirmed that they were drawn to the film 

houses through_the advertisements in the electronic 

media. In other· words, the advertisement on both the 

print and electronic media can spur the members of the 

public to cinema houses if properly utilized. To have 

precipitated high responsiveness in the audience, the 

media content must have conformed with the needs, 

interests, wants and dominant values of the film-goers. 

'' 

., 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

7.0 Introduction 

In this Chapter we attempt to sum ,up our findings. 
". 

It is ·followe.d. with a re-appraisal of the methodology 

adopted in the study. We then shed light on the 

theoretical and pr~ctical implications of our study, 

before making recommendations. The discussion closes 

with a look at the'limitations of this study. 

7.1.0 Summary of Findings 

Without the au4ience there is no play (film). In 

this study an attempt bas been made to ascertain the 

attitude and response of the Yoruba film~goers in 

!badan to Yoruba films bearing in mind their socio-
. ., 

_demographic variables. To elicit information, we 

utili2'.ed ques·l;ionnaires, oral interviews and participant 

observation, These three methods formed the basis for 

the analysis in this study. Furthermore, our sample 

was drawn from the Yoruba film audience in Ibadan City. . . . 
.. 

In the demographic analysis, it was discovered that 

we had more males in our sample than femal.e respondents. 
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This seems to confirm what happens in reality. Theatre-

. going is erroneously taken to be a male preserve; this 

is perhaps the reason why women have boen subtly 

marginalized in theatre-going. In the Yoruba community, 

like any othe:r' communities in Nigeria, women are 

expected to keep faithfully to the kitchen, their 

traditional sector, and perform other domestic chores, 

rather than take time to go to film houses.· The female 

audience therefore belongs to the low attendance 

frequency zone. 
•;. 

The analysis has brought to the fore the different 

age grhups that go to the cinema. Yoruba film is 

exclusively for the youth and young adults. In ess~nce, 

film-going is more of .·youth culture since we had more 

young people at the cinema houses. 

A look at the marital variables also showed that 

unmarried members of the audience were avid film-goers 

while married ones were.not. It would appear, then, 

that the married members of the audience tend to have 

other social commitments that keep them away from the 

theatre. Film-going is a bachelor/spinsterhood 

phenomenon. 
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It was clear in the .study that there were 

different levels of commitment among the film-goers 

:as evidenced in educational and occupational variables. 

It was revealed that non-literate audiences were 

highly marginali~ed. It would seem, then, that theatre

going was taken to be exclusively a literate culture. 

It was also clear that students attend film houses 

more than any other occupational group. The students' 

intense patronage might have stemmed from their desire 

to thrill themselves, let off steam or. probably to 

escape.from reality to a fantasy world. 

Some members of the audi.ence showed much interest 

in films depicting cultural values though a few sho~ed 

a catho.lic taste. Most of our respondents showed a 

higl:ier·preference for Yoruba films than for foreign 

ones. This shows that audience taste could be 

conditioned by cultural chauvinism. 

Though Yoruba films exhibit some foreign values, 

these are not a~ pronounced as Yoruba values. As we, 

found out, Yoruba films have preponderantly featured 

Yoruba ~ultural v~lues. These are selected from Yoruba 

customs and traditional rites. Some of the 'Yoruba films 

! '. 
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that exemplii'y these cultural values include 11 Aiye 11
, 

"Jaiyesirimi II' "Aar~ Agbaye II' "Ija Ominira 11
' "lja Orogun 11

, 

"tri Qkan 11 
1 etc. 

From the.audience's assessment of the contents of 

Yoruba films, there are six dominant elements, viz., 

·crime/horror/violence; cultural/historical;' love/sex; 

political; comic and tragic. Though Yoruba values are 

treated, violence features prominently. The ability of 

the respondents to categorize the Yoruba film contents 

. shows that the Yoruba film audience is able to appreciate 

the issues treated in the films according to their 

individual make-up. Furthermore, the Yoruba film 

(theatre) audience is critical of excessive foreign 

content in the Yoruba films; our respondents showed 

their abhorrence for indiscriminate depiction of violent 

and amatory acts. 

The respondents were able to appraise the roles of· 

some characters that fulfilled their roles and those that 

could not. 1',rom their analysis of the characters the 

respondents were able to isolate the themes and moral 

lessons from the iilmic stories •. They are 

critical of language employed in- the films. A 

few of our respondent·s were able to draw our 
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attention to varieties of Yoruba used by the .characters, 

Our investigation has shown that a film could 

have Q'.Oth positive and negative effects on its 

-audiences, We found out that the film contents were 

capable of modifying the behaviour of both adults and 

children,, The respondents, however, claimed to go to 

film houses for the purpose of entertainment and 

education, This shows therefore that there is a 

dialectical relationship between the audience and the 

film. ·:While the film would appear to make quick and 

spontaneous impact on its audiences, the analysis 

showed that the members of the audience have little or 

no serious influence on it per ~. since it is a 

finished product. , This shows that feedback is impossible 

in a ternary system of communication as a result of its 

linear:\.ty. 

Finally, this investigation has revealed that most 

of our respondents were attracted to the cinema houses 

through mass marketing (print an<l electronic media)~ 

Public awareness is created via the mass media, It was 

also discovered.that both'the print and electronic media 

are combined when the largest possible audiences were 

" 
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aimed at. The media of publicity for the films have 

their influences on the turn-out of the audiences. In 

fact, these media prepare the audience's horizon of 
' 

expectations through pictures and clips from the film 

shots. 

The investigation has revealed that audience 

reception or response was guided by the.socio-demographic 

characteristics of each individual. In essence, the 

PSP of each individual would always be the mediating 

element in his reception of the theatre product; though 

extraneous factors could also have their effect on 

individual PSP. The horizon of expectatio~!>of the 

individual was shaped by the.level of experience 

(exposure) and the level of things (products). ,Because 

as Bleich (1981:32) has observed, 'the mind creates its 

own perceptual paradigms from prior experience'. 

~icatidns of ·the Findings I and 
Recoiiiiiiencfilions 

Though this study has focused essentially on our 

immediate community, our findings have theoretical and 

practical implications. 
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The public.appeared to have much love for the film 

medium. This shows that the film industry can tbrive 

well if properly ma~aged. The viewing public now sees 

the film as an alternative to television. Low income 

earners cannot afford television sets. If film tends 

to be a substitute for television or live theatre, it 

is necessary, therefore, for the dramatists to give 

their best in terms of performance and thematic 

selections. The dramatist would have to strive to 

meet the expectations of the film-goers by selecting 

materials that are relevant to their cultural ideology 

and values. The drawing of relevant materlals from the 

would-be audiences' environment for the films would 

ensure massive attendance and encourage the audience 

to relate the incidents, event.a, characters and subject-, . 
matter in the film to those in reality. 

The film-makers sho·uld now focus on other social 

themes than the morbid themes of witchcraft and family 

in~rigues. The film-makers would have to bear it in 

mind that the themes on the film screen are indicative 

of their level of development or technological 

sophistication. They. should therefore endeavour to 

"· 
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pay attention to social institutions such as religion, 

politics, the judiciary, economics and education. 

However, such themes should be treated in contemporary 

terms if the interest and needs of thE! audiences are 

to be m_et, Furthermore, the film producers should 

minimize excessive depiction of aggression and sexuality 
I •; ':· 

on screen, for the audience's interest .seems to 

transcend these,· The film-makers should take into 

account th_e common bond, that is I what unites the 

people, e,g. language, ancestry, topicality of themes, 

and the crop of star actors available for the film 

production. 

As for the paucity of the female audiences, both

theatre practitioners and entertainment promoters should 

endeavour to. create leisure awareness .among the women

folk. It would be necessary for theatre practitioners 
-. 

and promoter to impress it on the public at large that 

film-going b;i/women does not make them irresponsible 

beings; rather, it nourishes them. 

Ra_ther than coerce the people to imbibe certain 

ethical values, it is possible for the government to 

reorientate and educate its citizens through the re-
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introduction of mobile cinema units. Such a step 

would facilitate wider publicity of the government 

policies or programmes and serve a therapeutic purpose 

for people in the rural areas. 

In order to provoke and sustain the interest of 

the public in its programme, the government may have 

to make use of the favourite star artistes in the . 
COIIlDlUUit;r in order to bring prestige to its productions. 

Adequate attention should be paid to the language, 

occupation, cultural values and beliefs, and the venue 

of the exhibition of the film. Timing of presentation 

should a_lso be borne in mind. As reflected in this 

study the audiences appeared to prefer their local 
,• 

language to any other language; for the language 

affects. proper understanding of the filmic s·l;ory. In 

other words, affinity to one.' s cu 1 tural bond tends to 

enhance a thorough understanding of the film ~essage. 

However, the government would have to avoid its 

fragmentation or distortion of information if it is 

to eliminate doubts when diss~~inating its policies 

and. programmes. 

In the self."'."report interview many resp·ondents 

" 
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admitted discomfort at filthiness of the theatre hall, 

dilapidated seats, incessant power cut; out-dated film 

projectors, and loudspeakers, etc. They claimed 

difficulty in concentrating on the film as a result. 

Theatre managers should pay attention to the welfare of 

audiences, if the industry is to prosper. 

7.1.2 Limitations 

Our pre·-occupa tion in this study has be en on the· 

audience composition, its PSP,. and i·ts perception of the 
' film content. The reception theory adopted has afforded 

us the,:opportunity to understand the dialectic relation

ship between the.product (film) and the consumer 

(audience). This was made possible through the applica

tion of socio-demography of the film-goers. In large 

measure_ the dependence of reception theory on other 

disciplines has helped in illuminating horizons of 
', 

expectations of the film audience. In sum, our methodology 
' has been more on literary aspects than on the theatrical. 

For instance, we did not give enough considerat;ion to 

the influence of the architectural designs of the theatre 

on audience response; these include theatre structure, 

'' 
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seating arrangement,· location of the screen; and other· 

theatre accessories. These ones come under theatre 

management, and ·have not attracted much attention in 

this study. 

Other researchers can consider the audiences of 

other media: television, and live theatre. A study of 

the attitudes of these audiences could possibly bring 

about a comparative analysis in the reception field. 

' ' ' Again, our study has been restricted to Ibadan 

Municipality within the Yorubii community. This type 

of study should be carried out in other communities 

in and out side Niger_ia in order to widen the coverage in i' 

reception field. 

However, whatever conclusions might have been drawn 

on the effect of occupational and educational variables, 

especially as they relate to farmers and non-literate 

subjects, should be taken as tentative since the research 

was carried out in the city. We may likely have a 

different result if the research bad been carried out 

in the rural area. 

The apathy displayed by a few of the subjects in 

answering some questions in the questionnaire might not 
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have given us a more reliable picture in some area. 

Perhaps in future both non-literate and literate 

subjects would appreciate the.efforts of researchers 

and supply answers as appropriate to questions asked. 

The shortcomings of the present study notwith

standing, we hope it has opened a new area for other 

interested researchers in RECEPI'ION THEORY. 
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:APPENDIX I A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

AUDIENCE RECEPTION OF YORUBA FILM 

Dear Respondent '. 

This questionnaire is designed to find out those things 
that make you watch Yoruba films. With your help the 
Yoruba film can grow. I would very much appreciate it 
if you could help spare a few minutes to ap.swer the 
questions correctly. 

All information given will be treated as confj.dential 
and will be used for the purpose of this research only. 
Thanks for your cooperation. 

Title·of·the film you enjoy most: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
English sub-~i tle ( if any) . · ............. , , . · .........••• 

Venue: ••••••.•••••••••••••·······•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PAfi~ I (Demographic Data) 

Please, .. kindly·· tick· ( V) where . applicable 

la Sex:· .Male I I Female. I I 
b Age: Below · 6-12 years I I 

13-:18 II I I 
18-24 p II 
25-,0 n II 
31-36 u .I I 

" 
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:37-42 years// 
above 42 years// 

c Marital status: Single / / Ma~ried / / 
Divorced//· Widow / / 

d Educational level: 

Illiterate (No formal education) / / 
Primary education / / 
Secondary education / / 
Technical/Teacher Grade II// 
NOE/University/Polytechnic// 

Others (specify):.· ....... · ......... : ....•.•.....•.. ·• 
• • • • l 

e) Occupation: Public servant / / 
'Student / / 

Businessman/woman / / 
Farmer· / / 
Professional Driver / / 
Others (specify) : •..............••..•• 

f State of Origin · .... :· ... , . ~- ..... , . , ..... , .. , .. , . , , .. 

Other' National (speci.fy) •· ......... , ............. , •• 

. . ' 
2 Can you speak and write Yoruba? Yes// No// 

~ ., .. . 

:3a Do you like Yoruba films more than foreign films? 

Yes// No// Indifferent// 

b 1) Which do you like most? 

Stage play//~ television play// film// 
Don't know / / 

"· 
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ii) Y{py? • e e ••• e e e e. e O e OOo. 0 0 O O e I 9 O O e I 9 e 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 O 9 9 9 

9 9 9 9 0 9 9 I 9 t 9 9 9 9 t 9 I I 9 ~ 9 I e e 9 I I e 9 9 9 I e I I I I I e a I 9 9 

c How many times per week do you go to the cinema? 

d 

Every time / / 
Once a week / / 

weeks// 
I I 

Once every two 
Once a month 
Festival period I I 
Occasionally I I 

i) What time of 
12 noon / / 
9 p.m. / I 

the day do you like to watch film? 
3 p.m. / / 6 p.m. / / 7 p.m. / / 

ii) I like going to the cinema house ai; the time 
chosen because of: 

a) transport problem// 
b) location o.r' the cinema house / / 
c).security// 
d) the weather condition (fear of rain/ 

sunny weather)// 
e) other (specify) •· ...... ·~ ..... · ..• ·. -.. ·•· • 

. . . . . . ;· ....... ·.- ..................... . 
4a How di.d you· know about the film? 

Word of mouth 
Radio 
TV advertisement 

( . 

I I 
I I 
I I 

Newspaper, advertisement// 

" • 
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Previews 
Premieres 
Posters 
Handbill 
Accidental 
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II 
I I 
I/ 
I I 
I I 

b How D'iuch did· you
0

pay as gate tee? If2,00 / /, H3,00 I I 
If5~00 / · / If7.·oo / / 1no.oo I /_ . 

· Other (specify): JJ •••••••••••••••• 

5a Do you go to the cinema primaril7 

i)-to watch film? 
ii) to see certain til• s_tars? / / 

iii) to rJlieve boredom?// 
"iv-) to w~tch something di.fferent. from TV? / / 

.v) for entertainment? / / 
vi) because it is a good place to go on dates/ 

-· with lovers? / / 
vii) because it :!.s an opportunity to be with 

-· other people? / /· 
viii) because it is less expensive than other . . 

forms of entertainment?// 
ix) Other _reasons (specify): • , ;,_·, .-.·. ·,.,, ••• , 

.••.••.....••.. ;· ..................••.....• 
.,. ,· 

b) :i) Do ;you watch films because ot 

ii) 

' .. 

- particular actor(s)/actress(es)? / / 

If 'Yes', name one.or two of such· actor(s) or 

actre~s(es) 
i) ••••••• · •••••••• ii) e 4 I • I • e • 4 4 e • e e e 4 • e e e • 

" 
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' ' 6a Do you think Yoruba films are fashioned after 
.foreign .films? 

Yes / ( No//: 

b 6£ the YorubJ films you·have·watche~ in the last 
six months, which one did you enjoy most? .·., ·, ·; • 
. . . . . •.• ..... ~ ,· ...... ' ...... ~ ............ ~ ...... . 

7a What category o.r .film have you watched lately? 
1) crime film// 

ii) cultural .film (mythological film)// 
iii) Love/sex film·// 
iv) political film// 

,·· ·v) historical film / / 
vi) religious film / / 

vii) comic film / / 
vi~i) tragic f;lm / / 

ix) horror .film / / 
,, x) violent / / 

b Is there any particular subject that you enjoy seeing 
depi6ted on the film screen? 

. i) war // 
. ii) sex I I 
iii) crime I I 
iv) death I I 
v) violence / I 

vi) history I I 

"· 
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vii) culture I I 
viii) action I I 

ix) politics I I 
x) criticism or corruption in public life I I 

xi) marriage 
xii) juvenile deliquency 

c Which of these· things would you always remember in 
any film watched? ·,. 

i) action I. I 
ii) song II 

:iii) incantations I I 
iv) inqidents I.I 
v) the subject-matter/topic I I 

vi) the actor/actress I I 
vii) the slang and Jargon used// 

viii) the dress worn I I 

PART II 

Give relevant information·as r~gards the film you enjoy .. 
most. 

Ba The film has only reflected life in 
i) city / / 

ii) village// 
iii) the two// 

b The social problems shown/reflected include: 

i) marital problem I I 

,·. 

. ' 
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i"amily problem 
i"rien~ship problem 
co-~orker problem 
political problem 
religious problem 

II 
II 
II 
II 
Ii 

ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
v) 

vi) 
vii) 

viii) 
iv) 
x) 

bri·bery and corruption I I 
' ' 

Would you 
- i) 

ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
v) 

thuggery/violence / I 
armed robbery 
oth.ers (specify): 

I I 
0 e • e e O O • • • e • 0 0 0 0 • • • O e • • e 

say the film has attacked 
family institution / / 
marriage institution / I 
political institution I I 
religious ins.ti tution I I 
social arrangement or the people in 

a spcie.ty / ·/ 
vi) · 1.he social. values of the "I:oruba community / I 

Do you th~nk the i"ilm can influence someone's view? 

Yes// 
' 

No// Don't know// 

9a Would youi· say the incidents in the film are 
i) arranged·one after the other / / 

ii) arranged in a disorderly manner I/ 

b Does the arrangement of events in the film arouse 
your interest? 

Yes// No// Don't know// 

" 
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10a Do you understand the story of the film? 

b 

Totally.// 
Averagely// 
Slightly// 

Do you think the story is 

in real life? !ea// 
related to happenings 
No// Don't know// 

c Which aspect(s) of the story line is/are not in line 
with Yoruba culture? 

d 

sex I I, 
violence / / · 
death / / 
karatelkung fu fight I I 
crime 

i) 

ii) 
111) 

iv) 
v)' 

vi) Other (specify) .O••••••••••••••o••O••Oo 

Which aspect(s) of the film would you like the film 
producer to reduce or cut of+? 

i) violence II 
11) action II 

.\iii) horror II 
iv) thuggery II 
v) death· I I 

vi) crime II 
vii) !Jlagic II 

viii) incantation II 
ix) aexliove II 
x) comic I I 

'' 
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e) The aspect(s) marked above should be reduced or 
removed because it/they 

f)i 
ii 

i) encourage(s) bad behaviour in children only// 
ii) encourage(s) bad behaviour

1
in both adults and 

children / / 
iii) can.increase crime and violence rate in 

society I I 
iv) can create fear in the feeble minded// 
v) can undermine one's faith / / 

vi) can encourage prostitution among the 
women folk / / 

Does th!! film show violence? Yes// No I I 
What causes the violence?: 

i) love/sex II 
ii) woman II 

iii) landed property I I 
iv) co-wife rivalry I I 
v) promotion II 

vi) chieftaincy tussle I I 
vii) politics II 

viii) poverty II 
ix) cheating II 

11a Tick (v) either 'Yes' or 'No'. Which of the following 
personalities in· the film has/have fulfilled his/her/ 
their roles: 

. ' 

.. 
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i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 
v) 

vi) 
vii) 

viii) 

gods 
Oba/Baale .. ' 
Husband 
Wi.fe 
Father 
Mother 

297 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

child Yes 

I/· 
II 
II 
I I 
II 
II 
II 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

II 
II 
II 
II 
I I: 
I I 
II 

others ( spec'i.fy) •••••••••••••. • ••••••••• 0 •••• 

i) Name one person you like most in the .film: ••••• 

• e e • 0 0 0 • e e • • • • e e e • • • e e e O • 0 • e • • e • e e e • e • e e • • e e • • • O 

ii) Why do ··you like h.im? ••.•.•.••... 'I! •••••••••••••• 

• 0 • e • • • • • e • •. • • • • e • e • • e • O • • e • e • • • • • •..• e • e O O O e • • • 0 0 

c i) Name one .person you hate most in the .film: ••••• 

d 

ii) 

i 

•/ 
e e e .- • • • e e .. ~ e e •• 4" •; e • e e e • e O e ..• e .... • • • e e e e • • e • • e e e O • e 0 

Why do you hate him? ••••••• ·• ...•.•.•.•• ! •••••• o • 
. r . 

• • e e • • e e • e • e • e • .• ·• e •e. e e e e • • 0 • • • e e e e e e O •. 9 e e ••e.• 0 

Name one 
reflects 

of the persons in'this film whose name 
his/her behaviour: e e e e e e O e • e e e e O O • e O 0 

ii Can you rem.ember: any .funny name given to one o.f 
the persons in this .film: Yes// No/ I 

iii What is the funny·name? e e O O • • • • • • • • • e e • • • • • e • 0 0 

iv Give the meaning of the funny name (if you know 
i.t) • • e • • e e • • e • • e e I e • • 0 • I e e e • e • e e e e • • • e • e e • e • e e O 

• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • o'• • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • o • • • • • • o o o • o • • • o 

''· 

\ 
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12a Do you consider the language used in the film simple? 
· Yes I I No I I Don't know I I 

b Give one or two example(s), of indecent words (language) 
used in this film 

i) ••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••• 
ii) e • e • e • e e e • • • • • • • e • t • e • 0 e O O • e .• • • • e O O • • • • e • • 0 

b ii The indecent language 

. i) is used to attack the female sex II 
ii) is used to attack the male ·sex II 

iii) is used to attack a religious group I I 
iv) can corrupt little children I I 

C i Were you able to identify the area of origin of 
one of the persons in the film through his/her 
speech? Yes I/ No/ I, 

ii Give one or two example(s) of the type of Yoruba 
used in the film (if any) 

1) o•••••••••••••••oo••••••••••••••••oo•o••••oo 

ii) 0 0 0 e e O O e O O O e O O O O e O e O O • e • e e e O e • e e e • • 0 e O O O O O O 0 

iii The type(s) of - , Yoruba 
i) make(s) the film interesting I I 

ii) make(s.) the film humorous I I 
iii) make(s) the film juicy II 

v). show(s) the social setting of this film / I 
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d i) Did some of the persons in the film use foreign 

words (language) (such ks English/Igbo/Hausa 

etc,)? Yes// No//. 

ii) Give two examples of foreign.words used in this 

film (if you can recollect) 

i.) e O • • • • • • e • • • e •e.•.•• • e • • • e O • 0 e • 0 • • e e • • • • 

ii) • • • e • 0 • O e • e O • e • o O e • • • • e • • • • • e • • e O • e • • e • 

iii) The·use of foreign language in the film 

i) shows the educational level of the person 

in this film// 

ii) shows the social status of the person in 

this film / / 

iii) allows the person's show~off among 

illiterate neighbours// 

iv) shows the level of educational development 

in Yoruba society / / 

e i) Give two examples of slang used by the people 

in the film: 

i.) e e e • • e e • 0 0 e e • • •e •.•• • e e e • •.• 0 • e • e e e e e O e e 0 

ii). e e e e e e. 0 e OOO e e •.• e e • tee • e e O e O e e • e e e • • e O 0 

ii) Give the possible meanings of the slang 

i) e e e o. e e O O •• • • • e O • e • e • • e • ·• e • e e e O e e ·• e e e e e e e 

e e • e e e e e e O e O e e • e e • e e • e e e e e e a e e e e e e • • • • e 

• 
" 
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ii) • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

f i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

0 e e O • • • e e ! • • e • • • • • • • • • •·• • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 

Did you enjoy 

Yes// 

the poem/song 

No I I 
rendered in the film? 

Could you ·remember some lines of the poem/song? 

Yes// No I I 

If 'Yes' • kindly give some of the lines remembered: 

e • • ~ • e e e O • • • 0 • e • e • e • 0 0 e O O O e • 0 • • e • e e e e e e • e O e • 0 • • e e O 

e e e e • e O O O O e • e • • • 0 0 0 0 e • 0 0 e e O • 0 e O O e • e O • • 0 0 0 • 0 o O O O • 0 0 

e O e e e • e e O O. 0 0 0 0 0 e e O e O e OOO O O e e e • • 0 e O e • e ,.o e e e O O e e O O 0 

e e • e e e e e e e e e O O e • e e O e e O O e O e e e • e e O e e e O O e e O e e e e e e e e 0 

' 
The poems/songs were used in this film 

i) to while away the time I I 
ii) to entertain the film audience II 

iii) as part of the film story II 
iv) to make the film longer I I 
v) to show part ' , of the Yoruba social life/ I 

13 i) Wliat lessons did you- learn from the film? 

ii) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

•••••••••oeoo,oo,00•0••000000,ooooooc.o 

•o•••o•••••o••••ooo,,,,,oooeoe,ooooeoe 

e O O e O O O O O O O e e e e e e e O O e e e e O e O O • e e e O O O O O 0 

Would you say the film could be of use to anyone 

either now or in the future in solving some 

problems? Yes I/ No I I 
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14 i) What makes you enjoy this film? 
i). . ~ .. . •· •. • • • • • • 0 • ••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • •• 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 

ii) •• •• 0 • 0 • • e • 0 e 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 

ii) What makes you not to enjoy this film 

i) • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • •• • • • • • • • 
ii) 0 0 0 • • ••• • •·. • • • • • • 0 • •• • e O 0 . ' ' 0 • . ' . • • • • • • 

15 General comments (if any) on the film watched 
a) • • 0 • • • • . •... • • • •• • • • • 0 • . '. • • • • •• 
b) • • • ,·, • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • .. ' 
c) • • o o'o • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' . 
d) ••• • 0 • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• ' • • • • • • • • • • ' . • • • •• 0 

We are grateful to you for giving us some of your time. 

Thank you. 
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APPENDIX I B 

.. ,, ,. ...... 
!WA.Di! LORI FIIMU YOROBA 

Ore wa 6w6n, • • • • 

A iieto .lbeere lwadii yi! lati ·se a.war! a.won nnkan won-• . . . 
ni ti on mu yin WO fiimu Yoruba. P~lu lranl§wg yin ni 
idagbasoke yoo fi ba fiimu ~i~e. Inu wa yoo dun bi~ ba 
le y9nd,a asiko di~ lati ba ni dahun aw~n lbeere w?my! 
laifepo b9yp. 

A 0 ~e idahun yin ni nnkan a~ir!. I~~ iwadi! nikan ni 
a oo Bi loo fun. A dup~ fun 1f9wpsowpp9 yin~ 

t ' , 'i ' • , , ' ' . . ' 11.k9le fi mu ti O gbadun JU: •• , • , • , , •••••• , , , , , •• , •• ,•0 •, • •• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
~ ' . , ,, } ( , , ') . . . . 
l!,da akole Gees1. to ba wa ..•......................••••.•• .• . . . ' . ' ................. ~ ........................................ . 

i , • ,. ' •• N bo lo; ti wo fiimu naa: ............................•.•.•. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

AJ2a Kinn! 

i ' , e ma.a.kl ibi ti 
, 

pf1u (../). J~w9, • 0 y~ 

la. Ako [ 
• J Abi,Abo [ J 

b. O;i6-0ri: odun 12 lo slle [ J • • • • • 
odun +3 de • 18 [ J 
6dun • 19 de 24 [ J 
odun 25 de 
• 30 [ J 
odun . ' 31 de 36 '. [ ] 
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odun 37 de 42 [ J • 
9dun 43 19 s6ke [ J 

c.. Ipo loko.,..laya: 
• • 

!llok6-laya 
• • 

[ ] 

:[] Loko-laya • • 
,,,, ,,.-:! 

d. Adeduo Im9-!lk~: 

e. I8'9: 
• • 

Ali9sileiwe [] 
tk6 alakoobere (Pfunari suku [ ] . .. . . . . ' 

~k~ s~k{>tdlrl (Gira.ma suku) [] 
tk~ on:1m~-1p~ ~w9/:p:p oluk{> onlpo keJ1 [ ] 

-tko tn-sll, Yunifasltl ati Gbogbo-n-se [ ] 
• • • • 
Omirall ( s~ p8.t6) ..................•.....•. 

Osis;. i ~oba • • • u • 

Akekoo 
• • • 

Onfsowo 
• 

Agb~ 
Awak9 
Aw9n ~i!ran 

[ J 
[ J 
[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

(so pa.to) 
• 

• 
• Cl ....................... . 

:r. :tpinl~ ablnibi .................................... . 

9ID9 or11~-9d8 mi~ran (a9 p8t0) ····················• 

2 ~e o m9 ede Yoruba s9, o si tun m9 9n k~? 

B"eeni [] Beeko [ ] • • • • • • 

3a ~e o nlf~f ff.lmu Yoruba JU flimu 11~ okere 19? 
B~~ni [] B~~k{> [ J Eyl-keyil [ ] 

b 1 Ewo lo f~ JU 19? 
Ere orl-ltage [ ] 

" 
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Ere ori-t~lifisan [ ] 

Filmu [ ] 

' ' N ko m9 [ ] 

ii Kini !di? ' ............ ,• .................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Emeloo laarin os·e ni 0 D. 16 WO sinnima: • • • • 
:tgba. gbogbo .L ] 

~~ken l"ose 
• • 

[ ] 

tekan lose • • • • meJl [ ] 

:t~kan losu [ ] 
• 

Aslko 9dun L ] 

Eekookan • • • • 
[ ] 

Ni deede meloo ni 
,. , 

' re agogo 0 maa n WO 
• 

agogo 
, l , ,, , 

. -111.e;i : l~., 9san [ ] 

agogo m8ta OsS.n • • 
[ ] 

agogo m~fa. lr?,l~ [ ] 

' ' al~ [ ] agogo m~san-an 

Mo maa n ra 16 110 sinnima ni aslko t:I. • • 
nitori: 

a) Wahala,6ko wlwo 
• • • 

[ ] 

b) Ibudo ti ile slnnima • wa [ ] 

[ ] 

rllmu 100J{>? 

' yli mo yan 

c) Abo 
d) OJu 9;:i9 C~ru oJo/~ru oorun hanh~) [ J 
e) Cmiran · ( s9 pS.tO) ..............••..•..•••••• 
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ha Bawo n! o se mo· nipa filmu naa?· 
• 

Cro enu • • • 
Red!o 

[ J 
[ J 

lkede or1 telifisan [ J . . 

lkede inu lwe-lroyln [ J' 
Agbey~wo nlnii. !we lroyln [ J . . 
Ak{>~e-onl t9{>wo [ J 
lwe lkede a~aflban-alal~ka (poslta) [ ] 
iwe ilewo lkede [] • 
A.koseba [ J • • 

b t16 lo san lowo lwole? . . . 
Na!ra meJl [ ] 
Naira m~ta [ ] 
,,,,, [] Naita marun-un 

Na1ra meJe c J 
Na!ra mewaa [] 
0 ' • (, C:) • ' ) N mi.ran as, pato •..................•• 

5a Se id! gunmo t! 0 fi n lo sinnima ni: 
' • • 

1) lati 19 WO fllmu [ J 
ii) 1at1 10 aw9n aksmi • ' • inu f11mu WO o~ere • 

111) -1&t1 10 ' [ J • naJu 
iv) 1at1 10 

• WO n:nkan mllran t I O yapa s! 
tel1f1san 

• 
[ J 

v) fun 1daraya/lgbadun [ ] 

[ 

v1) ' ' Jfl 1b1 ' t•O ~ee 19 p~1u ololuf~ pe o ere 
vii) ' anfaanl n1 lat1 wa p~lu • . ' • pe awon eeyan 

• 
ml!ran [ J 

J 

[ ] 
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viii) pe 6 dlnw6 a! aw9n nnkan idaraya milran [ J 
ix) .A.w9n ldl mllran ( 09 pa.to) •...••••••••••••• 

. . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b 1 Se nitori osere kan ni o fin WO rilmu? • • 

B~~ni [] B~~k§ [ ] 

11 Tl 6 ba ;if b~pn1', darult9 9kan tab! me;il nlnu 
1ru aw9n o~ere b~~: 

. . . 
1) ..• ·.· ......•... · ....... . 11) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6a. l?e llana fllmu 11~ okere n1 rllmu Yoruba 
B~~ni [] B~~k5i [ ] 

' . gunle? 

' 
b Nlnu gbogbo r!lmu ti O tl WO lati bi o~u mffa s~yln; 

ewo n1 o gb8.d'Un JU 10? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . .•.........•.....•...................................• 

7a Iseri wo ni o ma.a fi rllmu ti () WO lenu 1991? yll a!? • • 
1) riimu ( adalorl) . , • [ ] oran • 

11) r!bru ( ada.lori) ltan-lwoae [ ] 
•• 

111) r!imu (A;iem~·ree) ire 1ba.1opo tak9-tabo [ ] 
• • • • • 

iv) r!lmu a_;i~mo~elu [ ] 

v}'rllmu . ·- .,, ' a;i~m9tan-g1d1 t ] 

v1) rllmu a;i~m§sln- [ ] 

v11) rllmu am~rln-lnwa [ J 
vi11) rllmu 1· d ' ' a o;iude [ ] 

ix) rilmu a~~rubanl [ J 
x) flimu \ ' du.k / ;ian u [ J 
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b N,J~ oye-~r9 kan W'a tl O f? k1 w9n 'i!B.flhan r~ loJU 
B 1nn1na? 

1) Ogun 
11) Ibalop9 tak9-tabo 

111) Oran dlda • 
iv) Iku 

,' ... ... .. ... ... , 
v) Ipa/1Ja/Janduku 

v1) itan gid~ 
vii) isese (asa) • • • • 

v111) lsesl (a~er~) .. 

' 

ix) 

x) 

xi) 

x11) 

!selu 
• 

Ibawl !wa. !b,..a.Jf 1awu;i9 
Oro lgbeyawo 
• • 
lwa lbaJ~ adaleri 9d9 

[ ] 

[ ] 

: [ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

C Ew~ ninu a.won nnkan wonyi ni Oma.an rant! n!nu ff!mu 
• • 

t1 o wo? 

1) "ises! (o~ere) [ J • 
11) Orin [ ] 

,111) oro/ogede [ J • • 
, iv) lsi1e • • 

[ ] 

v) Oye-oro/koko-oro . . . ' . . l ] 

· vi) 0 ~.. -sere • 
'[ ] 

vii) trede-dara [ ] 

v:111) ' Iwo~o. •. . [ ] 

Apa Ke.,! 

So a.won nnkan wonni t1 6 Je mo r!lmu t! 0 gbadun JU 'lo. 
• • • I • • • 

Fi maaki ( v ) sami: 
• 

" 
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Ba 

b 

;oa · 
Filmu naa kan se • 

1) :t1u n1a 
af1han lgbe-aye n1 

L[ J . ' 
1i) Abu1e 

1°11) Ibi ~eJeeJi 
·iv) N k:o mo 

• 

.[ J 
[ ] 

[ J 

Lara • lsoro a.WU.Jn t1 won aw9n ,.. • • 
1) wahala l9k5i-laya 

11) wahala moleb! . . . 
i11) wahala nltireede 

T • • • 

iv) Wahs.la alabaa.B1Repo 
, • T111 • 

·. v) wahala aJ~me>,elu 
'v1) we.ha.la aJ,m'paln 
v11) ab~til~ at1 :lwa. lba.J{i 

v1.11) lwa Jandu~ 
ix) ld!gunJale 
x) Aw9n ml!ran (s9 pat6) 

~af1han n1: 
[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ .] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

o NJ~ o le e9 pe filmu yi! naka abuku a!: 

d 

1) a~a aJfmeto-m9lpbi [] 
11) a~a aJi;meto-lgbeyaw6 [ .J 

111) asa aJemeto-oselu [] • • • 
1 v) a~a aJpmeto,,,ialn [ ] 
v) eto ipo bi aw~n eeyan ~e wa eira w9n l'aWUJ~ c J 

v1) aw6n nnkan asa.WUJ°6 Yoruba lanfaan! [ ] -• • • 
,,. 

NJ~:fllmu naa le 
·Been1 [ ] 

•• 

nlpa lorl 
B~ik~ [] 

• • • ero okan • 
N ko 1e 

en1? • 
BO { ] 

• 

,. 
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1) to 
11) to 

awon eto • 
B·een1 [ 

•• 
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ara WOn ni A{5e-n-t8l8 
• T • • - , ·' ara w9n fege~ege 

[ ] 

[ ] 

1~~1, !nu r!lmu yil mu n1 l9kan? 
] Beeko [] N-ko mo [ ] 

• • • • 

lOa iJ~ ltan 1nu· r!lmu ·.naa ye p? 
Da.ada'a (pa.ta.pats.) [ ] 
Niwpntunw9nsl/DedaJl [ ] 
Dit [ ] 

b NJf o rope ltan naa a, m9 l~~l~ oJu-aye? 
B' en1 [ ] Batko [ ] N ko mo [ ] • 4i'. • ..•• ' • 

C two n!nu awon abala isele inu filmu naa ni ko ba asa 
- . . . . . 

. · Yoruba mu? 
1) Ibalopo tak'O-tabo [ ] 

. . . 
11) AJagbu,la [ J 

11'1) iku-meJ1-eplnnl . [ ] 
iv) !Ja on!tlpa-thruuku [ ] 
v) Oran dide:. ;_ . [ J . . . ,. . . . 

vi) OmiraD. ( sO p9.t6) .......... ;, ~-•...•.•...•...• ~. . . 

d two nlnu aw~m abala ls~1e ni . , . 
kl olootu rlimu aaa re • • • 

yli , . 
Y9 kii.ro: 

1) ! . . Jagbula [ ] 

11) i~es! (osere) • [ ] 
111) iseruban! [ ] ' • • 
iv) iwa Jandu1ru [ ] 

" 
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v) Iku-meJl-eplnnl [ ] 

vi) Oran. dlda [ ] 
• 

vii) Idan p!pa [ ] 

viii) oro p!pe/Ogede s!iia 
• • ! . 

[ ] 

ix) lbalop9 tak:9-tabo/lrlr~han t ] 

x) Iran amprln;nwa [ ] 

e O y~ kl a y9 aw~n abala l~~l~ t! ~ mas.kl yl! nltorl 
pe 6/w6n • 

1) le J~ kl iwa 
QE?de _nlkan 

1ba.J~ P9 sl laaarln 11w9n 
[ ] 

11) le J8 kl lwa 
. . lba.Jf gogo s! 1 laaar!n 

[ ] t9m~de tagba 

111) le ;i'A kl lwa odaran • • 
ati ~Jagbula po s! 1 

• 
1awuao • 

[ ] 

iv) 10 mu'iru ba ~w9n eda enlya.Ii t! k() gbokan/ . . • 
19tan:::, [ ] 

v) 1a , 
lgbagb9 tin1 ying~ [ ] mu 

v1) 10 , 
lwa -~ , 

gberu sl 1 [ ] mu a~~wo 

r 1 ~e w9n ~afihan a;iagbula n~nu rllmu yll? Been1 [ ] 
• • 

B'eko E J . ft. • .' 

11 K1 n1 ohun t'o fa B.Jagbula? 
1) tr~/lbalop9 tako-tabo 

• 
[ ] 

11) ob1nr1n [ ] 

111) ~ ... , " 
dukia ile 

• 
[ ] 

iv) Orogun else • • 
[ ] 

.. 
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v) lgbega [ ] 

vi) ' ' . ' 1Ja oye [ J 
v11) oselu [ ] 

' 
.v111) l~f/l:ra [ ] 

1x) iya.n;:,~/1rJ;:,~ [ Ji 

Sallll 'p· elu ( v:)' sl .,,.a.la I Beeni I tabl 'Beeko I. • • ., i • • . . 

ninu aw~n ~da w·{my{ ni·o ~e OJtl~e r~ bi O ti 

1) ~rlsa - Beeni [ ] • • • 
11) 

111) 
iv) 
v) 

vi) 
vii) 

9ba/Baali - :lle~ni [ } 
Oko . - Been1 [ ] 
• • •• 

- Bi~ni 
B~~ni 
Beeni •• 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ J 

lyaw6 
Baba 
lya. 

pm9 Bi~ni [ ] 

Beeko [ J 
• • • 

B~~k§ [] 
B~~k{> [ ] 
B~~k{> [] 
Beeko [ J ' . . 
Beeko [ J 

• • • 
Beeko [ · J 

• • • 

Ta n1 
ye? 

• 

viii) Aw9n mliran (so pa.to) I I t t ·• I t I I I I t t I O I O I I I I • I . . 
. ~ ' ...................... ~ ..................... . 

b 1 Da.rii.ko enikan t1 o fera.n JU lo nlnii. fi imu naa: , • , 
. . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · .......................... . 

' 11 K1 n1 la1 t1 o f1 feran re? .......... ,'~, ........ . . . . 
.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,i ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

C 1 Daruk9 ~nlkan ti 1nu r~ D. bl p JU 19 nlnii. r!lmu naa. 
.................................................... 

' f , • I , 11 K1 n1 id ti 1nu re r~ n bi o? •••••••••••••••••••• . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ... · .................•••• 
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d 1 Daruk6 enikan nlnu awon enlyan 1nu filmu naa tl • • • 

11 

111 

or~k9··r~ f~ 1w8. r; b8.n: •..•.••..••.••••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
:&J~ 
won 

• 

0 le rant1 oruko apanllerin-1ri kan • • 
s9·9kan lara 
B~~n1 [ ] 

aw6n enlyan 1nu rllmu 
• 

Beeko c J • • • 

t1 
naa? 

.. ' J K1 n1 oruko apan1ler1n-in • • 
nS.9.? ................. 

........... · ................... · ................. . 
iv S9 itumc;, orukp apan1l~rln-ln naa (t1 o ba m9 §n): 

. . .... ·- -

12a 

b 1 

11 

....................... ' ........................... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1JJ~ o rope ede tl w9n lo nlnu 
[ ] N 

rllm!J. , ' naa n1tum9 al o? 
• 

ko ' m9 [ ]. Been1 [ ] 
•• 

B<>ek6 .. . . 
S6 apeere kan tab! meJl . . . . ' lara a.won oro . . . . (ede) 
alufansa/lsokuso t1 won . . . . lo nlnu fi !mu , ' naa: 

1) ............................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · .. . . . . . .............. . 

11) ............................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ta.e lsokuso/alufansa yl! • • 
1) n1 won 10 1at1 f1 ' abuku abo [ ] naka Si aWUJO • • 11) n1 won 

• 
10 1ati f1 na.ka 'b'k' al 8WUJ9 ako [ ] a u u 

• 111) ni w9n lo 1at1 f1 bu ~nu at~ lu ~gb~ 
elesln . . kan [ ] 
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m? ilu ab1n1b1 9kan lara aw9n enlyan inu 
, . . 

naa nipaae 
• le~r9-tinu r~? 

Been! [] 
• • 

B~eko c J · . . . . 
11 89 ap~~r~ kan tabi me;il lara iru:sde adugbo ti w~n 

lo n!nu r!imu naa (t! o ba wa) 

111 

1 

1) 

11) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
' 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

........................................... 
Iru ede adugbo 

r!lmu 
ti won lo [ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

] 

] 

] 

] 

[ 

, 
mu 
mu 

, 
mu 

rllmu 
r!lmu 

• , . 
naa lar1nr1n 
naa pan1lerln-1n 

• 
naa suni 

1) 
11) 

111) 
iv) 
v) 

se afikun ltumti a! • 
ltan (1nu r!lmu) ] 

• 
sarlhan • 

awu;io,· ti won ti sagbekale • • • 
r!lmu , . naa [ J 

Se • •• • n!nu r!lmu , . 8d0 a;io;il awon eeyan kan naa lo 
• • 
8d8 Geeai, tbo, Hauea, abbl)? • • 

B.~~n1· [ l B~ik§ [ ] 

' ' 

(bi 

11 s~ ap'§~r~ me;il lara aw~'m 9r9 'a;ib;ii t1 w9n lo nlnu 
r!lmu na.a: 

1) .............................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

11) . ~·-· .............................. '• ......... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1111 L11o ede aJOJ1 n1nu rJimu yl1 

1 

f 1 

1) €30.flhan adeduo im9-~k? eda 1nu r1imu [ J 
11) €3aflhan a.aye 1pO aWUJ9 ~da 1DU f1imu 

yi1 [ J 

111) 'd' • laaar1n • , , ' ' [ Mu ki e a na ruga aw~m puruutu 
.. • 

iv) Saflhan adeduo idagbasoke lm9-~kf, 
• 

l'awuJ~ Yoruba [ ] 

S9 ap~~r~ meal 
(lrededa~a.) t1 

la.ra aw~n ede afla 
aw6n enlyan 1nu r1lmu 

• 
, . . 

naa lo: 

1) ........................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

11) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

1) .......................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

11) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

€3e O gbadun ewl at1 or1n t1 w9n lo n1nu rlimu naa? 

Been1 [ ] Batko [ ] 
• • • • • 

] 

11 Se o le rant! !la bi 1 ~elo6 ninu ewi tab1 or1n uaa? 
• 

B~~n1 [] B~~k9 [] 
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'B~in1 bl 1 meloo ti ranti , ' 111 Bi , so 11a 0 naa: 
• 

• • . . . • • . . . . ... • . . . . . • • • • 

• •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 

• . . • • • . .. • • .. • . . •• • • 
' • • • • • •• • . . • • • • . . • • .. • . . •'• • • • • • • • •• • • • • 

iv Won lo ·aw~n ewl/orin wonyl nlnu rllmu yli 
• • . . 

1) 1at1 rl gba akoko [ ] 

11) 1at1 fi da won lara ' [ ] 
• onworan ya 

111) 
., , 

bl, ltan 1nu rllmu , ' [ ] gt3g~ ara naa 
1v) 1at1 1·e ki rllmu. , ' tuba ' al 1 [ ,] ;Ji! naa gun • • 
v) 1at1 saflhan ara • lgbe-aye aWUJ9 Yoruba [ ] 

13 1 Ki ni ' ~kQ ti ko'nlnu rllmu , ' aw9n 0 naa: • 
1) • • • • . . • • •• • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • ••••• 

11) • • . . • • • .. • • • • • • . . • . .. • • • • • • .. . . • 
111) • • • . . • •• 
iv) • • • • . . . . . . .. • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • 

11 ~e 10 
, 

rilmu , ' 1e wulo run en1ken1 0 so pe naa yoo • • • 
nlsins1nyl1, ta.bi 1-6 o , , 

1at1 fi 
, 

' iwa;iu YailJU awon • ;J • • 
i~oro tabi we.ha.la? 

B~ini [ ] B~eko [ ] 
•• • 

l.ll 1) Ki ni 
, 

a a ki gba.dun rilmu tl 
, 

' , ' 0 0 0 WO naa: • 

1) • • ....... • • • • • • • • • . . . . ••••• • • . . . . • • • • • 
11) ' .. .. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • •• • • 

11 Ki nl ko ;J~ kl 0 gbadun rilmu yll? 

1) • • •••••••• • •• • • • • . . . •••• • . . • • . . • • • • • 
11) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .. . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . ••••• 
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15 Aw!le/Asolrun 
' . (t! 6 be. wa) 16r1 fiimu t! a WO yli 
1) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

11) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

' ~ ~e P9• 
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APPENDIX II A 

K.S. CINEMA,.TOTAL GARDEN, IBADAN 

Audience Attendance for the last six months of the 
Year 1990 (July-December) 

MONTH FILM TITLE 

' ' JULY OMO ORUKAN • • 
... ... ; ... I' 

AJANI OGUN 

ATTENDANCE 

. . 
'4,760 (HAM)• 

TYPE OF 
FILM 

Optical 

163 (LAM)• Optical 

PRODUC'.VION 

\ '\. ,. , ' 
AWADA Ki;,RIKF,RI 
ORGANISATION 

(2LA BALOGUN 

AUGUST 
... , , I' 

9B~ GBIGBONA 1,400 (HAM) Reversal ALAWADA MOVIES 
"" I ._ " ' 
OWE AKALA 609 (LAM) 

' ' ' SEPTEMBER IYAWO BUS STOP 2,108 (HAM) 
, ' 

IGI DA 1,040 (LAM) 

Optical 

Video 

Video 

OCTOBER 
. , , 

ORI OLORI 3,040 (HAM) . Optical 
,, 
ILARA 

' ' NOVEMBER KANAKANA 
' ' ' IJAKUMO 

• 

1,997 (LAM) 

1,740 (HAM) 

1,040 (LAM) 

Video 

?? 

Optical 

77 

77 

77 

ADE LOVE 

77 

77 

'/ 7 

DECEMBER AGBA AARIN 4,100 (HAM) 

905 (LAM) 

Optical 77 
.._ I I I' ' ' ' OBE GBIGBONA 

' ' 
Reversal ALAWADA MOVIES 

• 11AM Highest A.ttendance for the month 
• LAM • Lowest Attendance for the month 

Mr Adisa, Y.A., the assistant Manager (Entertainment) 

supplied us with this information. From the information 
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given, one would see that he was more interested in the 

numerical strength of ·the audience in attendance than. 

the producer of the film. 

on the 28 June, 1991, 

Thie information was collected 

" 
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APPEND IX I I B 

CULTURAL CENTRE, MOKOLA, IBADAN 
• • 

Audience Attendance for the last six months of the 
Year 1990 (July-December) 

MONTH FILM TITLE ATTENDANCE 

JULY 
,I , , , 

PANPf AYE 3,276 (~AM) 

... ... / ... , 
AJANI OGUN 232 (LAM) 

AUGUST LI~/1.BI AGBONGBO 
AKALA 720 (HAM) 

,.. I ; 
SANGBA F<j> 

' ' SEPTEMBER OMO ORUKAN 

81 (LAM) 

5 0 042 (HAM) 
' I 

.... ' " , 
AJUM(?BI 

' ' ' OCTOBER MO~EB9LATAN 
, ~ 

ORIJA 

~ ' ' 

728 (LAM) 

995 (HAM) 

533 (LAM) 

NOVEMBER IYAWO BUS STOP 1,144 (HAM) 
, 

EKU EDA 557 (LAM) 
I 

..... ,._ ,, ... 
DECEMBER AROPIN TENIYAN 4 0 150 (HAM) 

..._ ' .._ _, I 

AAR~ AGBAYE 510 (LAM) 

TYPE OF 
FILM 

Optical 

Optical 

Optical 

Reversal 

.Optical 

Video 

Optical 

PRODUCTION 

AFRO AME:RICAN 
c~i:;GuN RASCO) 

OLA BALOGUN 
• 

' , ' 
AKIN OGUNGBE: 

' ... ' ., ' 
JIM9 ALIU 

' ' ..._ I ' 
AWADA K'1RIKfiRI 
ORGANISATION 

I ; I ' 

TUNDE: ONILE:WURA 

' ' ' ALAWADA MOVIE:S 
... ... .... ' ... 

Reversal KE:NGBE ORO 

Video 

Video 

Optical 

Optical 

' ' 
,I , ... " , 

DE:LE: AIKI FILMS 

LEWIS FILMS 

OGUNDE FILMS 
I ' ~ 

ALAWADA MOVIES 

The Cultural Centre is owned b¥ the Oyo State Government of 

Nigeria. It is no surprise, therefore, that the recoro of attendance 

has properly been kept unlike that of K. S, Cinema which is a private 

venture. Mr J o 9'iunleke, the thea.tre manager for Cultural Centre 

gave us this information on the 23 July, 1991, 
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. r:'.; APPENDIX :III ' . . 
'UNIVERSITY··oF IBADAN, IBADAN NIGERIA 

DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS & AFRICAN LANGUAGES 
• • J • 

•LEPHONE: IBAOAN 400550-400614 (65 LINES) CABLES & TELEGRAMS: UNIVERSITY 19ADA,N 
TELEX: C.\MPUS l 1128 NG E~t?. 1409, 1422 ' 

;;. 
' '\ . 
V 

14 May 1991 

Dear Sir 

ADELEKE, D.A.: Matric No 43689 

The above-named is a postgraduate researah student currently 
on his Ph.D. programme in. this Department. His f'ield research 
is taking him to· .. some establis.hments to collect materials and 
inf'ormation on.his research. topic titled AUDIENCE RECEPTION OF 
YORUBA FILM. He has ch9s_en'your establishment as one of' the 
places to v:isi.t. f'or assistance • .. ,.: - ,. . . 

;.· I should be' gratef'ul if' you would assist him .in this regard. 

Thank you f'or your cooperation. 

Yours f'ai thf'ully 

J!M.61~: Ph.D. 
Ag Head of' Department 

,; 

'' 

\ 
\. 

\ ~. 

I 

'I 

'I 
'' '. 
' 
·1 

' I 
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APPENDIX IV 

List of Informpts and Field Assistants and 
S~condary Sources 

A: Cinema Managers Interviewed 

Name 

l Mr Pe.ter Amosu 

3 llr Yusuf Ade~ina 
Adisa 

41 Mr JO 9~unleke 
(Theatre Direc-
tor) . 

ii Miss Bq~a ~9diip9, 
(Assist'ant Theatre 
Manager) 

Date Cinema 

15/6/91 i a) Tazan Cinema, Mapo, 
·; Ibadan 

21/6/91 

b) Odeon Cinema, Oke-Ado, 
Ibadan 

c) Queen's Cinema, 
I I ' ' , ' Adamasingba, Ibadan. 

ii Tabantari Hotel (Cinema 
Hall), El~kurq, Ibadan. 

28/6/91 iii KS Cinema, Ibadan. 

23/7/91 iv Cultural Centre, Jlqkqla 

Ibadan 

23/7/91 Cultural Centre, Mqkqla 
Ibadan '' 
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B: Actors/Actresses Interviewed 

Name Date 

1 Mr I~qla Ogun~qla 30/9/88 
·ca.k.a. I Sho Pepper) 

·, 

2 Mrs Yetunde Ogun,q~a 30/9/88 
' 

~ llr,Oyin Adejqbi 20/5/99 

4 Mrs Grace Adejqbi 20/5/90 
' 

f 

' ' 
5 Mr L{pade O~o 

I 

28/7/9+ . 

6 Mr Sunday Qmqbqlanle 28/7/9i 
(a,k,a Aluw~f) 

I 

7 Mr Tajudee.11 Baba-"''" ; 
tunde A!ie~qkan· 
(a,k•a Qkanlawqn) 

several 
days · 

.'.Place 

' l .... ... Tabantari Hotel, I ' ,. Elekurq, 
' ' ' Ibadan 

Taoantari Hotel, Elekurq, 
Ibadan 

' ' .. " ' Tabantari Hotel, Elekurq 
Ibadan 

- '_, .. 
Tabantari Hotel, Elekurq , 
' ' Ibadan 

.Cultural Centre, 
, I < I" 

llqkqla, 
rba.dan 

(At a ~ocial party) 
:,,,, ~ ' ... " \, Molete, Ibadan 

Agbaje Memorial Primary School 
AY~Yfl, Ibadan. 
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C: Film-goers 

Name 

l Mrs .B Davies 

2 Miss Iyabq Olodude 

323 

Place of Interview 

Odeon Cine-a, Ibadan 

Cultural Centre, Ibadan 

3 Deaconess LA Adekanmbi Tabantari Hotel, Ibadan 

4 Mrs Moni Aw~ Loyola College, Ibadan 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Ura GA Gbolahan 
' . 

Mrs Laitan Owo9y~ 

Dr (Mrs) Y~misi 
Adebqwale 

Mr Diipq Gbenro 

Mrs Funmi Oyedun 

Mrs VO Adewusi 

Mr and Mrs o A Qkin 

St·Andrew's College of Education 
(Ibadan Centre), 

Oke-Badan High School, Ibadan 

Department of Linguistics,' 
University of Ibadan, Ibadan. 

Department of Linguistics, 
University of Ibadan, Ibadan, 

Oke~Badan High School, Ibadan. 

Odeon Cinema, Ibadan 

KS Cinema, Ibadan, 

,. 
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Field Assistants 

1 Kayqde Agbaje 

3 Tajudeen Ade~Qkan 

4 ~egun Ade~qkan 

5 Wale Adeniyi 

6 Abdul Kareem 

7 Mrs FF Qmqtq~q. 

8 Mr Adubi Obisesan 

9 Mr Ganiyu Jinadu 

Secondary Sources 

Radio
0

Stations: 

324 

Address 

Department o,f Linguistics and 
African Languages, University 
of Ibade.n, Ibadan. 

Department of Modern European 
Languages, University of Ibadan, 
Ibadan. 

· Ibadan Grammar School, Ibadan 

Ibadan Gramm~r School, Ibadan 

Q~un State College of Education, 
Ila (Ibadan Centre). 

Q~un State College of Education, 
Ila (Ibadan Centre). 

St-Andrew's College of Education, 
Qyq, (Ibadan Centre). 

If~lodun Odb-Qba, Ibadan, 

Total Filling Station, Mqkqla,, 
Ibadan 

1) Broadcasting Corporation of Qyq State R~dio, Ibadan, 
(BCOS, Ibadan) 
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ii) •Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria 
Ibadan. 

Television Stations: 

i) Broadcas~ing Corporation of Qyq State 
Television Station (BCOS), Ibadan. 

ii) Nigeria Television Auth_ori ty, (NTA), Ibadan. 

iii) Ogun State Television (OGTV), Ab~okuta 

• I am ·highly indebted to FRCN, Ibadan for producing a 

radio phone-in· programme "Qrq-o-n:!l~" on the effects o.t 

the film on the viewing public, on the 13 January, 1990. 

It was produced by Bqlade Salami. The list of contributors 

include: 

Name Address 

1 Adewara ?? 

2 91a Abdul ArcSboto Ij~bu-Ode 

3 Olumide 9oy~mi Ode-R~mq 

4 Babatunde Adetoye .Ibadan 

5 Chief Qlatunb9sun Qladapq; 'Akurf 
,' 

6 Chief Olugunnil :i6tu 
.. 

7 Chief Imam Wahab Babatunde Ibadan 
" 
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Nwne '·· 

8 Tundii Olaniyan 

9 Alhaji Yusuf · 

10 Adekqrq ·01oyede 

11 Alhaji Muda~iru 

12 Tunde Bakare 

13 Alhaji B S Bakare 

14 Alhaji Wahab Hamid 
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Address 

Il9rin 

?? 

Idah, Benue 

Ikoyi, Lagos 

Islamic School, Yamani 

College, Kaduna. 

Mu~in, Lagos 

?? 

"· 
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